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THE HINDJ CONCEPTION OF TH£ FUNCTIONS OF BBSATH
I

A Study in early Hindu Psycho-physics

INTRODUCTORY AND FUNDAMENTAL
'

The l&ijUT Veda, the Atharva Veaa,the Brahmanas and the Sutras con-

tain frequent references to a number of vital breaths. These are

expressed either by the plural of the word El4Q§:»or by a series of '

worQs formed by the combination of adverbial prefixes with the

root \fKJi,"Xo breathe", via:- Prana,a2ana,vyana,udana,samfna .and av-

.

|na. These vital breaths or 2rlQ§§ ^.re manipulated with especial""~~ — ————

frequency in connection with ritual practices. The exigencies of the

ritual determine what and how many breaths shall be exploited.

This exploitation of the pranas attains its most luxuriant form in

connection with the building of the great Fire-Altar(Agniksetra) .

The Fire-Altar is conceived of under various forms. Sometimes its

shape is supposed to be like a bird (CB. Books VII-X) jsometlmes like

a sacrificial animal (CB. VIII , 1,4,3 etc. ) ;sometimes like a human be-

ing(CB.IV,l,l,l;VI,l,l,5;VII,4.1,23 etc.).

The living organismCatman ) ,tbus assumed .cannot exist without vital

breaths, and .accordingly, under various arrangements of name and num-

,

ber,they hold a large place in its construction. When names are

given, the reference is to breathing processes, real , or analogically

assumed. When numbers are given, the emphasis is either upon the lo-

cation of a separate ireath in the several parts of the body(CB.VIIi

3,4,4 etc.);or upon either the psychical organs or their activities,!

both organs and activities being called granas.

This distinction between a plurality by names and a plurality by

number is fundamental and divides the subject into two well-defin-
|

spheres of investigation. The latter is the much more important of'

the two in their relation to Hindu thought.lt not only directly in-

troduces the question of the relation between the psychical er|uai

and the cosmico-divine concepts, Agni ,VSyu etc. --thus involving

the whole question of psycho-physical correlationsjbut it leads al-

so to the discussion of the various meanings of eiIu^ i^ ^^^ singu-

lar thus raising the problem of the relationship between Prana

and the psychical and metaphysical concept ,Atman .The former is for-

mulaic or largely so, and smacks of the ritualthence it is less

fruitful than might at first sight be anticipated.
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At the same time, the series of names, whether representing oi served

and oiservable breath activities, or being mainly symoollc addition
to an empiric starting-point .is worthy of careful Inveetlgation , oe

cause of the large place which these names hold in the literature,

and because of the attempts at explanation which appear in the Upa-

isads.

P^ANA IN THfi RIG-VBDA.

The propriety of maUng the Rig-Veda the starting point in this dis

cussion is self-evident. Its material , moreover, will be found to be

fundaiuental to ooth divisions of the sutject^as above indicated, and

therefore, calls for preliminary investigation. Thougn the amount of

material is coDiparatively meagre, yet the importance of the litera-

ture, in which it is found, .iustifies a somewhat detailed statement

which will contain all the uses both of the noun 2I!§QI ^-nd the verb

an. The noun occurs but five times, viz:-1 ,66, 1;III ,53,21; X, 59, b; X 9C)

Id; X, 2. It is formed from the verbal root an, "to oreatlVby the addi-

tion of the prefix ^ra.

RV.I,66,1.

In this stani^a grana is one of the things with which firefagni)is

compared.lt is said to be"like excellent riches, like the Sun, like

life(ajuh ) (and )prana,liKe one's own son".

The point to be noted here is the identification of "breath"and"life
The. two words stand side oy side without a connective. The accent

of ayuh shows it to bfe a noun. Even if, according to a recogni^.ed

Vedic usage, we allow an ttd^ectival force to ajuh and translate uy

"livin^^; breath", there will be a clear hint of identification.
In I, 46, 10, the derivative firanana stands side by side with jivana3

in a line addressed to the Dawn, thus :-"The very breath(ana )life of

all are in Thee,0 joyous One, when Tuou shinest forth".

There is no connective between the words pranana, jiyana,and they
may be tran8latea"Breath ,even life""Vicvasja hi prananam .iivanain

tve etc'JPranana ii,ay indeed be taken as a causitive ad,,ective.

Rv.III ,53,21.

"Ifti&|ll dvi8masjtan]|u piaQQ ifthatu. "fWhomsoever we hate, let his oreath
leave him". This suggests the witchcraft practices which are espec-
ially characteristic of tne Atharva Veda. The identification of

death and departing breath, as assumed here, Is axiomatic and re-

quires no remarK.

KV.X,59,6.

Here prloa is sought ly prayer side ty side with other parts and
powers of the huaan organism, viz :-Eye, mind (manas )and life-princi-
ple(asq)

.





RV.X,90,13.

This hymn is the famous Purusa-sukta.In stanza 13, the wIndfVayu)

is said to have been produced from the treath of cosinic Man.

As the ^iant form of a primeval cosmic Man undoubtedly tooi< shape

in the poet's thought ty a projection of himself upon the Universe,

we are ustified in interpreting each part and organ as though, at

least in the first instance, the individual earthly man was referred

to.Prana is therefore, the physical breath whose identity with wind

is here assumed. The second half of the stan/.a runs , "MukhEdindraclcl^-

niQQ9: EriQidlva^uMjayata". These words express not only the axioma-

tic identification of wind and breath to which countless references

are made in Hindu literaturejbut the derivation of Agni fron the

nouth, whence issues the warm vital breath, which is also used in the

production of fire, suggests the still more oft-recurring correla-

tion of a£ni and ^rana.

Bv.X,189,2.^
This stanza occurs in a hymn to Surya.The shooting forth of the

rays is liKened to the exhalation of animal oreath. "Antac carati

rocanasya pranad apanati ", "The shining One, breathing out (or off)

from his breath ii:oves about within". The third pada adds,"lhe nighty

One illumines the heaven". Whatever be the detailed interpretation

and reference of tnese words, it is clear that 2r|na here is viewed

siiuply as physical breath.

Verbal and Participial Forms of the Root Vkn.

These forms, whether from the simple root or the root compounded

with prefixes, are of equal importance with the noun, and indeed, be-

cause of their variety, even more suggestive. Two forms are from the

simple root,viz:-
KV.X,129,2

This is the important"NasadasTt" theosophic hymn. The Vedic Imperfect

InTt is found in the second stan5^a,thus :-"lnid avatam svadhaya tad

ek'am","That One, without wind , oreathed by Its own will". This pas-

sage expresses by contrast the dependence of breath upon wind(Vata).

That which differentiates the primitive Only from all else is the

fact that It performed the act of breathing without naving wind to

start with. hV. I, 164, 30

here tue participle anat is used.Tne verse describes a "breathing,

srtift-moving,living(jtvam), self-stirring One,wno lies firm-fixed in

tiie midst of our dwellings". Though Grassman rightly describes this

line as obscure, and its connection with the context is not easy to

make out, yet there seems no reason to doubt that the main reference

is to the hoifSe-fire.The flaming up of the fire is likened L.y the

poet to the breathing process of aniiial life.
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We find three instances ofVH co. pounded with £ra.

RV.X,32,8.

The form used is the Imperfect pranit.The line. runs, as follows :-

"Just now to-dai, he breathed"—-adyed u pranit— "he reuiembered

those aajs(when )biaden,he sucked the bosom of his motrier".The hj/ain

is addressed to Indra.The connection of the stanzas is uncertain ana

the meaning obscure. Here probably the reference is to fire which has

been hidden in wood, which is produced bjj water(cf .Rain and plants).

Sayana is doubtless right in thinking that ttie poet here speaks of

the fire which has just been produced by the friction of the chura-

ing-stiCKS rubbed to-gether.The word pranit is doubly suggestive, (1)

The breath of life is a fitting figure of the issuing forth of fire

from wood, as, to the Hindu observer, it seemec to do.(2)Breath was used

along with the churning-sticks in the production of fire, and, there-

fore, to say that"Agni"breathed"is an expression ,iustified by the phe-

nomenon.
RV.X, 125,4.

Praniti stands here side by side with veros of seeing and hearing.

The goddess Speech ( Vac )speaks in her own praise, "By me doth he, who

sees,breatheb and hears what is said

,

obtain (lit. eat )food". All breath

movements are clearly included in the^word.
|

RV.X,121,3.

In this third stanza of tue well known Hiranyagarbha hymn, the parti-

ciple Eliuat is used. It stands with the participle nimisat.

Hiranyagarbha is declared to oe sole Ruler of all that moves(;ia£at

)

both'the"breathers"and the"eye-c.losers",cf .AV . X,8,6 and XII, 3, 3^4.

The distinction between the two classes of beings here mentioned, if

there .e a real distinction, is not clear. The gods are said to be an-

imisatah.Mitra is so ctllea in RV. Ill, 59, ana VII ,60.Brhaspati is de-

scribed" as"animisacarya" , "The teacher of trie gods"cf.PW. "Breather^

may therefore include both earthly Qind heavenly beings, whi le"eye-

closers" describe only the former. On the otner hand, it is not impos-

sible to understand by "breathers"heavenly beings wlio do not close •

their eyes, who "neither slumber nor sleep". The former of tue two

opinions is preferable since creathing is the most salient phenome-

non of all moving life.

In connection with these three examples of £ra withi/an^it

is to le noted that the prefix aods nothing in the way of defining

the direction of the breath movement. At most the difference between

l/Fn with era andfah alone is one of intensity. :oth forms cover .
rea th-

ing in general without an^ hint of distinction between in-breathing

and out-breathing.
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Yin with ajja

RV.X,189,2

Tne form used is the feminine of the present participle. The pas-

sage has already been discussed under prana. The important words

are prlntdjaptnati which have been translated, "breathing out (or

off) from his breath". The prefix apa Has the force of "out", "off",

or"away from". Here we have tae sole Rig-Vedic basis of the noun

form aptna.

VAq with sam

RV.X,55,5

This stanza contains tie only instance of tiis compound in the Rig-

Veda. The form used is the Perfect. The theme under treatment is the

Moon. The context expresses the thought that the old Moon swallows

up the new one. "Behold the wisdom of the gods"-~so runs the line

"to-day he died, yesterday he came to life" adsl laitra sa

hyah samfna. The force of tlie prefix in such a connection is rather

uncertain. PW. suggests both"aufatnmen"and"zu Leben kommen". The lat-

ter seems preferaole since it may be inferred from the literal mean-

ing of the compound.viz:-" breathed to-gether".ProDably the force of

tne prefix is merely intensive and we might translate by the simple
word" breathes" ;for to breaths is to live and in contrast with mamtra

means to come to life.

Summary of Results for the Rig Veda

(1). Including pr|nana with pr|na, there are si-c passages where t'he

noun is used. In three of them prlna signifies breath in general, cf.

X,59, 6;X, 90, 13 andX, 189,2..Inthe taree other passages it is put more

or less definitely for life,cf .1,48, 10;I ,66, l,andIII,53,21.

(2). The prefix pra adds at most a slight intensive force to the

root»^
. (3). The prefix apa has the force of "out" or "off" and its use in

the single instance is of value in determining the meaning of

aptna

.

. (4). The use of sam with/an throws no light upon the meaning and

use of sam|na_.

The Rig leda, therefore, shows, on the one hand, absolutely no

indication of any attempt to specialize various breaths, and, on tne

other hand, furnishes no instance of the plural number of prfna and

only those uses of tae sini;;ular which are primitive and ax'iomatic.
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PART I

Chapter I

Views of Translators and Sumiary of Material

a"

Diverse and Varying Views of Leading Translators

We take u,j first the iJame-series of vital oreaths.Tne series of

names is, as follows :-Pralna,aESna,vy^na,udana, and samina.Io tnese may

be added tne unique av|na,whicn appears but once, viz, in JB.Up*II,5.

Apart froi the challenge to investigation thrown out by such a

series of names, the conflicting views of translators, notably as re-

gards Erana and apana, indicate that there is real need for a care-

ful survey of and inquiry into the whole material which the earlier

literature supplies.

The situation, as illustrated oy the work of leading trans-

lators, is, brief ly stated, as follows:-

(1) Bloomfield,in his"Hymns of the Atharva Veda" (3BI1. Vol.XLII ), is

consistent throughout .He translates prSna oy "in-breathing", and
aplna by "out-Dreathing",wQether they appear as separate words or in

tne copulative compound 2l|n|i|nau. In only one instance(AV.AlI ,3,28)

is there a variation made and this is merely verbal, as for example

when the compound is translated by the phrase"breatis of life".

(2)Haug,in his Aitareya Brahmana, manifests like consistency. Pr|na is

given throughout as"air inhaled" and aglna as "air e<haled".One sin-
gle textual slip must be noted. His te.-:t in IV, 14, 5, has sranodtnau,
but he still translates as though it were Er|n|panau,or EllaS; and

a^l-na.

(3)Bohtlingk in his translation of t'le Brhadaranyaka Upanisad adheres
to fiinhauch and Aushauch for jjrSna and astna with entire consistency.

.
(4 )Grif f ith,in his translations of the Atnarva Veda and theValgasane-
ya Saaihita of the White Yajur Veda, varies the wording for grana and

aplna in almost every passage. For example, in thr A.V.out of thirty-
two references, tnere are twenty-five different forms of expression.
Notwithstanding this variety in expression, the distinction between

Erlaa and aElna,when made at all, is the same as that made by the

translators already mentioned. "In-breath and out-breath"; "inhaling

and exnaling";"inspiration and expiration"—these are some of the

forms of translation which he uses.

Apart from excessive variety in forms of words, points espe-
,

cially open to criticism in his volumes of the AV. are:-

(a)Tne translation of Eranlelnau by t.ie singular term"vital breath".

. {b)The translation of Elizas and asanas ae though they were singular^.

^Otherwise TalavaKara Upanisad-Brdhmana
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(c)The oDscure distinction in the translation "inffard breath and

downward Dreath".

(d)The varying of aetna by"out-oreathing", "downward i;reathing"and

"diffusive breath" the latter being his usual translation of

In his translation of the texts of the White Yajur Veda,Er|-

na is usually rendered by "breath" or by some equivalent of "in-
oreatning",and aelna by some equivalent of "out-breathing". In VI,

20;VII,3,6 and 27, however, through marked inadvertence, gr|na is

translated by "out-breath".

(5)Muller,in his translation of certain Upani sad s ( SBE. Vols. I&aV),

takes a different view.Prana is rendered by "up-breathing" fifteen

times ;"Dreatn that goes up" twice; "breath" twice, and"scent" three

times. Ae|na,on the other hand, appears as "down -breathing" twenty
times; "Dreatn that goes down" twice, and "off-breathing" once.

(6) Roer,in his translation of Upanisads (Bibl'.Indica Vol . 1 1 ,Pt .III ),

renders £rana by "vital air which goes forward", or by "Dreath";and

aj}|na oy "vital air which goes downward or descends".

(7)Rajendra Lall Mitra,in his Ch§,ndogya Upanisad, translates fir|na

and a^tna in 1,3,3 and 1,3,5 by"respiration"and "inspiration";in
other passagcis he merely transliterates the words.

(8)Cowell in Maitri Lfpanisad( Bibl.Indica 1870)gives for i)r|na "air

which goes upward" three times, and "respiration" once;and for ae|-
na "air which goes downward" three times, and "descending air"once.

Thus far we have found a measure of consistency in diver-

gence of views. On the crucial question as to tie meaning of prana

when contrasted with a£tna,Bloomf ield,Haug,BbhtlingK,and Griffith

decide for "in-breathing", while Muller,Roer,Mitra,and Cowell thinK

that the word means "out- or up-breathing".
(9)Witn Deussen,nowever,in his "Sechzig Upana^ads des Veda", there

enters what appears to be the grejest confusion. No attempt at trans-

lation is made except in five Upanisads, viz:-Gh. Up. ;Brh.Ar.Up{Katii.

Up.; Ait. Up., and Tait.Up.In all other cases where the words occur
they are merely transliterated. A careful scrutiny of the materi-

al in the above-named Upanisads shows that tae passages have been

about equally divided between the two opposing lines of opinion.

By including a few references in wnich the verbs /an with 2ra,and

If^n witn aga are used, we find that in thirteen instances pr^na and

afitna are translated oy "Aushauch"and "Einhauch",and in fourteen
instances by "Einhauch"and "Aushauch".Of the five Upanisads men-
tioned above, four are represented in both lists. It is only fair
to say just here that tiis divergence does not represent the inad-
vertence of hurried translation, since our author emphasizes his o-
pinion in certain foot-notes and defends the view that prana some-
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times means "Ausiauch" in his "All^emeine Geschichte der Pniloso-

pnie",Vol.r (a) pp 248ff.

(10) However surprising the above results from Deussen,Eggeling, in

his five volumes of tlie Catapatha Brahmana (SBE. Vols. XII , (Xv'I ,aLI ,

XLIII,and XLI V ) ,pre3ents even greater variation in translation of

tne terms under discussion. In order tar understand the situation,

the additional oreath name ud|na must be included in our review.

In about forty passages 2?!^?: ^^^ Ulla?; s-re translated as "out-

breathing and in-oreathing". In CB. 1 ,4,3, 11&12, however, where erfn^,,

a£tna,and ud|ria occur, the first two are translated by "out-breath-

ing and in-breathing", and udSaa by "up^breathing". In many other
places, also, the translation of ud|na is "up-breathing". In the last

volume of nis work, which has recently issued from the press, viz, in

1900, (SBE. Vol. XLIV) udina is in every instance rendered by "up-

Dreathin^;". As to Er|na and a2ana,they appear in Book I. as

"out-breathing" and "backward breathing" , and in Books VIII-X,as

"out-oreathing" and either "down-breatning" or "off-breathing".

In Books XI— XIV, there is evidence of another insight and so grana

is represented either by "breath" or "out-(and in-) breatning" ,or

"in- (and out-), breathing", or "in-breathing"; Wiile aptna appears

everywhere as "off-breathing", cf .also IX,2,1, 17, where we have a sin-

gle instance of the rendering which prevails in the last four booKs
i.e."in-Dreat'iing" and "of f-t)reathing".

B

Summary of Material

re

PRANA,APANA,yYSM,UD^NA AND SAMSnA

It will De a distinct gain to have before tae mind as definite an

idea as possible of the extent and distribution of the material
W:iica comes under what we may call the Prina-Series, especially as

only a small portion of it is to receive detailed treatment.
To this end the following suiiimary of suaaaryxaf such material as is

found in the Vedas,Upanisads, important Brahmanas,ana certain of tne

Sutras, nas oeen prepared.
I. Material re the Prana-Series in the White Yajur Veda.

The Va^jasaneya Saifihita contains the names of all t.ie five mem-
bers of the series. No attempt at an explanation of the various terms

is made. Tne numoer and location of the references are, as follows:-
PrlnajDanau Once
Praaa and agana Twice
Zr|na,a2|na,vyana tJine times
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Prana,a2a[ia, vi£na,adana Three times

Pr|na, aySna ,¥jf|na, adf ria,samtna Once

Prana , v;^CQ3:>u4£u3; Twice

Prana,ud|na, viana_ Once

Prana,viana Once

Prana,udana Once

Pranas,vy£nas ^ lOOPrfnas, 1000 Vyanas of Agni

)

Once

Note that sam^na appears but once, and that iiS,n& surpasses

agana in frequency of use.

II. Material re the Prana -Series in the Atnarva Veda.

Pr|ria2l;nau Nineteen times

Pr^na and aEana Seventeen times

Pr|nas and ajjfnas Three times

Prana, Yxlna Once

S§'Xe{i_£ranas,ai2|.nas, v;^anas Once

Pr1;Q3,> _a:U8iQai» Yllna Eleven times

Pranl^anau and vyanodanau Twice

Prana, a]jana, vilna, samlna Once

Vyina Once

Verbs and Participles

The simple vero/an is used once. KAn" with gra is used as a verb

thirteendS) times, and a participle eight(8) times. V'Tn"_with aga

appears twice as a verb and once as a participle. KIF witn vi is

used once in its participial form,andi'^ with ud once as a fin-

ite verb.

Note that we have no instance in the AV. waere tie five

names appear to-^ether.

Note also tne lar^e use of ailn?; 3,nd a£ana,in comparison with their
aeagre use in VS.

III. Material re the Prana-Series in the Catapatha Br§,hmana.

Our resume here includes the entire Brlliimana with the exception
of that part of Book XIV, which is handled separately as the

Bfh.Ar.Upani§ad. Eleven of the references which enter into the
following count are quoted from the Vajasaneya Sarfihita.

Pr|nodanau Forty-one times

Prlna,ud|na,vy|na Fifteen times

Pr|na,a£|na,vy.ana Six times

Pr|na,vy|na,udana Five times
Prana,ajjana Seven times
Pr|na,ae|na,vyana,udana Three times
Pr|na,ap|na,ud|na Twice
Pr|na,ap|,na

, vy|na ,udana,samana Twice
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Prana , v^ana , a^Sna , udana , samfna Once

Prini,udina Four times

Vxana, ud|na Once

Prana,vi-ana Once

Udana Once

IV. Material re the Prana-Series in the Tai^tiriya-Aranyaka.

The material from the Aranyaxa given below does not claim to oe

exhaustive. What is here presented- has been collected with the aid

of Bloomfield'.s Concordance of the Mantras and Formulas of Hindu lit-

erature. This Concordance has been made available to the writer in

Ms. form. Inasmuch as the Prana-Series is formulaic, it is probable

tnat very little, if any, material has ceen omitted from the follow-

ing list.

Prana,aeana,yiana,udaaa,samana Nine times

Pr|na,vytna,aaana Twice

Prana»a;^l?ia,vy|na Once

Pranl^janau Once

V. Material re the Prana-Series in the Gapatha Br^ihmana.

This Brahmana contains both ttie Prana v* and Gayatri Upanisads (1, 1,

i6-30;I, 1,31-38). In the Upani^ad material there is only one refer-

ence to the Prai^a-Series, hence we summarize here the entire Brth-
.

mana.

gpanaBanau Ten times

Prana, a,eina,vy|na Three times

Prana, aptna, v^lna, samana Once

Seven iir|nas, .aptnas, vyfnas Once

Fiftggn.pra^as^apaQaiS , vyaQas, gamaaas ,udtuas Once

Seven pi4nas,a2%nas Once

Prana, ud|na Once

Pranapanau,saianavyaQau, udana rupe Twice

VI. Material re the Prana-Series in the Upanisads.

There is included in the following review the sixty(60) Upanig-

ads translated iy Deussen,the Jaimini Brahmana-Upanisad,and the

Bhagavad Gita. The whole is, for the purpose of the present summa-

ry, viewed as a unit. Many of the references here will oe consider-

ed in detail later. Pernaps the most notable feature is the marKed

J/

The discovery that the so-called Pranou OupneKhat, which fig-

ures as the forty-eighth Ujanisad in the collection of fifty^trans-

lated from Persian into Latin by Anquetil Duperron,is imbedded in

the GB., was made by Bloomfield and is set forth in his treatment of

the GB. cfVAtharva, Veda" in "Grundriss der I-A Philologie,p. 108.
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variation in the order in which trie names appear. The uses of

verbs and participles are omitted as practically all instances are

to 08 noted later.

Agana Three times

Pr|n1,2|nau Seven times

Prana and aefna Seventeen times

Pr|na,a^|na, vitna Ten times

Priina, viana,a£ana Twice

Pr|na,aBlna,vi|na, saitna Twice

Prfna,aB|natVi-^naj^saffl|na,av;|na Twice

Pr^na ,a2Sna, v^^na, samana,avana,udana Twice

Prina ,a2|na, vy|na ,sam|na,ud|na Four times

Pr|na,a2Cna ,vi|na,ud^na, saffi|na Nine times

(TEree from Mahfnarayana Up. i.e. TA.

)

Prana , a^lna , samana , udana , vyana Twice

Praria,a2|na, sam|na, vy^na, udana Once

Agina , v^Sna
,
arana , sam^na , ud|na Once

Prana, vyana,a£ana,samana,ud|na Four times

A£ana,2raQa Four times

Vifna * Once

VII. Material re the Prana-Series in the Sutra Literature. ^^^^^

Bloomfield's Concordance and the indexes to special Sutras^made

it possiole to rapidly scrutinise a good deal of Sutra literature.

A single member of the PrSna-Series is frequently mentioned, the

otners oein^ understood as following on— -so entirely formulaic is

the material. This is especially true of the Katy.jJrauta Sutra.

We have noted the following references in the V'Sittna ,Kaucil(a,Par-

askara-Grhya,MSnava-Grhya and Xatyayana-Grauta Sutras.

Pranl^anau Seven times

Pr^na , ajBana , Yiana , a^a^Qa , udana Once

Prlpa, vyana,a]Dana,ud|na, samana Once

PrSna,aa|na Twice

Pr|na,vi,|na Once

Prana, agana, ^yana Once

Pranapanau,sam|navyanau, udana rupe Twice

Six instances where ovina^ introduces one or more of the remain-

ing meEbers of the Prana-Series—the form having become 'thor-

oughly stereotyped.

Chapter II

Atteijts_Made_by_Hindu_Scholars_to_£xelain_the_Pr|

In a systematic attempt to arrive at the true method of interpre-
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tin^ the material just outlined, it seems fitting to first ascertain

the views of Hindu writers as to the meanin;4 and empiric application

of the various terms used.

No serioas attempt to explain the Prana-Series,in whole or in

part, is made in tne literature where its use is most f requent , viz:-

YV.AV. and j!B. The manipulation of pra and \ in GB. 1 ,4, 1,5, and

similar passages are not to be taken too seriously. The Upani§ads,

however, of fer several more or less thorougn attempts at detailed ex-

planation. No two explanations are in entire accord;in fact the dif-

ferences are rather more marKed than the a^^reements. This situation

indicates an uncertainty as to the meaning originally intended no

less marked than the uncertainty of modern scholars as sho/rn by

their divergencies of translation.

Tne Hindu attempts at explanation may oest be considered pas-

sage oy passage in order that each may be carefully scrutinized and

criticised.

Maitri Upanisad 11,6

Prajajati,naving transformed himself into wind(vtyu) , determined to

enter into the creatures which he' had made for tiie parpose of ani-

mating taem(pratiDodhanlya), seeing that they were as yet lifeless.

As single, he(PrajS;pati-Vayu ) could not do this, so he divided him-

self into five parts, oecoming £r4na,a2|na,6amana,ud^na,and vy|na.

PrSna ascends upwards urddhvamjutkrimati..

AE^na moves downward aVln sankrtmati.

Vyana is that by which tnese(£rSna and a£'^na)are supported (anu-

grnita )

.

Samtna is that which conducts into a^tna a£tne_eragayati
the grossest element of food and distributes —:-sam^nayati—the

subtile element of food) into the various portions of the body—
ange ange—

.

It(sam^na) is a higher form of vyana—uttaram
yyanasya ruEai ,and between them is the productionCor rise) of

ud|na cai tesamantara Erasutii|evgd£nasya.

Udtna is that which ejects or belches forth—udgirati and swal-
lows down nigirati—that wiiich is drunk and eaten.

In the note of explanation which is interposed between the

definitions of samana and ud^na and which begins , "Uttaram vyt",we
would differ somewhat from Cowell. He translates , but witnout rea-
son as it seems to us,thus :-"The vjriina comes after the others and
the rise of tne udtna is interposed oefore it". The meaning of tne

passage as we aave translated it is not without obscurity, but it is

certainly less ooscure than the rendering Cowell gives, and it has,

moreover, the advantage, as we believe, of representing the text as it

stands.
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In the case of eacn of tlie definitions, the name of the thing defin-

ed comes after the definition, and the name is introduced by"£sa vi-

va saV In tiie cas of sam|na,the"esa vava sa sentence is lengthen-

ed out so as to de..ine it (lamina) in its relation to the names

whicn precede and follow. "£sa vava sa sam^nasan jn| uttaram vytoas-

^a lUlJaii caitesamantara 2IliUti4§YQ4'|nasia", Veri ly this one named

samana is a higher form of vylna etc. There is no break in thought

oetween samanasanjna and uttaram etc.

The above dafinitions enable us to characterize with some de-
gree of accuracy the writers position.

l.Pr|na and agana do not stand for the two simple oreath movements,

up-oreathing and down-oreathing or vice versa. Oi^ tae contrary,

we have nere the point of view for which certain passages of the
CB. form the basis, vi2:- that there are two main movements of tie

Dreat.i,one upwards from the navel, the other downwards.

Prana,theref ore, includes ooth inhalation and exhalation ,whi le aptna

refers to that movement of breati wiich takes place in the evacua-

tion botn of excrement and also of urine and semen. Careful observa-

tion of one's own sensations, in connection with these oodily func-

tions, especially when effort is required or experimentally used,rfill

reveal the impression of a downward movement of the air which has

Deen inhaled. This sensation is doubtless the empiric basis of the

aoove definition. The use of the word apana in the same section to

describe the place wiere the grossest parts of food go, renders the

explanation of a^lna, which has just been given, entirely certain.

In this use of the word Cowell translates it by "lower bowel". It is

not possible to decide finally whether tne reference is to the "low-

er DOrtel" or to the air or "breath" which moves in the lower oowel.

The contrast Detween"ange ang6"and apana suggest s,however,txiat Cow-

ell is rignt and that the meaning has passed over from "tne air
waich moves in tne lower bowel" to the lower Dowel itself.
2.yd|na,as described, seems to refer to eructation. This the people

of Inula consider to oe a ohenemenon of good digestion at the pres-.

ent day. Belching is looked upon as "good form" and is reckoned to be

a sure sign that the food or drinK just consumed will digest proper-
ly. The first of the two verbs used in the definition frequently
means "to vomit". The use of the two veros side by side, however, pointj

to tiie phenomenon of eructation.
3. gamlna, according to tiis writer, is the oreath which carries on the

process of digestion. The verb may be a compound ofl^ with sam and
a, or it may oe tne Denominative of the noan or adjective sam|na,or
again it can oe ,as Whitney makes it, the Causative oi/Kn rritn sam.

The most probaole of the three possibilities seems to as to be tne

second. Tne noun samlna is taken as the basis, while, at the same
time, in the intended meaning, there is a play upon the adjective
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sam'Ina, meaning "same" or "liKe". Perhaps the most striking phenom-
enon of the animal or;^anism is that of digestion, It was sure to oe

identiiied with one of the commonly assumed oreath processes. Sama-

na is readily suggested oy the adjective sam'|na ariose ineaning fits

in with i»fhat ta^es place in digestion. The mere conception is a suf-

ficient argument! lo.the thing is done! the identification is com-

plete and sam'Ina maKes equaKsamanayati ) ,or assimilates food and

drinx. If the -erb be/ ni, plus sam, plus '^, there is still to oe un-

derstood a play upon both adjective and noun.

This is really-a ori-lliant example of that fanciful etymologi-z*

ing in- which the Hindu excels, douotless because of his theory of

tne power inherent in each syllable of articulate sound.

4'Vy;|,na is tnat oreath which is always present even when there is

no Dreath activity either upward or downward(cf.Gh. Up. 1,3,3 ), and,

therefore, Doth Q^ikna, and ap^na may be said to depend upon it.

5, The sense in which samtna is a higher form of vy^na is confess-

edly obscure, but it may be suggested tentatively that while the
latter represents the breath ever-present in the body merely as

tne support of prtna and ap|na,tne former is the same breath con-

sidered as active in the digestive process.

6. The sense in whicn ud|na is looKed upon as between vytna and sam-

'Ina is also quite uncertain. May not tne allusion be to tne pae-

nomenon of eructation, which we have seen to be identified with

udtna, since it takes place after food and oefore digestion? As

samtna is vy|na engaged in digestion and as vy^na is, of course

(cf .definition ), present before and while food is oeing taxen,

therefore, it is not impossible to conceive that it is in this

sense that udtna is uetween v^na and samlna.

There is, to oe sure.notiiing very profound in our author's

meaning, if we have rightly interpreted him;Dut this need not sur-

prise us in fact, the demand for profundity must be avoided as

a snare in the interpretation of literatuj-e of this type.

Amrtabindu Upanisad XXXII-XXXV

XXXII. "Trincat/parvvja^ngulah prfno yatra ..ranah pratisthitah
Esa prSna iti khy^to v^hyapranah sagocarah".

"Thirty tnumo-oreadths is the prina (from) where the Prtna is loca-
ted. The pr|aa,thus named, has the external Pr|na(The Sun)'as its

correlate(sagocd,rah having-a-with-s .nere ).

*

XXXIII. This stanza aescribes the numJDer of times oreath is inhaled
and exhaled within tne period of a day and a night. The number is

put at 113,680,"Aciti-sadcatancaiva sahasrani trayodacalaKsajcaiKahV
inis nuffloer is probably to be dividea by f ive (cf .Deussen in.loco),
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since five oreaths are mentioned Delow and each one is doubtless 3U^

posed to have the same numoer of movements. This is certainly

true with reference to in-breathing and out-breathing and is analog-

ically assumed in the case of the others. The above number divided by

five gives 22,736 or 15.9 per minute. The Hansa Up. (IV) puts the num-

ber at 21,606;the Sarva Dar^anaCpage 175), at 21, 600, and Rtmattrtha

in his notes to Maitri Up. VI, 1, at 21,000. For a fanciful theory of

the numoers of £r|nas and 1nas,cf .OB. XII,3,2,5.

All these numoers are approximately accurate.lt is probable that one

or more of tiiese numbers were ascertained by actual count. A Hindu

Sann^-tsin would thinK his time well spent in counting tie numoer of

lis respirations. On tie ot ler hand, some of these totals have the ap-

pearance of having been made up to suit some theory as to now many
tuere ou^^ht to be.

It is important to compare here Maitri Up. VI ,l.Tnere Pr^na and tne

Sun are called the inner and outer (antarbahir) paths of ihe Supreug

Stinan.They are botn said to revolve in a day and a night and the one

is measurea cy the other. Now from the fact that the measurements

are ^iven in stanza 33, it seems ceriain that in stanza 32 v|,hya .^ti-

na means the Sun and that , therefore, Maitri Up.VI,l ff and the pres-

ent passage deal with the same subject.

The first half of stanza 32 is somewhat obscure. Probably the

statement is intended to apply to the distance from tne navel to tie

moutti. Thirty thumb-breadths is an approximately accurate measure of

this distance. The navel is looxed upon as the centre from wnicn

the breath divides to go upward or downward(cf .Page 69 ),and it is

definitely represented as the place of trie breath,cf .lisuriica Up. 7.

Since tue oreath movements are to be numbered in the following stan-

^a(33),it is not very surprising that the exuberant fancy of a Hindu

writer should thinK of the distance wnich, according to his idea of

the starting point, breath travels at each inhalation and exhalation.

Deussen adopts the emendation of the Telugu edition and reads the

line, "Trincadvtrddhtngulih pi^no yatra pr^naih pratisthitah etc'.'

This does not seem to oe necessary, nor is the meaning as satisfacto-

ry as may appear at first sight. On the one hand, the heart is said

to oe the Knot (granthn of the 2r|nas,cf .TA,37, 1 ,Gobila Grh. Sl!tra

11,10,28. For the relation between the heart and the gr^nasfcf-
also 03.III,8,3,15;Gh.Up.III,12;III,13;Mund.Up.II,l,3;Ciras~5priIl(^

Brihma Up. Il);Amrtabindu Up. XXXIV;6j'h.Ar.Up.I V,4, 1 ;Maitri Up. 11,6.

On the otner hand, tie heart -cavity (guha ) is said again and again

The Stoics taught a divine Pneuma (=^.Prtna ) in tne Sun.

Hist. of Phil. Windelband,P.39.

Compare the doctrine of the Stoics tnat seven oneumatate pr^nas )

extend out from the heart liKe the arms of a polyp. The^seven are
made up of tne five senses, the faculty or speech^and the organ

of generation. I bid. P. 18 9.
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to oe the dwellin^^ place of tne 'Stman or Purusa, variously described,

cf.Katha Up. II ,20;III, 1 ; V,3 ;VI , 17;0h,Up. VIII .3,3 jMaitri Up. YI ,34; VII,.

7;Bfn".Ar.Up.V,8,l;II,l,17;Tait.Up.I,6,l;Ch.Up.III,14,3.

But if the neart is fie place where, according to Deussen,the PrSna

dwells with tne :9r|nas,the measurement given, viz:- "Dreissig Manns-

fin^er breit Raum ist etc", is entirely too lar.^e. Though the text we

have used and the translation we have given are full of di f f icultie§,
_

yet tney yield results suited to the conteAt. It snould be noted

that i)eussen has not appreciated the reference to the Sun in tie see^-

ond half of tie stanza.

XXXIV-XXXVla ).'rhe preceding stanzas are preliminary;it is here taat

we find a definite attempt to explain the PrSna-Series.

"PrSpa ^dyo hrdi sth3,ne ap^nasjtu pQnar|gude,

Samlno n^bhidece tu ud^nah Kanthamfe^ritah.

Vy^nah sarvesu caagesu sada vyavrtya tisthati".

Prtna nas its location in tne heart. Agana is located in the lower

bowel. Samlna is located in the navel-region. Ud^na abides in or

nas recourse to tne throat. Vy|na, divided up, (vy^vrtyt^ abides al-
ways in all the members.

The writer maKes his position clear as far as it goes.

l.In locating grSna in the heart he follows the oft-reoeated asser-
tion that the heart is the home of the 2rtQ§i a-nd the 2£l:i^a:S,cf_4)15,^

2. In his opinion re apfna he agrees in jart with Maitri iJpTlI,6.He

describes aglna as in the lower bowel, but does not identify it tnere

witn.

3. The "navel-region" is a term broad enough to include the place of

digestion. In locating samtna therein, our author is not necessa-

rily oat of agreement with the writer of Maitri Up. II, 6. The defi-

nition,hoffever, loojis especially towards ^B. VIII ,3, 1,6&10, where sa-i-

ana is identified with the navel region.
4. The location of udana in the tnroat is a corroboration of the intep--

pretation given in the Maitri passage. In eructation the sensation
is of breath ascending to the throat and thence returning to tne
stomacn.In tnis we have the empiric stai-ting .oint of tne view

which, as further developed, locates ud|na in the Susanna or Great

Artery, and assumes tnat it is tne oreatn which carries tne soul to

the crown of tne aead in the true Yogin state in fact identifi-
es it (uu|xn.a )with the artery^^nich the soul departs from the oody
at death i.e. with the Susumna.

5. The explanation of vy^na Keeps in mind tne prefix vi . The same pre-
.

fix is used in the accompanying Gerund ,vyfvft /a, and the assertion
that vi-Sna is in all members is made in allusion to vi as meaniag
"apart ","asunder"etc.
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Tais definition iilumines the statement in iaitri 11,6 that sani'lria

io tne uttara forai oi vytna. Since Zi'fna is in ail the memoers ana

sanltna apportions food to all tne memoers, the latter may oe f44-t4-ng"-

ly oe called the superior form of the former.

Stanzas XXXV(b )-XXXVII describe the colours of these gi^nas.

The ffhole is too fanciful to merit our attention at this time.

Pracna Upanisad III.

This section contains tne most complete attempt of Hindu literature
to define the memoers of the Pr^na-Series. The five Q.lt.M^ are ex-

plained both microcosfflically and macrocosmically.
The section begins with five questions re the Pr^na,whicn is here
the ag-regate of the life-functions , viewed as a separate entity, dis-

tinct from the oody in other words ,the Soul.

1. Whence does this Prana arise?

2. How does it come into the oody?

3. Having divided itself, how is it located? Read pratisthate for

pra,Gistnate,cf .Pw.

4. By wnat does it go out (utkramate )?

5. How is it to be explained(abhidhatte ) with reference(a) to the

external rforld(vanyam),and(b) to the individual organism(adh^;^t-

mam)?

The replies given are as follows :-

(l).It is , reduced (jtyate )from Itman. "As the snadoff in man, the one

in the otner is diffused"—Yathaisa uruse chtyaitasminnjetadltt-

atam.

(2)It comes into the body apart from the activity of the mind or

ffiU (manoicrtena ) literally, "By means of a non-acting manas".

CanKara in his interpretation neglects the a before Krtena and no

attrioutes the coming of the Prana into the body as the result

of worKS done tnrough_fflanas,cf .Deussen in loco.

(3)In the answer to the third question, the Prtga-Series is directly

dealt with. The reply begins with the declaration that as a kiig

stations his suoordinates in one town and another, each separate-

ly. so Prfna assigns to the various memoers of the Series tneir
separate places in tne oody, as follows:-

(a)Pr|na assigns aplua to the anus and sexual organ -Paya,'a:-

the 'panaiii prStisthate'.'

(b)It assigns itself—svayam—to eye and ear along with(or, f rom )

mouth and nostrils—-Caksuh crotre muAhin^sij^tbhytm'.'

(c )Samana, however, is in the middle— ."Madhye tu sam'Jnah". This it

is that leads to homogeneity— "samannayati

"

the offered food— "Hutamannam". From that (i .e . food ), these seven flames arise, cf.

the seven ".jiiivSh "or "homah" of Mahanai. Jp.X,2 and Mund.Up. II , 1,

8. Are the five senses , speech and procreation referred t,o?cf.Pt,II.
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(d ) Vi'lni functions—carati—in the 101 veins (nadT) waose location
Is'iii the neart where the 'Atman is. These veins are each divided

into 100 jarts and these again into 72,000 parts each.

"Hrdi ii^sa iLtiffl, atraitadjeKacatam nad'inliiii ttslm catam j^atan^exai-

f^asy^ dvaisaptatirldvSsaptatih praticaknanadTsahasra^ii bnavant^-
su v^aaa^carati ".

In tnis passage, we have ooth a combination of Ch.Up. VIII ,6,6--r-

—101 nSdiyas---and Brh.Ar.Up, II , 1, 19 72,000 nadiyas called"hit4l!''

and a still further fanciful division into the extreme of number

and miauteness .lae whole nuir/oer oecomes 727,201,201.

In Brlhmavidya Up -.XI 1 ,72,000 veins are apparently merged into the

Susuiiina .ouch a conception is tne counterpart and possioly the orig-

inal 01 tue sctieme which divides each by 72,000.

(e)yd|na is tne one wnicn(goes) upward and by means of good leads to

a good >^-orld,by evil to an evil world;by a(combination of) tne

two to the world of man "AthaiKayoradhva udana aaaaaaaaaaa

nayati".
With reference to these replies, the following oints are to

be ooserved:-

l.Aptna is described essentially as in Maitri Up. II, 3.

2'Pr|na is used in two senses neither of which coresponds to its

use in the passages already considered. The Pr^na, which is tae

main suDJect of the cnapter,is a synonym of Brahman, and recalls

tiie Pri; japati-Vtyu of Maitri Up.II,6 ,wnich divided Itself up into

the five members of the Prtna-Series

.

«

Again, the prtna as assigned to its olace in the body is a concep-
tion very different rom the simple reath activity found in previ-
ous eX;.lanations. In fact our author in having aitna assigned by

frana ,^.asses over from the Prana-Series as such to a conception

wiiich Delongs to Part II. Tie assignment of grina is clearly to tne

seven "openings in the head" which we shall find again and again re-

ferred to as"the seven pranas". Since the £i^nas are all manifesta-

tions of the central Pi!|na,they are described as a unit. This gives

an appearance of consistency to the writers treatment of tie series

of five.

It is not possible to say positively whether the dual for uiouth-
.

nostrils is an Instrumental or an Ablative If the latter, we may rec-

ognize uere an interesting anatomical reference to the Eustacnian
tubes and the lachrymal ducts. More prooaoly, however, we have lere tne

'^ji'or other literature re Hit^h-}ladiyas,cf . Kau|.Up. I V,19;Ait .Up.

II,l,6;Ch.Up.VIII,6,l-6;3rh.*Ar.Up.IV,2,3;IV,3,20;Mund.Up.ir,2,

6;3rahffiavidya Jp. XII ;Ksur.Up.8,9,17,etc jManantr. Up. XI ,8;Katha

Up.VI,16;C3.I,4,l,24;Iv',l,2,3;IV,3,l,23;IV,4,l,l;VII,5,l,21.
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instrumental of accom.aniinent and, as already intimated, a definite

allusion to the "seven pranas in the head".

a.Samana is very much as in Maitri Up. II, 6. Trie point of the ar^^u-

ment is a play on the words.samana and saina,the latter being tae

form used with the rootiTrff to form the verb samannayati.

4. In the explanation of v:ytna,the statement of Amrtabindu Up. tiat

v;y|na aoides always in all the memoers of the body, receives a fur-

tner and entirely fanciful development .The innumerable divisions

of the veins, in wnich l^na. functions, is another way of saying

taat /ytna is in every fibre of the body.

5. The presentation of ud|na is unique and difficult. A clue to tne

understanding of the author's meaning is, we think, to be found Dy

recalling wiiat is taught re the great vein Susumna, which is said

to extend from tne heart up to the croirn of the head. In the com-

plete concentration, inculcated oy the Yoga Philosophy, the soul is

theoretically made to ascend oy this passage way until it reaches

tie crown of the head or a point oetween the eye-brows, cf .Dhyanaoin-

du Up.XXII-XXIII,and Nidabindu Up. IV. By this same great vein tne

soul ascends and passes out at death,cf . Ksur.Up. ;Maitri Up. VI, 21;

Ait.Up.I,3,12;Katha Up. VI, 16.

We have seen above(Amrta.and Maitri Ups.) that udana is the breath

of eructation and is located in the neck. This gives us tie concep-

tion of a Dreati that ascends(ud) and prepares the way for what we

have nere.If any one of the five breatis is to be conceived of as

functioning in t.ie Susumna, the prefix ud of udtna would be suffi-
cient to determine that tne choice snould fall upon it. We already

have udtna e.^tending as far as the necK and further Hindu fancy did

not find it difficult to taKe another step and completely identify

4d|na and Susumna. It may oe that we have the basis of the concep-

tion in AV. XI, 9, 21, where the prlna is said to escape upwards in the

article of deathTTiis need not ,nowever,be pressed.

6. The description of udlna given on page 18 is in answer to the

fourth question, "By what does it (the Prf^a) go out"?

The fifth question is answered in part by the reply given to the

tnird query, since said reply tells how Prtna functions in the indi-

vidual organisffl,cf. Question 5.

Later, nowever, the fifth question is systematically answered by a

statement of the cosmic correlates of each of the five breaths.

(a)The Sun rises as the external Praiia (vlhyah prarjah,cf . Ma^itri Up.

VI , 1 ;Amrtab. Up. XaXII ), supporting that ar|na in tae eye '"Enam

caxsusam jranaidanugrnn^nah".

* So conceived because in seeing, as in other psychical acts.
the Supreme Pr^na is the active a^ent and so can be said to
dwell m the eye. This conception is accentuated oy tne won-
derful character of the eye. The "Man in tne eye"figures
largely m Hindu thougnt.
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(b) Tne divinity ^aich is in the aarth is the one which supports

the agtna of man "PrthivySm ya^ devati saisst purusasyap^naui
,

avastabhya". ^ . ^

{c)Sai|na is tiie space between (Sun and earth) "Antara yadjakacah

sa saiiianah".

(<i)^llna is Vtyu.

(e)Udana is the fire-element (tejas ). By itludaJna) a man becomes one

whose fire-element is extinguished i.e. he dies— "TasmSdju^acanta-

tejth". Whatever thought (determination) is re-born along with(or

by) tie fusing of tie senses into tie organ of intellect (manas

)

"Punarbhavamjindriyaiijmanasi saiupad^-arifkriaih yacjcitas"

Oj it he goes to erana "tenaisa prtnam^ySti". Pi^pa, united

with the fire-element, (and )-aGCOfflpanied by Atman leads to the pre-

determined world "Prtnasjtejas^ yuktah sahttmant yatht sanical-

pitam loKam nayati".

These statements of correlation are full of interest.

l.Tue connection between tlie Sun and the Eye-prlna is a correlation

which from its frequency may be called formative and structural.

The number of allusions which rest upon the conception that the

eye is to the oody what the Sun is to the universe is very large.

Tne myta of the Heavenly Eye-ball crystallizes this conception in

an interesting way. First tie Su]g,^and the eye are correlated. Again

since tne Sun is out one form of'^heavenly light of ffhicn lighten-
^

ing is another, the eye and lightening are correlated , VS. aXV,1 ,2&c.

The third step is to josit an eye and an eye-ball to the Sun or

to the lightening. A still further step leads to the myth proper

according to which the eye and the eye-ball of Sun and lightening,

or of antnropomorphic divinities substituted for them are describ-

ed as descending to the earth and becoming various useful and

pleasing oojects. Plants especially are identified with this nea-

venly eye-oall.cf . Bloomf ield 's "Interpretation of the Veda" Sev-

entn Series,AJP.AVII ,No.4.

In this conection one can scarcely avoid recalling the genetic

series of CB.Ia,3,3,15 Light3ing, rain, plants and tiie many sici-

ilar statements to the same effect in other passages.

2. Since a etna has been located by Pr|na in the anus and scrotum, the

"Divinity in the earth"is probably not Agni as might readily oe

assuiiiea ,but the expression is rather intended to describe the

iartn herself as personif ied,cf .KV. V,84 and AV.XII,!.

In On. Up. 3 ,13;V, 19-23, and JBU .IV, 22 wnere the five memoers of

tne Prana-Series are correlated with cosmic entitieSja^jtria is, to

be sure, identified with Agni. Such passages need not be regarded

as naving determining value here, since they are in all probaoility

purely symbolical manipulations.
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The main question is how the Eart i-Divinity sustains(or, seizes- -

yftabn with ava may mean either) the a^tna of man. Do we not nave
aere a reference to the siiple everyday phenomenon according to
wnicn tie iiiarth both receives and absorbs ooth excrement and urine?
Since by means of a^tna, located in anus and scrotum, they are voided
upon the eartn, therefore the two are correlated ,cf C3.VI 7 1 11 -AB
II,6(end);yB.A,l,l,ll. ^

3. The identification of samfna and aKaca(?= here antarii^sain ) is, from
the cosmic standpoint, quite in narmo^ny with the location of the
microcosmic samtna in the middle part or navel region of the body.

4.Vy|na as Vayu also fits in well with the above-noted definitions

which emphasize the pervasiveness of vyfna.

The correlation has also the further advantage, dear to tne Hindu

author's ear, of oein^ cased upon a pun, Vl-y.and vy^.

5. The correlation of udfna and tejas is uni:iue and the explanation

wnich follows it is ooscure,at least waen considered alone. Brief

as it is ,the explanation oristles with important allusions to

structural conceptions.

The starting-point for an adequate interpretation of the pas-

sage is the fact that udfria ( in the individual organism adhyit-
mam) moves in the veinCn^ijt) which goes upward (ekayorddhva ) i.e.

the Susumna(?). Now each psyciiical activity (prina,cf. Part II.) is

a force-element or Fire-element (tejom^trSh ). In Bfh.Ar.Up. IV ,4 ,1

,

thej)artra Itma is said to seize the UiClnas or ?ire-elementiB (tejo-

iiiatrtk) and move down along to tne heart "Hrdayamlevlnvavakrttmati".

furLier in Kaus.Up.II, 12,each psychical activity is said to be a

form in wnich the Brthman flames up in the individual. Jiiach activi-
,

ty is , therefore, a composite oi orfna and tejas. When trie said flame

dies down, the pi^na -element thereof goes into Prtna and tie tejas-

element passes into t le psychical organ next in order of extin-

guisnment.The whole statement may be summarized , as follo/fs:-

The tejas of speecn goes to the eyejits QituE to Prtna;
II
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To this simple correlation definitions of samana and udana are addecj

l.Sjji^jiiL leads to homogeneity— "sainan nayati"—the two oblations,

exhalation and inhalation i .e.ucchvasani^vasan

.

The v-irb form is again new. We have already had samanayati ana sanian-

nayati

,

2. Udana is the fruit of the sacrifice— "istaphalan" .It conveys the

sacrif icer(=Manas )to Brahman day by day.

Points of importance for our investigation are:-

(a)The pun on s_amana by using s_ajaani with n_ax^a_t_i .Here it is the

breath movements , not food, which are assimilated.lt is a dominant

Upanisad doctrine that the true sage performs the Agnihotra sacri-

fice when he accompanies thts eating of food with the recital of Man-

tras to the various e.ra_n_as,cf .Pranag.Up. jUh.Up. V,19-24 etc. Here ix

suits the purpose of the writer to leave the matter of food out of

sight. He merely hints at rather than states the important doctrine

just referred to. He is occupied with correlating the main facts of

the actual sacrifice with the Prtna -Series. As the Prana-Series be-

longs to the animal organism, he seeks for psychical functions wnich

will correspond to the two oblations iad finds them in the two main

breath movements.

(l)A further hint towards the identification of udana and tiusumna.
*

Da^ by (\si} M§,Q,as,whi. h i-. here the Vi Inanrtma Purusa .passes out b^'

ud^na and returns again. It is the "fruit of the sacrifice"by means

of which the sacrificer reaches Brahman. This is the assumption

which has to be manipulated into^line with the Prapa -Series

.

In Brh .Ar.Up. r\/,3, 13,tiie Purus4=Atman^Manas here),is said to leave

the body and roam a:out,prana being left in charge during its ao-

sence.ibome such conception controls the application of the Prana-

Series to the sacri fice.Tbe great vein by which the Manas ascenos

performs the same office for the Soul of the Sage as the "ista-

phalam"does for tne performer of the ritual sacrifice, hence uaana

is the' istaphalam."

(c)'ihe correlation of apana,vyana and prana with the West, South

and fiast respectively is in line with their usual arrangement in

other parts of the li terature,cf .beJow.

Tiie Prana-Series and ti.e Points of the Oompass.

The following passages, though furnishing no attempt at an explan-

ation of the proper significance of tne various terms, are yet of

value as illustrating an interesting symbolic use of the members

of tiie Series.

Gh. Up. Ill, 13.

PKana, \/yana, Anann o -» -t

r. ,, .' '
,

Apana, Samana, Udana
ii-ast(pran),boutn(daksinah). West (pratyan), North (udan), Upper (drdhvalv)
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There are two alternatives here.Jiiither the author has forgotten his

assumed point of view and is now discussing a correlation restricted

to the individual or,=^anisi!i ; or he means to imjly taat tne lejas of

each or^an is a cosmic product .The latter alternative is manifestly

tie more prooable.Douotless the Tejas with which adtna is correlated
'

is the Agni-Br§^hman which flames up in each organ of psychical activ-

ity, cf. again Kaus.Up.II , 12. Ud^aa is, then, the cosmical Tejas in

the sense taat it absorbs tie cosmical fire-elements as they appear

in the separate psychical organ. Tnere is h^re a two-fold identifi-

cation of ud^a.bn the one hand, it is equivalent to the microcosiai-

cal Ettni: 01' Kaus.Up.II, 12, since into it are fused the f ire-elemente

01 the otner organs.On the other hand,having absoroed tne various

fire-elements it is said to oe equivalent to that wnich it has aosor*

bed,Yiz:- .Tejas. A third identification of ul'tua^ tia-s already been

noted on page 21, i.e. with the Sujumna.

Beginning from "punaroiavam" (page 20) a review of the death-process

is given. The senses fuse into manas.This fusion leads to thp foma-
tion(manner not explained) of a determining thought {cittas),whici

passes on into fir'|na.P^^a is now everytning.The fire-elements of
all tne psychical organs *are contained in it, and so it departs (by

the udtna:^3u$umna ) ,havinii the "^tman along (cf .BrruAr.Up.I V ,4,3 ) ,one

bein^ as t.ie shadow of the otner(ci .answer to question 1.) t:ius

going to the condition pre-determined by the "composite" tnou^nt,

which forms itself in tie mind when tne senses are fused tnerein.

Pracna Up. IV, 3,

4

The Pr^na-Series i-s here presented under a correlation which may fit-

tingly becalled "adhiya jnam"i.e."with reference to the sacrifice".
Five questions begin the cnapter,

(a)What(ictni ) sleep in man? ib) What (Ka^ni) remain awake?
(c)Wnoie is tnat pleasure(suKham)? (d)rtnat god sees them sleeping?
(e)In whom are they all grounded(sampratisthitth )?

Ttie answers in brief are as follows :-

(a)Tne ten organs of action doubtless karmtni with ktni.
(b)The MrSna-fires— "Prltnlgnayah':.. (c)Manas.

{d)The_manas of the Vijntnatm? Purusa.(e) The dighest Utman.
In connection with the second answer three members of the Pi^na-

Series are correlatea with the sacrificial f ires (cf .CB. VII , 1,2,21 )

,

and the two otners are forcibly Drought into line with the sacri-
fice.

Afitna is tie i3ariapatya Fire i. e. Western. Vy|na is the Anvtalr„.a-
pacana Fire i.e.Southren. PrSna is the ^havaniya Fire i.e. Eastern.

In_§B.VII,l,l,24,the Er|nas_are said to be the inspirers of all
thoughts.
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Tnis section contaius also a series of Doth psycnical and cosinical

entities, whicn are correlated with the five names. They oelong to a

later piiase of our subject. The correlations given above are mani-

festly symbolical. The pun between erlai and_]Brt,n furnishes the start-

ing point and the otuers are made to fall in line. It is rather sur-

prising to find that ud|na and udan are not correlated.

Paraskara Grhya Sutra 1,16,9-15.

Shortly after a son has iDeen born, five Brahmans sit down around

nim.Then to eacn one in turn the father says, "Imam anupranit^,". In

obedience to this injunction they speaK in turn, as follows:-

i'he one on the East says, "Prana". The one on tae Soutn says," Vylna".

The one on the ?/est says, "Aptna". The one on the North says, "Udlna".

The fifth looking upward says, "Samlfena".

Here as we should expect udtna and udan_are correlated.

CB,XI,8,3,6.

Here the various Directions (dipas ) are represented as putting their

corresponding vital oreath into tne dead sacrificial victim.

The Eastern quarter puts in the £r|na.

The South ren " " " " vyana.

The western " " " " a^ina.
TheiTortnern " " " " ud|na.

The Upper( Zenith ) quarter puts in the samlna.

Each quarter is represented as giving first a command in which the

ijliperative mood of each memoer of the PrSna-Series is in turn used,

e.g. "Tarn pr^cl diK prinat^anuprtQatlprluam^vlsiainsjtadadadhlLt".

Note tnat in this same passage, the ceremony describea in Par.Grh.

Sutra 1,16,9-15 is said to take place before the umoilicus is cut.

Upanisad Definitions of Single Members of the Prtna -Series.

The above attempts at explanation have dealt with the entire series

01 naiiies. There are,nowe .er,a few references in which single members

of tne Prana-Series are luore or less specifically defined.

AP^NA
l.In Maitri iJp.II,'6,ai)lna is defined so as to mnao the intestine.

2. In Garoha Up. I, it is said to be used in evacuation(utsarge )

.

3. The following stanza occurs in Sannyasa Up.IV:-
" VrsaQlptna^orimadhye ptni tsthtya sahcrayet,

^andacya dacanar(or,^anakair ) jihvain yavam^tre vinirgattm".
The context deals with the phenomenon of death. At such a time and,

indeed, at any .time it is natural that the hands when folded should

rest oetween the scrotum and the navel .Ajj|na,taerefore,prooabli
means "tie navel" lere and not the anus as ia tae former reierinces.

Tne writer is possibly referring bacx to a passage now to oe noted.
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3. Ait. Up. 1,1 k 2. Aptna is used here twice. The subject is crea-

tion by the Supreme ittman.The two sections describe respectively,

(a)The formation of the psychical organs( called "world-protectors"

loKahpalth.) by tae application of tieat to a primeval Man,taKen

out of the waters.

(b)Tne entrance of eacn separate organ into man.

Tiie assertion of the first section in which we are interested,

is that after the navel had burst f orth {"nirabhidyat"ft,ao'|.na barst

forth from tne navel and from aptriajdeat'i .

lii fciie description of the reverse of the process, ueath uecojking

a^laa is said to enter the navel^ How it is b> no means easy to

anderstand what point of view is assakeQ in Liaking death the cosmi-

cal counterpart of aoaaa. The other correlations of the passage, i(iz

t-iipeech and fire; breath and wind;eyes and Sun;ear8 and quarters;

nairs and shrubbery etc.; manftsdroik neart ) and *ioon;organ of gener-

ation and semen,—are ii»ore oriess faailiar but this is unique.

one can but susi^eot that the eik iric basis of this correlation is

found in certain of the phenomena of death. It is well known, at least

to the Eedical profession, that the approach of death is heralded by

rapid abdoainal breathing after the chest uiuscles have ceased to .

act. The Hindus, inveterate observers as they were, could not

have failed to note this phenomenon, and it is quite in keeping with'i

their method that some one should have inferred therefrom that some

connection exists between death and the navel-region.

Again, in the final moment, the last gasp is a breathing-out, in other

words an aglna movement ,( for such is the dominant meaning of the

word(cf .below). After the last gasp the abdomen, which a little be^

lore was moving rapidly, becomes still. Jeath has come, and the evi-

dence of his arrival was a final aBfaa i.e- expulsion of breath from

the navel-region It seems probable that it was by some such steps

that death,a2|na,and the navel were connected.

4. Ait. Up. 1, 3. ifiihen the Itman created food,each psychical organ in

turn, via:- Speech, ^jra^a.e ye, ear,8k in, manas, organ of generation and

a^tna, strove to seize it.Agfna alone succeeded, hence it is called

the "seizer of food"(annasya grahah). The mention of aefna after the

organ of generation suggests that ajjiaa refers to the breath 4n the

lower intestine and not to the navel. But even so, this does not seem

to adequately cover the conception found in the jhrase "seizer of

food". It may be that a^lna here refers not only to the breath as

carrying away the rejected larts of food, but includes the activity

of breath in the digestion of food as well. This suggestion makes ag-

'Ina include Doth samlnft and afiaaa of Maitri Up. 1 1, 6. Deussen's sug-

gestion that a^ga means, "Princip der Verdauung" interprets the con-

ception in part , but it does not take note of the probability that
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a^ana as scrotum or as the breath in the lower oowel gives ihe clew

to an understanding of the author's point of view.cf .Pp.44-4 S,

It may be noted that in Paras. Grh. Sutra 1 ,19,4,Btaria is said to

attain food, and a2|na to attain scent. The question of ap|n|, and

scent ^the importance of which is seen in its bearing upon the proper

translation of pi;|na and apfna.irill be discussed later.

nUx
ChUp 1 ,3,3 and 5

In these referenc9s,v^na is described as the connecting link or fae-

tor(sanidhi )between grana and aElna. As such, it is identified with

speech, for"vhile one is speaking there is neither in-breathing nor

out -breathing'.' This description tallies with the literal meaning of

the word,vj|na i.e. "breathing apart". There is, so this author thinks,

no movement of breath while words are being uttered, but merely a use

of an abiding breath which supplies the basis for prtaai a-nd ag|na,cf

Kaus.Up.II ,5.

Section 5 refers to otner actions which are performed without prlsa

or aptna and, therefore, with vy|na.The actions named are, The produc-
.

tion of fire by the churning-sticks i e.friction.running a raceCljeh

8aragaa),and the stringing of a strong bow. The reference is to what

is called"holding the breath", and this is what one does in lifting a

weight or in making a single hard pull as in stringing a bow. It is

difficult to understand how a race could be run without prflQa and

aptaaThe allusion is doubtless to the sudden final spurt of a race.

The above is a most interesting instance of acute observation. Aa

occidental observer never stops to notice that in lifting a weight

all breath action is held in abeyance. The Hindu noticing it has even

given it a name. Vyt^a is, therefore, the breath that permanently per-

vades tne body(cf .Amrtab.Up.XXXV),and continues when there is no

breath mo»ement to or from the lungs.

Resume of Hindu Attempts to fixplain thg Prana^-Series.

l.Pr|na is the breath which moves upward from the navel or heart and

includes both in-breathing and out-breathing. It is found in all

tne seven apertures of the head, cf. Part II.

a.Aplna is a term of varying signification, It means,

(1 )The breath in the anus and scrotum. (2)The lower intestine.

(3)The navel. (4)The "seizer of food", including both digestion .

and the carrying away of excrement.

3.Vytna is the breath which pervades the members of the body, and in

which prliia and ap|na inhere.

4.yd|na is in part etymologically interpreted and refers

(l)To eructation. (2 )To the breath which carries tne soul up to
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the sKull in the state of Samadhi ,and on out in death. It is not on-

ly sUt;(poseQ to move in a great vain wtiicn extends from the centre of

the body to the top of the head, out is identified with this vein.

4.Sa^na is located in the aDdomen and is said to bring about the dt

gestion of food.

Chapter III.

InttlEietation of the PrSna-Series.

An adequate interpretation of the Pr^na-Series as a whole or the in-

dividual fflemoers thereof , involves a review of the whole mass oi ma-

teriai(Chap.I,B. ) and a careful scrutiny of all the important refer-

ences. Such an investigation will not only bring out the origin and

value of the explanations given oy Hiadu writersCcf .Ohap.II . ),but

should also throw light upon the enjiric origin and formulaic devei—

Oi^ment of the series of names thus leading to such an insight in-

to the question of translation as will serve to oring some degree of

order into the confusion which now exists(cf . Chap.I ,A. ).

the purpose, thus outlined, may best be accomolished oy a separate

treatment of the various strata of literary deposit.

I. The Pr^na-Series in the Vedas

A. The Kig Veda,cf. Introductory Chapter.

In the Rig Veda.ij^Qa means simply "Dreath",the .prefix having

no directional value. In the single :jassage where the >articiple

of"fan with a^ja is accomaanied by the ablative of ^rfna (RV.X, 189,2 ),

nothing very definite as to force of aoa can be determined. It would

seem, however, that the particle makes the compound mean "breathing

off oriforth'Mn any case the directional force, whatever it is ,is

not in era out in aga.

B.The Atharva Veda

The AV. frequently uses Dlfna and ag^na to-getner, usually as a copu-

lative compound. Pr^na alone means the vital act of breathing and

it may, therefore, De assumed that in the compound "p]:1lpa?p£Ciiau",er|na

refers to that whicn is distinctively the vital act. That tnis is

inhalation is at once axiomatic and scientific, and, therefore , the

strongest prooability of correctness attaches to the usual trinsla-

tion of the comniound as "in-breathing and out-oreathing". If tne

process of oreathing oe divided, the two movements ^ust descri.bed will

be the result, Tney fittingly form a dual compound, for they are a

oair of constant value.
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Wherever, from Veda to Sutra, this comoound occurs, it has the meaning

given above. Any modifications which have occurred were only possi-

ble after the conijound ^as divided. Not thaf^rlna and aelnaVin t;ie

de^innin^,or as a jsual ttiing meant ahything different f rom"prfnttJ^-

nau". The tffo forms stand side oy side and are of equal value, cf.AV.

VII, 53, 2-6 etc. At the same time, when the two words v-rere released

from the close relationship of a dual compound, the way was open for

modifications of meaning to take place. There was nothing to hinder

grtna from again becoming an inclusive term for both the simple

breath movements, while aplna was thus free to take on special mean-

ings. AV. XIII, 3, 4 may indicate sometiiing of this kind,

"Ya^ prtnena dy^va jfthi vi tar ayatyapHnena samudrasya ^atharam yah

piparti", "Who with his nr|na satisfies heaven and earth, and who

with his aptna fills the belly of the ocean".

Tae njmn is to Rohita and describes the Sun. One cannot be sure

as to tne exact direction in whicn tae poet's fancy leads, and yet it

seems probable that the line contains a hint at some definite conce^

tion of aptna as the downward moving breath. The idea of aplna as

the breath wnich goes down<vard from the navel-region would not De

incongruous here.

Twice in AV. XI, 4, the verbsfan with 2ra,andKan with apa are used

side by side, cf .stanzas 8 & 14. In both cases the words seem to

correspond precisely to the nouns as regards distinction of meaning.

In describing the breathing of the embryo in the mother's womb, tae

usual order of the words is reversed and we have, "apaniti ,prSniti".

This order may be intended to give expression to the fancy that the

natural cycle of breath processes in tie emoryo is the reverse of

what it is in all creatures w^iici lave come to birth.

In the translation of vylna the AV. gives no assistance In V,4,7

it occurs witn prlna and the eye,just as in other stanzas Er|na,ajf7

na,eye etc. are named. The line reads :-"Be gracious unto my prina and

to my vylna and to this eye of mine".

Again in AV.V,2,2,the participle of/ff with vi occurs both in its

positive and negative forms, viz:-"avyanac)ca vy£nac|ca". The reference

is to all creatures and the meaning is about equal to "inanimate and

animate". The question whicn arises re tnese passages is whether

vyana has soecial significance, or is merely equal to ap^na in the

first reference, and whether in the second the oarticiples are equiv-

alent only to"apranat and jranat".rhe latter seems tae more prooable

opinion. At the same time, it is liKely that these passa;::es furnish

the basis for the definition of Yy|na in Ch.Up.I,3,3 & 5, where vy^na

is the breath which pervades the body apart from the two main breatn

movements. Such a meaning could oe applied in both these passages.
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Vyana occurs also in an obscure lassage ,i .e.AV.XIV, l,12(cf .RV.X,85,

12). The interpretation of the stanza is yet to be satisfactorily

made. It will only be necessary here to quote the stan:^a and to note

that, whatever be its interpretition,vy|na as therein used sheds no

li^nt on the meaning of the word in the Prina-Series.

Cud te cakre yatya vy^no aKsa Ihatah

Ano manasmayam suryarohatprayatt .atim. ""

If Slyana is right in assuming that the axle of the chariot is wind

(V^yu),taen vyana leans "wind", and the reason for the poet's choice

is to be found in the fact that v^lna is a oun both upon vlyu and

anas

Saglna occurs but once and sounds no note of distinct definition; it

is jurely formulaic.

Udana occurs twice and in both cases is a member of the com.jound

"vyfnop«^nau",iQade after the analogy of "piUnlptnau". This indicates

that the oreath names have already become crystalli.:ed into formu-

las :and formulas yield no valuable secrets of the kind we -are s&arci-

ing for.

The verbVan with ud is found in AV. Ill, 13, 5 in the form "ud'Jni sun'.'

The ffiignty ones are said to have"Dreathed up". The mighty ones are

the waters and the oreathing up occurs when-Indra sets his feet upon

them. Can there oe here a reference to the tides!

C. The Yajur Veda

All the references are manifestly formulaic and contribute nothing

to our purpose. The birds-eye view of the material given in Cnap.I,B
tells the whole story.

II. The Prana-Series in the Catapatha Brthmana.

A striicing feature of the CB. material , a summary of which has alrea-

dy Deen given(cf . .ages 9 & 10)is the entire disappearance of"pranSfJl-

nau".The use of "prana ana aplna" is, moreover, very inf requent . iflle

have noted but seven occurrences;only three of the seven being in

the first ten booKs.

The place of the dual compound "prarilptnau" is taken by "pranodanaa"

which occurs forty-one times. Again, when three members of the Se-

ries are mentioned , two of wnich are prfna and vyfna,the third is not

a£|na,as our exjerience of all the other literature would lead us to

expect, but udtQa instead. Not that the ordinary triplet does not oc-

tur.We nave, in fact, noted six instances thereof;but they are all quo-

tations from the Vtj. Samh.

Tiiese facts invite the conclusion that, from the view-^-oint of

CB.,agtna as "out-oreathing" has surrendered its place to ud'|na.

With reference to this change, it may be suggested that of the two
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words.aylna and udtna^the latter, etyinologically considered, vfas Iook-

ed u on as oetter fitted to describe the orocess of "out-breathin^".

botn words were already in existence ;the interests of definiteness

suggested that a choice snould be' made',and therefore the latter was

chosen. By means of this surrender of place, the way was ojened for

aelna to be ^iven a new meaning such as we have already pointed out

as found in the Upanisads,viz :- the breath which moves off down^-ard

from the middle of the body into the anus and sexual organ. Indeed

the change we are considering may have been motived by this concep-

tion. It ma^ be more accurate to say that ap^na was coming to be

wanted for a new purpose and,tnerefore,the field was given to udlaa.

The building of the Fire-altar, which was conceived of as a living

creature, led to a mode of representation which at least looKed tow-

ards a new use of aptna. As prtna connotes "life", there must be

arenas in every part of the creature-like Fire-altar wnich was Duilt

up by the priests in connection with an elaborate ritual. Hence in

CB. VIII, 1,3, 6, there is said to be a 2i:|na in front (purast^t ) ,anotaer

behindl^a^ctt ), another to the right (daKsinatas ), another to the left

(uttaratas ) ,and another in the middle(madhye ). The names of taese in

their order are :-Prana,ap|na,vy^na,udCna,and sam^na.

Sections 8 & 9 go on* to describe the laying of the bricKs. Prfna in

front is connected witn aE^na by laying the rear or western bricks

immediately after the front or eastern ones. In the same way vyana

and udtna are connected by laying the bricks of the left or norta im

mediately after those of the right or south. Further in section 10,

the 2£fei: which is put in the middle is called the intestinal oreath

(gudan^r^Qah).It is said to be placed round about the navel length-

wise and crosswise, since the "body breaths"(atmanpran^h )are

in touch with each otner lengthwise and crosswise.

This description in which aptna is clearly identified with "pa^cSt

prana",when combined with CB. Ill, 8, 2, 6 where the anus is plainly

called "pacctit prSpa", accounts for the identification of agtna and

tne anus in Maitri Up. II ,6;Amrtab.Up.XXXIV;and Pracna Up. III.

Waen tne sacrifice is personified as a human being, the name"avah

prina"taices the lace of "paccat prsTjja". The change is due to the

%f .Amrtabindu Up. aXXI V(page 16),wnere ap^na is ni tae gudah.

Here the #ord is used in the general sense of all intestines;

there of the lower bowel or anus es; ecially. There is no confu-

sion between samina and agfna any more than between the intes-

tines in general , where digestion takes -lace, and the intestine

wnich carries away what is digested,cf .Ait .Up. I ,3,pages 25 a 26,
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ooservation that the passage from louth to anus follows a downward

course, While in birds and beasts it is on the whole horii^ontal.

Just as breath moves upward and out hj the moutn,so also does it

iiiove downward and out by the anus and scrotum. In CB. VII , 1,2, 15,

we find the following definite statement :-

PrajStireva yadete 'vSncah j»rSn,SL yaddhi mllltrani karoti yatpur-

isai praiva tajjtyate.

"A procreation indeed are these downward vital oreaths. Whatever
urine or faeces ne makes, it is they that produce them".

In CB.XII,1,4,3;XII,2,4, 16;and XII ,3, 1, 8, these two downward breaths

are called "Go"and"Ayus". Doubtless ayus i.e. "life" refers to the or-

^an of procreation and"£o"which may mean"earth",to the organ of evac-

uation. Again in CB. I, 4, 3, 8, two breatis are said to go upward and
two downward from tue central breath. We shall have occasion to note

later tnat of the nine siii^§:S in tae body two are said to be oelow

(i.e.avJiTcau ). Further in CB. VI ,7, 1, 11, that which is above the na-

vel is immortal and streams out by upward breaths(urddhvaih pran'air)

while what is mortal passes below the naveKpartktann^bhimatyeti ).

The adverb properly means"turned away". Doubtless the idea is"in the
opposite direction" , hence below. We should have eX|jected"avan pr^na"
here ,Jiad there been any attempt at definite description.
CB. VI, 1,2, 11 & X, 1,3,1 refer to mortals being created from the down-

ward oreaths of Pra^.tpati ;in CB. XI ,1,6, 8, however, it is the Asuras

who are said to be thus created. That "avtn praQa",when standing

in the singular, refers to the anus iV^proven by CB. XI, 5, 2, 4, where

the scrotum is named side by side with it. The passage gives a de-
scription of tne parts of the body. Beginning from the mouth and go-
ing downward ','av^n praina "comes immediately after the scrotum.

Again in ^B. XI, 1,6, 30, it is said that everything which enters the

various otiier breaths meets in the "aV3,n prapa". This is manifestly
a reference to the fact that the lo^er intestine carries away ex-
crement.

i^ow tne fact that udfna has largely taken the place of apina as

tne companion of T^rtna, greatly simplifies the question of the true
translation of prtna in 06. It cannot mean"out -breathing" along with

udfina and £ggeling's translation must , therefore, be rejected. While
tne point is absolutely final only for the §B.,it is one that

should be reckoned with by those translators of the Upanisads who
would have "out-breathing" to be one of the meanings of erCna.
It is important to note that in the identification of three'of tne
breaths with the Draughts (grahSs )of Soma(i .e.u,.?ln5u,uparicu-savana ,

and antarySma),the(Ait.6rSh. (11,21) has eilaa and apfna where the
CB. has jrfna and udfria. Haug claims oral information as tne basis
for nis assertion that in the ceremony along with the use of the
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A
words, 'Vranam yach svaha tv^ sunava", breath is inhared,whi le with

"Aotnam yacu svah^ tv^ suhava etc." it is expelled forcibly through

tne nose,cf. Haug'.s Ait.Brah. page 118, note.

Tiie opposite view, held by Eggeiling,is impossible since his text con-

tains udana, which certainly cannot mean "in-breathing". Even if apf-

na could be shown, contrary to its etymology, to sometimes fflean"in -

breathing", the re is no hope' of such a sfioi^ing for ud^na.Uggeling has

been led astray by the use of certain words of direction or of cer-

tain particles of formulaic value, wnica supply to the ever-watchful

eye and ear of the Hindu an o portunity to indulge in a pun upon the

prefix pra of prfna. Such particles and words are:-

(a).Pra as the first word of a quotation,cf .^B.I ,4, 1,5. The particle

in contrast witn pra is S. Tie text has ^r|na and udtna. a does

not even fit ud|na,and it would certainly be precarious, therefore,

to force any lexical meaning of 2I§: into the word,2rfna,cf .Haug's

Ait.Brah. I II, 26.

In Ait. Ar. II ,1,5,1, there is a combined play upon "pr^t§yi"(l'|Xn"

with 2ra)"pr^tar",and "pr^na".The conclusion is that day is prfna.

In t;ie same way "sSyam"and"saiii£tgSt"are played upon and "s^yam" (even-

ing) is said to be aptna.Prfna and prftar fit to-gether;not so aptaa

and sfy;am.The whole is, therefore valueless as to the translation of

Dr^a and ag^na.
{b).Pravah.This word occurs in 98.1,4, 3, 3, where "ayahi" etc. is used

with aptna and "brhachoc^" with ud|na.The pun is plain only for
the first two, viz:- _ra with prfna and t with aptna. Tne refer-

ence is to the first "sSmidhen'i" wnich begins, "Pravo vtg'S abhid-

yavah",and to the second, which begins, "Agna "a yShi vitaye".'The ideii-

tification of ertai ^i'^^ the first is a mere pun and indicates noth-

ing as to its proper usage.

.(c). PAI. The passage which we note is CB.X, 1,4, 12.Pratya1tca stands

in contrast with ^rth and the two breaths named in connection
with these two words are grana and aptna.

The important statements are:- ( 1 )Pragdevebhyojjuhvati i.e. "He

offers to the gods in front". (2)Pratyan manusyesvannam dhfyate,

i.e. "Food is put in men in the reverse direction(or behind)".

(3)Agni is the prana of the gods and by prana the gods eat food.

(4)By aptija men eat food.

The proper interpretation of the passage is orobably as follows :-

From in f ront^ men{ jriests )throw ght etc.ujon the altar. The fire con-
sumes the ghi.i^ow fire is the prfna of the gods, therefore the gods

eat food by ^irtna, Hence Agni and prSn and pr^na go to-gether.
Again the food which is the portion of the priests is eaten behind
or to the west of the altar. Apana nas already been identified with
the rear of the altar and is called "paca^t prana" in CB. VIII , 1 .3,6.
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May this not be all that is meant by saying that men eat^food by ael-

na? There would seem to be a connection between this assertion and

Ait. Op. 1, 3 where ai)|na is called the "seizer of food". The fancy of

the ^TiXer seems to have passed from the fact of men eating food at

the aetaa end of the altar to the conception of ag^na =ls "sei ;er of

food". It must be acknowledged that the passive statement, "Food is

jlaced in men benind" is a ve'ry awkward way of saying that men eat

their portion of food to the rear or west of the altar.

But while we may not insist on every point in this suggested inter-

pretation, it may be insisted as important for our purpose

tiiat fire in consuming the food of the gods i.e.gni etc.taKes in

what is thrown upon it and, therefore, Sggeling's translation of prf-

na by "out -breathing" should not be allowed to stand,

(d ).Partnc.This word occurs with prlna in the Soma Graha chapters ,

already noticed, viz :-§B. IV, 1,1 and IV, 1,2. The contrasted word

which goes with ud^na is "pratyanc". The usual word wita "^irat-

janc" is"prin". ParSnc is neaF enough, however, according to Hindu
standards, to serve as a link with pra of prfna.We have already seen

that jjrtna w'len with udfna assuredly cannot mean "out -breathing".

The context , too, is decisive against such a translation. Q6.IV,1,2,

27 concludes the chapter in which the Soma Grahas and the three

breaths are manipulated to-gether. The section contains a sort of

resume in which prana(i .e.upihcu) is identified with the earth;uii^na

(i .e-antaryaaa ) with the sky, and vyana ( i.e.upan^u-savana ) with tne

atmosphere. A corresponding ;articiple and verb are used with the

name of each breath, viar-Pr^nai^bhipr^piti, udana^dbhyudaniti , and vy-

Snannabhivyaniti . Each verb is followed by an Accasativrei 1 )Iiilliii

(prthivtffl )i2 )Amum lokam (3 lAntariKsam. These Accusatives are gov-,
erned in eacn instance by the verb with which they stand. We may

translate, as follows:-

1. Breathing in, he breathes in towards this (earth).

2. Breathing up, he breathes upon that world.

3. Breathing pervasively, he pervades the atmosphere.

While the translation under 3. is only tentative, the contrast be-

tween ijrfnat and udfnat and the connection of earth with the former
and sKy with the latter emphatically suggests tnat prfnat refers to

the movement of breath from the mouth downward.

The identification of vy^na with the atmosphere is not without sug-

gestion of a breath which is central and pervasive. Its central

character is symbolized also in its correlation with the press-stone

which in the Soma-pressing was placed between the two vessels hold-

ing the Soma. Here may be recalled the conception of Ch.Up.I,3,5 ,ac

cording to which vjf|na is the breatn wriich abides wnen tiere is nei-

tner prlti^a nor aptna.
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^B. II ,2,2, 15 is a passage which may not he passed over without no-.

tice.The preceding contex't refers to the iDiiriortal element ,Agni , be-

in^ put by the i^ods within their own selves (antaratma) .Then in sec-

tion 15, we have a description of the placing of the same immortal

element in the individual man in connection with the churning out of

fire from wood.i'wo compouna verbs occur i .e. "abhipraniti "and "punar-
apaniti " .i^geling translates , "to breath upon"and"to again draw in
Dreath".This is a misconception. The statement is that when fire is

produced it is inhaled, for breath is f ire (Ta,i iataiii|abhiprani ti prano

va agnih ) .Further the writer adds, "He causes that which is thus pro-

duced (i .e.agni )to becoiiie that which is (i .e.prana )-— "•atamevainamie

-

tatjeantam janayati ".Again the stateinent is added, "Sa punarapani ti "

.

Tnis, instead of meaning, "he again draws in breath", signi fies the ex-

act opposite, viz: ^"he again(or ,in turn)expels breath. "Exhalation
must follow inhalation and both processes are needea to make the es-

tablishaent of Agni (i .e.prana )within the organism(antaratraa )complet&-

There is a still further objection to Eggeling's view. The main asser-

tion of the section is that orana is agni. Now in breathing^ the vi-

tal act is certainly inhalation'.Agni is very frequently, in the lit-

erature, called ayuh ( li fe) ,and it is, therefore, impossi ble to identi-

fy the non-Vital act of exhalation with fire as Eggeling's transla-

tion would demand. This review of salient passages fror the C6. may

be thus suaaed up,-

l.Prana is "in-breathing". 2. Udana is "up-or out -breathing"

.

3.Ap|na is useo in two senses , (a ) "Out-breathing'/ (b)rhe oreath whicn

is in the hinoer or lower part of the body. The meaning under(b)is
further speciali:i;ed so that agana comes to be equivalent to"paccat

prana"i .e.the anus.

5. The location of samana in the centre of the Fire-altar, which cen-
tre corresponds to the navel-region furnishes a clear basis for the

Upanisad definitions which have been dealt with move.

III. The Prana-Series in the Upanisads.
The material arranges itself in two main divisions,
1. Passages in which explanations are attempted .These have been
dealt with and definite results obtained ,cf.pp 11-27.
These results, when compared with the conclusions iust now drawn
from cur scrutiny of the CB., justify the important inference that
the basis of these exolanations is to be found in the conceptions
which took shaoe in connection with the building of the Sacrifice
and of the Fire-altar. There are additions and developments , but the

oeginnings of all systematic explanations oj Hindu writers are

found in the CB.
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2. Passages where the breaths are referred to in a symbolic way as

quotations from or echoes of ritualistic formulas.

As we have already found in the CB. tie ground elements of the va-

rious Hindu explanations of the PrSna-Series,we are hsre especially

interested in the question of tne proper translation of the terms,

notably of the first two. This question is of so much importance

that a review of all the passages with a more or less detailed crit-

icism of each seems advisable.
{l)Pr|nt2tnau.cf.arh.Ar.Up.VI,4,12;Tait.Up.III,10,2;Mun^.Up.II,17;

Ch.ijp.I,3,3;Sanny^sa Up.IVjand three Gfta instances.

In every instance, the compound seems to us to mean precisely the

same as it does in the AV. , viz :-"In-breathing and out-breatning".

Deussen, however, translates the second, fourth and fifth instances oy

"Ausnauch und Einhauch" ,and the first by "Ausatmung und fiinatmung".

In Mund.Up.II,17,on the other hand, he gives "Einhauch und Aushauch",

doubtless oecause he finds there a clear reference to AV.XI,4,13.

He should also have noted that Brh.Ar.Up. VI,4,12 is a regular Athar-

va-liice sorcery practice against a rival wife. His translation of

this last passage seems all the more strange because in the two pre-

cediUii sections, i.e. VI, 4, 10 & 11, he correctly translates "abnipr^n-

y^i-^ny^t" and "ap^ny^bhip^tny£^t" by "Erst einatmen,dann ausatmen",

and "Erst ausatmen, dann einatmen".

In Tait.Up. III,10,the compound appears without any distinctive note

of meaning and tne earlier translation should be followed unless

good reasons for the contrary be forthcoming.

Ch. Up. 1,3,3 makes vy^na the bond of union(sanidhi )between er^p and

a^tna. Assuredly in such a case the vital act of in-breathing is

thougnt of first. To reverse the order ,as Deussen e^ al do, seems

to us witnout justification. Tie section contains also the verbs"pr«f-

Oiti and apSniti",and in the context we find the negative participle

ol each form. The verbs, trie participles, and the dual compound must

all, of course, be translated in consonance with each otier. There is

no indication tnat the compound has lost its earlier meaning and,

therefore, in all the forms prfna should be interpreted as "in-

breathing" and apfna as "out-breathing".

Attention to the fanciful identification of prt^a and ud of the word

udgitha supplies a valuable hint as to the true interpretition.fhe

statement is made that a man stands up by 2r^na( "pi*tnena hyuttistha-

ti). This is a plain reference to the simple phenomenon whicd any
one may observe, that a man^who has been seated or lying down, in-

stinctively draws in breath before or while rising. Hence ijr|na is

inhalation. *

The Sanny^sa Up. passage is immediately followed by a reference to
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aetna as the navel or possibly the anus. If this has any bearing

upon the interpretation of the compound an extremely doubtful

supposition, since tne compound is in a prose passage and ag'|na in a

quoted stanza its influence is certainly not in the direction

of maKing aefna mean "Einhauch"as Deussen does.
(2)In Ait .Up.I,4;II,4;III ,4,ei^na means either breath in general or

in-breathing. Miiller's translation of the word by "scent" is

much too narrow an application of it a restriction into which he

was doubtless led by the connection of 2lt^^ "fith the nose. Since,

however, the eI^Iq?: which arises from the nose gives rise in turn to

wind, the meaning is certainly not to be restricted to a subordinate

function of the breath. V^yu is everywhere correlated with tne entire

breata activity i.e.witi breath in general
(3)Ch.Up.III,13(cf .5B.VIII,l,3,3).This reference has already been

noted, cf .pages 23-4. The full list of names is used and they are

correlated with the various directions. In the matter of transla-

tion, Deussen rightly perceives that £rana means "Einhauch",not

"Aushauch". M^Tller still holds to sr^na and agaria as "Up- and
"* "" *"

down-breathing". This is manifestly not accurate. Perhaps in such a

passage translation of the terms is not to be attempted. It would

probably be no more correct to say that "^rtm and agtna mean "In-

breathing and out-breat ling" than to use Miiller's rendering.

The basis of the symbolism is the bird-like fire-altar, in which tie

breath is conceived of as moving backward and forward. The forward

breath(2ran El^^a ) includes both in- and out-breathing, and the back-

ward breath(2ratyan,ai2|na

)

,all breata movements to the rear of tne

centre. As already intimated, it is probably best to merely trans-

literate the words. Deussen attempts a translation, but his effort can

scarcely be deemed successful. His rendering of samfna b;v "Allhauch"

has no induction of facts upon which to rest.

{4)Ch. Up. V, 19-23. This epochal passage sets forth the high Upanisad
doctrine that inasmuch as the individual soul is not different
from the Universal Self (^tmavaicv^narah,cf . V, 18) , therefore the

sage who recognizes this fact performs the whole vast ritual

whenever he eats. All he needs to do is to say with the first

mouthful of food,"Prantya svahlL",and with tne others in turn"vy1,nS-

ya,aplLn'tya,sam1.ntya,and udanfya svah'^". The order of t'.e names is

the same as in Ch.Up.III,13 and we here recognize an oft-repeated
formula,cf .Bloomf ield's Concordance under"Praoa'.'

As in 111,13 Deussen translates the terms by Einhauch, 2wiscaen-
hauch, Aushauch, Allhauch and Aufhauch. Miiller again has for fiftna and

ae|na "up- and down-breathing". Tnis can only be admitted if "up-

breathing" refer to both inhalation and exhalation, and "down-breath-
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ing" to the breath movements below or back JDf the middle of the bo-

dy. The fact that prana is said to satisfy heaven and aga^na, earth

fflignt^tais. This is not , however, wnat Miiller means by "down-oreathin^

and his translation must be rejected.

Note tnat vyina is said to satisfy the quarters. This may be ta^en

as illustrative of its meaning as "breath everywhere dif fused", cf.

J!B.IV,1,2,27.
(5)Pr1ijilg.Up.I sets forth doctrine similar to that which has just

been alluded to. The mantra used in Ch.Up.V, 19-23 is repeated.
Pr|na is called the head or chief (pradhanah). The performer of

the PrlE^agnihotra offers water,

(a)I'n Bjtna with the little finger and thumb,

(b)In aEffna witii tne nameless{anamikah ) or ring-finger,

(c)In vilHi ^itii the middle finger,

(d)In samlna with tne index finger,

(e)In udtna with all fingers.

This passage throws no new light upon the question of translation.

It is impossible, as regards a2fna,,to determine whether it means

"out-breathing" or intestinal breati movements, or is a mere name to

fill out a formula. The supreme place given to grtna, however, maK-
,

es it certain that it is either life-breath in general or in-oreath-

.

ing in particular. Such passages place a heavy burden of proof u jon

any one wio would attempt to show that agfna can ever mean the vital

act of inhalation.

In the sentence which follows the statement quoted above, it is inter-

esting to note what is done with tae water wiich the offerer taxes
on the various fingers. With the tiiumb and little finger ne sprinK-

les water once upon the One ^si"(ekarsi )i .e.the Sun or Fire,cf.esp.
Mun^.Up.III,2,ll;Pra^na Up.Il'li ,and*Brh.Ar.Up. V, 15,1 : with the

nameless finger he sprinkles water twice on the Ahavan'fya Fire, which

is in tie moutiCGarbha Qp.

I

V;Maitri Up. VI, 36) : with the middle fin-

ger he sprinKles water once in the Daksina Fire,wnicti is in tie

heart(Garbha Up. IV) : with the index finger he sprinxles water once

in the Garhtpatya Fire, which is in the belly(udara cf.Garbha Up. IV):

with all the fingers lie sprinKles water once in the all-atoning{sar-

vaprtyaccit) Fire. This last fire is not mentioned in Garbha Up.

The reference is probably to the organ of procreation. The Hindu
holds tnat it is essential that every man should have a son in order

to secure the carirying out of the proper post mortem ceremonies.

This may be the meaning here,cf .Ait . Brafi. VII ,13.

Probaoly in the word "ekarsi" tae eye is referred to as it is fre-

*In AV. XIII ,3 ,4,er|,na is said to satisfy both heaven and

earth.
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quently identified with tie Sun. It thus appears taat five points

or parts of tie body are toucied witii water. As tie abode of tne Su-

preme Spirit, the oody is the place of sacrifice.

(6)Maitri Up. II, 9 uses the same mantra that we have noted under (4)

and (5). Before beginning to eat the knowing sacrificer clothes

tie Ellna with water. This refers to the custom of rinsing the

moutn Defore eating, wiich is to this day the common practice.

By reason of ths custom water is called the clothing! vamsan )of ££i-

na in Ch.Up.V,2,2. After Erfna is clothed, the five mantras are re-

peated , doubt less each being accompanied with tae taking of a morsel

of food. The further explanation is added that the remainder is

eaten in silence and afterwards £rana is again clothed with water.

As to translation nothing new is developed.

(7)Brh.Ar.Up.I,5,3.The doctrine under discussion here is the affirm-

ation that all forms of thought (manas ), all forms of speech, and

all forms of breath are varying manifestations of the one Su-

;reme Atman. Pr|na,a£^a,vi|na,udtna,and sagfna are all said to

be Ana i.e. PrSna. Tnis statement is botr- a recognition that ana

occurs in each of the names and that T^TtTi&f.i,e.a.naL) is the generic
entity of whica tie ot lers are at most manifestations or forms. Now

unless 2rtna isiused in two different senses in the same sentence—an unlikely phenomsnon the first member of tie series must ex-

press tie vital act of in-breathing. Such considerations should nave

warned both Deussen and MUller that they were wrong in making ae^na

tne vital act. In section 23(34)of this same chapter, Deussen right-

ly translates "jrJny'^ and ap'stny'^t" by"einatmen and ausatmen",thus

maKing his translation of the noun all the more inexplicable.

(8)Brh.Ar.Up. Ill, 1, 10. Pr|na,a£^aa,and vytu?, are mentioned. They are

described microcosmically(adhy^tmam ) as corresponding to t,ie

three hymns of praise accompanying the sacrifice, viz :-"Puro 'nu-

vaKya ca yt jy'jL ^asya"i .e. the invocatory, the sacrif iciaKuttered
during the sacrifice) ,and the praising verse. Deussen here gives prf-
na and a^lna their proper significance.Muller, however, has "up- and

down-breathing" as usual. The symbolism wnich connects vylna wita

"y'stjy^" is perhaps intended to bring out its abiding, continuous

character,cf .Ch. Up. 1,3,3, & 5.

(9)Bfh.Ar.Up.III,4,l. The "SarvJntarah timt" functions in Elt^a,
aelna, vy|,na,udana,and sam^na. Each noun- is accompanied by its

corresponding verb i .e.prSpiti ,aptniti , vytniti ,udtniti ,and sam-
Sniti. Deussen rightly translates prlna by "Einhauch",and aetaa

by "Aushauch". If Muller's "down-breathing" for a£'|na could be un-

derstood as referring to breath movements below the navel, it migat

be ddmittel:he does not , however, seem to have attained to any such

insight in connection with a.^R&.
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Such a passage as tnis looxs promising on the outside. Surely where

both nouns and verbs are used we are coming to close quarters with

the problem of translation and may expect definite and satisfactory

results! On tjie contrary almost no results are obtainable. We have

here, in all probability, nothing more t^an an analogical filling out

of the verb-series on the basis of "ortniti and apaniti" w.iich have

the definite meanings of "to breathe in" or "to breathe", and "to

breathe out or off", fin with ud we have found in a few places >*rith

the meaning of "to breathe up",cf .AV.III, 13,5;CB.III,8,3,32;I V,l,2,

27. yin with vi appears in AV.V,2,2,but yields there no meaning
beyond that of the simole verb. Its occurrence in CB. IV, 1,2, 27 and

its correlation with tiie atmosphere have been noted (cf .p.33 ).

An with sam occurs only in RV.X,55,5. Its force there gives no help

here. Perhaps the strongest oroof that "saminiti" is an analogical

formation without special significance is to be found in the fact

that in the later explanations of sam^na,this verb is not used out

instead a play is made u Jon sam'lna by using the rootyTi with sama or

with sai and^. Deussen omits saminiti m his .translation of this
. r ., ^. ^ X possibly -the third also) _ , , ,

passage, barring the first and second verbs, a similarly analogical

character probably belongs to the other terms, and it is better, tnere-

fore, merely to transliterate.

(iO)Bfh.Ar.Up.III ,9,26. Here a series of questions and answers sets

forth the dependence of each member of the Pr^na-Series upon tne

one immediately preceding it.

in what do tvam and ttaa find their support (pratisthitau)? Pr^jia.

In what does prana find its support (oratisthitan )? Apa)na.

9 " " ag^na " " " " ? Vy^na.

vyana ? Udtna.

udana ? bamana.

The passage is unique in its presentation. The kernel of it is in

tne first two members of the Series, i .e"tvam_andj|tin|,','and prfna.

The statement amounts to an assertion that the continuance of indi-

vidual consciousness and the permanence of the individual organism

(^anxara notes tha!: "^tfflan"here means "body") depends upon firana.

From this as a starting point the author, moved by some fancy, passes

on to an analogical completion of tne series. tie is not to oe taKen

too seriously .The assertion ,taKen literally, is a direct contradic-
tion of Brn.Ar.Up. I ,5,3 where all are said to be forms of 2r|na.

Here, on the contrary ,sam'|na would seem to be the fountain and source

of all, i.e. if we press the literal assertion. As already intimated,
however, we are not to find anything here except a passion for analog
ical statement , and the main point is tnat tvam and ftm^ depend upon
grana.
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Deussen is wron^ in returning to the meaning"Aashauch" for prlo^*

It is certainly inaccurate to speal( of tvam and atm^ as depending

upon the non-vital act of "out-breathing". Miiller recognizes the

iflijossibility of his favourite "up-breathing" and translates by the

general term "breath".

(li)Brh.Ar.Up. V,14,3. In this chapter the Gayatri verse is manipu-,

lated. Three words are sought which »fill maKe up the necessary

eight syllables. The ones ciiosen are as follows :-

1 .Bhumi ,antariKsai and dyau. 2.Bca,yaji!ns_i ,and samana.

3.Pr'tna,apana,and vistaa.

Again in Tait .Up.3,5, ai^na ,aBana,and vyana are identified

with the VyShftis.i .e.Bhus,bhuvas and svar.

In neither of the above sections does the context throw any light

upon the question of translation. Following, therefore, the results

of already gained, we hold that grlna and ap^na mean "in-breathing"

and Vout-Dreathing",and not as Deussen thinks, "Aushauch" and "iDin-

_hauch". VjfSna had best be left untouched.

(12)Tait.Up.3,7. In correlation with the complete Prana -Series,

which is said to be treated microcosmicallyladhyatmam ) a series

of both psychical and fleshly entities is brought forward , thus i-^

apana, vyana, udana, and samltna.

fiye, ear, manas, speech, and skin(i .e. touch

—

tvac).

Sicin (carina ) ,flesh, sinews, bone, and marrow.

Cf.alsolCh.Up.III,13;V,19-23;^B.VIII,l,3,6.

How thoroughly formulaic the Prana-Series is, these correlations

clearly show. If we translate even the first member, it must not be

by "Aushauch", out by "Sinhauch" instead.

(13)'rait .Qp.II ,2. This is the notable chapter in whicn man is de-

scribed as consisting of a combination of various envelops or
coverings (Kocth ), which are named respectively "food-made"(anna-

inaya); "breath-made" (ura^amaya); "thought-made" (manomaya);

"icnowledge-made" ( vi jflanamaya ) ; and "bliss-made" (anandamaya ).

In section 2, the pranamaya_K.oca is described as having the form of

a man wuose nead is Br|na,wnose right side is vy^na and whose left

side is aptnajCf .TA. VIII ,2. Deussen gives to prana its original

meaning of "fiinhauch". It is best in such a case to leave all the

terms untranslated.

(14)Katha Up. V, 3. This stanza is of great importance. The text runs,

Jrddhvamjpranainunnayatyapanam pratyag|asyati

:

Madhye vlmanamlasinamvicve devS upasate.

"He brings upward the up»fard prana and throws apfna in the reverse

direction. All tne gods reverence the Dwarf seated in the middle(of
the body)".
From the CB.we are prepared to understand that tne or^na which
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moves upward includes both in- and out-breathing .while i^rayaQ with

the vero 'lG","to tnrow",descriDes the breath whicn passes down and

out oy the anus and sexual organ. Lack of adequate familiarity with

the material of the CB.douotless accounts for Deuaen's note to this

stanza, viz:- "Pr^Qa ist hier Aushauch,aE!|na,J!]inhauch;nicht (wie spat-

er)der verdauungswindV On the contrary, Brfna is not "Aushauch",

nor is a2'tna "Einhauch". Further, while according to Ait. Up. 1, 3 apana

has digestion as a part of its activity, we have not found it re-

stricted to" Verdauungswind" either earlier or later.

However, in tais same note Deussen gives his reason for holding to

his translation. The concluding clause of his note runs tnus, "Welch-

esd.e.ap^na as Verdauungswind) bei der Wiedericehr in Vers 5 nicht

passt". Now stanza 5 is ,as follows:- (\

Na pralnena naotnena marttyo jivati Kaccit;

Itarena tu jTvanti yasminnev'ivupt^ratan.

"Not by p;rana,nor by apfna does any mortal live;

But by another do they live in whom these two find their support'.'

Prana and apSna undoubtedly mean "in-breathing and out -breathing" in

conformity with the earlier and nrevailing use of the two words.

Deussen's mistaice consists in assuming that stanza 5 rules in the

interpretation of stanza 3. The piirase "etadvaitat", which stands oe-

tween stanzas 4 .i 5 indicates that one phase of the subject is clos-

ed and another begins. This, therefore, does away with the supposed ne-

cessity of squaring stanza 3 with stanza 5 or vice versa.

These two stanzas, thus close to-gether, furnish the classical example

in the Upanisads of both the primitive and permanent use of pitui:

and aplna on the one hand;and,on tne other hand, of that use whose de

velopment was made possible oy the building of the living Sacrifice

and tne animated Fire-altar which use finds definite statement in

Maitri , Amrtabindu,and Pracna Upanisads etc.

(15)In Maitri Up. VI ,5,ijr|na,a2lna and vyfna are named as making up

the breath-endowed (pr^navat )form of Brahman. There is a degree of

definiteness here which would seem to justify an attempt at trans-
lating vyana. As in Ch.Up.I,3,3 & 5, it doubtless means the oreath

which abides in the body wnen the regular breath activity is quies-
cent when there is neither i^rfna nor agfna.

(16)Maitri Up. VI, 33. Here the five members of the Prana-Series are

called the DriCKS of the fire to whicn pitna corresponds. By means

of these bricks the (^havantya Fire is supplied with a head, two

wings, a bacK,and a tail. The order of the names is, Prlna, vyfna

,

aBtna,samfna,and udfna. The arrangement of taese,if CB*. VIII ,1 ,3,

6 be recalled, would give what the explanation implies, viz :- a

bird-like form., thus—
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(2)

Vystna( wing )

(3) (4) (1)

(Tail)Aplna Sainana (baciJ

)

PrSna(head)

(5)

Ud^naCwing

)

If translation be attempted, orana must be made to include both in-

breatning and out-breathing,-and i^tR&,i]ie breath movements back of

the centre of the Dody.

In Maitri Up. VII, 1-5, each section contains one of the above names

and tney appear in the same order as in VI, 33. A long list of other

correlations accompanies each term. In both the above passages it is

best to looK upon tie list of names as merely formulaic.

Observe that although in Maitri Up. II, 6, there is a serious attempt

at an exi^lanation of the various names of the Prlna-3eries,that ex-

planation seems to have no influence upon VI, 33 & VII , 1-5. This would

argue for the composite character of the Uoanisad.

(17)JB.Up. II,5.In this passage the names in the Prana-Series are in-

creased to six by the addition of av^na. There are two vfays in

which the rise of avfria may be accounted fori-
l.It may be an analogical formation from the compound verbVTn"

with ava_wuch appears, in tie sense of tie simple verD,in ^B.IV,

3, 2, 6, and IV, 6, 1,5.

2. It may oe formed from the adverb avSn which is frequently used

in the CB. Atfna may stand for avin prlna. A^na is, to be sure,

the synonym of av|n ^]^Ra..'Ihit fact would not , however, prevent an-

other author from using the five names as a mere formula, and ad-

ding another created from avan ES'^a.
It is to be observed that aglna, vy|na,samtnaiav|tia,and udSna are

called "Sans of £r|na". Prana thus holds the supreme place and

must either mean breath in general or inhalation.

(18)JB.Up.lC ,2. Following upon a series of psycho-physical correla-

tions between(a )Speech and Agni ; (b )Manas and Moon ; (c )Sight and

Sun; (d )Hearing and Quarters the statement is made that a^lna

is Bfhaspati ,and prana is Prajtpati. Ap^na is "lord of Speech"
because in speaking breath is exhaled. Prtna is "lord of off-

spring" because it is "rich in 8onB",cf .II ,5 above.

Oertel's translation by "exhalation" and "breath" is correct.

(19) JB. Up. IV, 22. This chapter contains both an attempt to define cre-

ation in terms of the PrSna-Series and also states tne cosmical

correlations of the various names. The correlations are, as below,

l.Piltna Sun. 2.Aptna Agni

.

3. Vy'^na Waters. 4. Sam'Jna ;—Quarters.

5'Ud1;na Moon.
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We may note also the corresponding correlations in Ch. Jp. Ill , 13 & V,

19-23.
^

1 .PrSna Sun. 2. Vyana Moon.

3. Apulia Agni

.

4.Saiii^na Parjanya.

5. Ud^na Aklca

.

The description of creation starts with space or ether(akaca ). This

became waters. The witers,as a result of practicing austerities (tapa||^

breathed out iorward(prac't pra^vasan), uttering tne sound "hubs".

Thus arose(abhavat ) grana. Then these( waters ), having breathed in

(pranya ) .breathed out (ap'anan ) . Thus ^Q^n^ arose. Upon tais there fol-

lows a series of analogical statements accounting for each member of

the Praija -Series in turn, viz:- Ap£nyavyaLnan;vy^nya sam'^nan;and sam'^n-

yodlLnan. These words recall the full series of nouns and verbs

in Bfh.Ar.Up.III ,4, l,and seem to invite translation. Though spoken

of the primeval waters, the reference to real or supposed breath ac-

tivities in man is undoubted. But careful scrutiny soon creates a

suspicion that the last three verbs are mere formula-filling words,

made for the occasion. Whencecomes the long \ after vi,sam and ud?

Whitney, to be sure, in his "Roots and Verb-Forms" gives the form in

long "t, out does this prove anything?May he not have used this or

a similar passage as the basis of the form? It 13 probable that

the "I comes by analogy from the t of 2raniti and agtnitijand any at-

tempt at translation is likely to be wasted labour. The results of

the labour which we have expended are too meagre and uncertain to

justify putting them on record.

The first two terms of the series are of importance because they

seem to Deussen to furnish an argument for his translation of er^na

and aeilna as "Aushauch and £inhauch",cf .Gesch.der Phil . Vol .1 ,Pt . II

,

page 250. Neither do we here agree with him. The prlna which arose

when the waters, uttering "huss", breathed out forward was oreath in

general apart from any distinction as to in- and out-breathing.

Pra in jDraci and Elicvasan creates the ooportunity to make a pun
upon 2rana,but the question of the direction of the breath movement

is not yet raised. The entire first statement which describes how

£rana arose from heated water amounts to saying, what appears again

and again in the literature, that heat and breath are identical.

In the second statement the waters, from which breath in general iias

been produced, are said to experience the ordinary breath activities.
By means of generic breath inhalation taKes place and this is, of

course, followed by exhalation. This is precisely what we should ex-
pect and thus EEan^a and_aBanan retain their ordinary and proper sig*-

nificance.

Moon and waters are in effect the same cosmic tning.
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(20) Breath_and_Scent

lie now come to the consideration of a number of passages of

great importance for the interpretation of erfna and aafna, especial-

ly the latter. The list includes the references upon which Deussen

rests his case for the translation which we have already had such

frequent occasion to controvert in the passages reviewed above.

The references to be brought under discussion are with three excep-

tions found in the U.anisads.They are, as foUows:-

AV. XIX, 60, Kef. Vait. Sutra III , 14 );Kaus.Up. Ill ,4,6,7; VS.XXV,2;?a'ras.

Grh. Sutra 1 , 19,4;Pranava Up.I (cf .GB.I
,'

1 ,18) ; JB.Up. I V,26;1 ,60,5 ;II , 1,

16 & 19;II,10;Ch.Up'.i,2,2;Brh.Ar.Up.I,3,3;III,2,2.

In AV. XIX, 60,1 the location of sra^a is said to be in the

nostrils.~^Van me asannasoh pranac^c^ksuraKsno crotram xarnayoh".

In Pra^ava Up.I ,arCna, nostrils, scent and smelling(pr^na ntsiKe

gandhaghrSna) appear to-gether in symbolic correlation with the u

sound of the syllable Om.Cf.also CB.XII,9,1, 14;XI V,3,2 ,17,¥here tae

nostrils are called "the path of Erfna'.'

The statement that odours are Known by eilna (pranena gandh^n veda)

is found in JB.Up.I V,26,cf .CB.X,5,2, 15.

Kau§.Up.(III,4,6,7) has the following very definite assertions:-

"PrSnena sarvan gandhinapnoti". "Prano p-.ndham kimcan pra jn't jayet"

"Praijaivtsmin sarve gandhl abhivisrjyante".

On the other hand, in VS. XXV, 2 the nostrils are especially correlated

with aelna. Further in Pa^ras.Grh.Siltra 1,19,4 food is said to be

oDtained b^ £rana(cf .^B. XII ,9, 1, 14 and note by contrast Ait .Up. 1 ,3,4)

and scent by aefna. In this latter passage the distinction is

doubtless between breath in the mouth and breath in the nose. But

even so, the two last references ascribe to as|na a function which,

according to all the other quotations, belongs to 2rfna,and this

change is both to be understood and accounted for.

In order to the solution of this problem we may first bring

under review those of the remaining listed passages which occur in

descriptions of the famous contest between Devias and Asurais.

JB.Up. I, 60, 5 runs as follows:- "Te 'paneno 'dagayanjtam tathai va

'kurvan;tasmad bahu kimca kim ca 'plnena jighrati , surabhi cai *nena

jighrati durgandhi ca". When the gods sang the Udgitha with a]3tna

the Asaras were able to mix it with evil, hence it is described as

the agent in smelling ooth pleasant and unpleasant odours.

JB.Up. II, 1,16 contributes the following to the treatment of apina:-

"Tam iapma 'nvasrjyata;sa yad ev2 'ptnena papam gandham apariti

(read ap^niti),sa eva sa )lpm'2".

In verse ISjaplna is said to be the Udggitar. Whatever it

- oreatiies out oy a^ana (ap'Inena ap^iti),that it sang by itself ;but
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the other desires, whatever they are, those it sang by the gods(atna

ya itare Kamls tan devebhyah). Following this comes the statejQent

of verse 16, quoted above, that e?il was created along with it(apana),

and that the evil referred to is tae evil smell which he (any one)

exnales with exhalation.

JB.Up.II ,1 ,19 is a declaration that when Er^na is used as iTdgatar

evil is not created and that , therefore, by this firfna one neit ner

speaKs evil, nor thinxs evil, nor sees evil, nor e^haleo an evil odour

(na pt^pam gandham apaniti).

With reference to JB.Up. II

,

10;Ch.Up.I,2,and Brh.Ar.Up. I ,3 the points

to be noted are the following :-

(a)In JBU and BAU,a2tna is not named, but ortna is said to be affect-

ed by evil while Mukhya Pilna alone escapes ,otnerwise Asanya Prana.

JBU. II, 10,17 closes with tie words :-"Sa yad eva pr^nena(p'a)pam) prst-

5iti,sa eve sa p'tpiia^". BAU.1,3,3 closes thus,"Sa yah sa p'^pmj^ yadev^-

edamapratirupam jighrati sa eva sa plipma".

(b)In On. Ud. I,2,NasiKya Pr^na is contaminated by the Asuras, while

Muknya Prana alone escapes. Verse 2 ends with tne statement whica,

with some changes and additions, is quoted at J'BU.1 ,60,5, i .e. , "Tas-

mattenobhayam jighrati surabhi ca durgandhi ca".

The plain inference from a comparison of all these Deva-Asura

passages is that "apana"','nagikya pflna",and even "prsTna" are used

synonymously. Since the last two clearly refer to the nasal oreath

in general without reference to tiie direction of its movement, .ve are

justified in interpreting a^'fna in the same way. The stereotyped

character of the Deva-Asura fable leaves no alternative here.

It is impossible to say with Deussen that a^^na means "fiinnauch"

and ^rana, "Aushauch", f or t'lat would be to maKe tie activity , unas-

sailable oy t.ie Asuras, a non-vital one. Moreover an attempt to get

out of the "frying pan" of difficulty by translating a^ina and a^n-
iti in JBU.II,i,16 by"in-breathing" and "inhales" would at once in-
volve a fall into the "fire" of JBU. II, 10, 17, where in a similar con-
text, it would be meaningless to translate jrlna and ^rfniti by "out-

Dreatning" and "exnales".

In JBU. I ,60, 5, therefore, we take apana to mean the entire nasal

oreath-activity. The way in which a^fna came to take tne place of

nlsikya £rana may have been as follows :-

l.The effect of the victory of the Asuras over the Devas in the mat-
ter of tae nasal breath svas that evil odours as well as pleasant
caiiie to be perceived thereby.

2. From the anus evil odours are frequently emitted.
3.AElna is shown by the ^B. and tne Upanigads to have been regular-

ly usea to describe both the anus and the breat.i wnich issues
from it.
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b.ijy teaas of the nasal breath the odours from the arana-ahus are

jerceived,a8 well as all other evil odours.
6. This suggestion of identity between the naial breath and that

fhich issues from the anus seeas to the author of..wBU. a suffi-
cient ground for putting ftuloa in the place of atsUia Er4j4 in the
fable wnich he quotes from the Ch.Up.

In JBU. II, 1,15-16, these two ideas of aetfla i.e. as nasal breath
and anus breath are definitely brought to-gether.AEla4 a-s ildgitar is

doubtless the nasal breath When, however, the words, "apinena pa.am gan-
dham apaniti" are used, the reference is undoubtedly to the exhala-
tion of evil odour from the anus. Observe that below in verse 19

it is said that one does not exhale an evil odour by EEaaa,"pranena

na papam gandham apslniti't

i^ot only does this insight explain how &^iz^ caie to be given

the place of nisi^ya 2r|a& iQ t^© Deva-Asura controversy, but we have

at the same time come upon the origin of that misunderstanding on

the basis of which some later Hindu authorities have taken agtaai *8

meaning "out-breathing. That the word is so tauen we have never

meant to deny. What we do deny is that it has suca a learning in the

material which we have been reviewing. We dissent fromDeussen in all

his Upanisad passages, including JBU.1,60,5.

There is clear evidence, however, that Hindu writers of a later time

did give that meaning to afitna which Deussen attempts to apply to

a portion of the references in his"Sechzig Upanisads".

Eg.fagkara in his commentary on the vedanta Sutras takes this posi-

tion, cf. Appendix, ji'urther iiudradatta on Xpast. Or. Sutra XII, 8, 6 says,

"PrSnata bahirgamitavayunajapanata pratyahrtavayuna".yuot9a by Boht-

lingK Lhrough Caland,cf. Sachs. Ges .Wis 8.189? p. 129.

£ggeling(SBiil. Vol XLIII,p.l6 ),to the same purpose .quotes Sayana on

Taitt.S.IV,3,3 as explaining prana by "bahihsancararupa",and a^ana

by "punarantaisaficararupa".

To this list belongs also Paras. Grh. Sutra I, 19, 4, noted aoove.

The origin of this later opinion that aglna means "out-breatning"i8

proDably,a3 already intimated, to be found in the phrase, "ap'anena

pS.)am gandham aplniti'M JBU.II, 1,16). The meaning, as has been shown,

points to the exhalation of bad odour from the anus. The context is,

however, such as to readily suggest another interpretation. In stan-

zas which immediately precede various psychical activities are re-

ferred to in a way to suggest by analogy that ".-a am ^^andnam a Uni-
ti" applies to the"receiving"of evil odours.cf . "caksusa 3acyati"in

verse 10, and "crotrena crnoti" in verse 13.
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Here then is the startin.j; point of a misconception »rhicb was follow-

ed ly Uan/<ara et.al.and has beset the pathway of modern translators

in their handling of the older material.

Oertel suggested on page 236 of his translation of JBU. (.'AOS, XVI )

that such a passage as 11,1,16 might be looked upon as a <ey to the

use of apana as "in-breathing". I am further greatly indebted to hia

for an illuminating statement of his position in a personal letter.

Deussen (Gesch .der Phi 1

.

Vol .1 ,pt .II ,p.250)criticises him in the

interests of his own view that apana means"in~breathing"in .jBU.1,60,

b,and II. 1,16. The criticism of the latter passage is without force

because it rests upon a misconception of the whole situation. The

word "exhalation"which Oertel uses as a translator not as an inter-

preter. This criticism falls to the ground when apana is recognized

as the equivalent of "nasikya prana."

For Bbhtlingk's position, which Is one of dissent from Deussen, cf.Ber

Gesell.der Wiss. ,Phil-Hist .Classe 1897, pp80 ff,&129.

There remains the important reference in i rh .Ar.Up.III ,2 upon

which Deussen places great emphasis as justifying his translation

of prana and apana as "Aushauch"and"Einhauch". q
both ti.e Madnyanidina and Kanva-Rescensions have:-

'^"'^

"Prano vai grahah so'panenatigrahena grhito 'panena hi gandhanji-

ghrati".B6htlingx suggests that the line should read!-"Prano vai

grahahjsa gandhenatigrahena grhttah pranena hi gandhanjighrati "

.

These emendations bring the assertion here made into exact analogy

witn the seven statements which follow after.

In each case tije psychical organ, which is nanied in tie first part

of each explanation as a graha(fetter) , appears in the concluding

part in the instrumental case. The first statement alone, in theform

in wnich it has cone to us, is an exception to tnis analogy, and
,

therefore, Bohtlingk 'sjemendation carries a good deal of force. If the

text is changed, he is clearly rii^ht.But just "tnere's the rub".

If the text had been looked upon as impossible, surely one of the

standard texts would ha\re remedied i t .Whi le,therefore,we consioer

Bbhtlingk's emendation to be valueable as a suggestion, we would not

base an argument against Deussen's position upon it.

On tne other hand, however, the text as it stands cannot be claimed

for Deussen's position and may be interpreted against it.

l.The eight statements deal with sense organs and their obiectsd.e.
atigrahas or visa/as ) .No other passage has yet come to light in

which apana is described as the visaya of prana. Scents , however, are

frequently stated to be the visaja of prana.
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2. The analogy of the first statement with the seven which follow

breaks down in two ways.

(a)ihe instrumental case of erana should appear in the closing sea

tence.Xhis has been referred'to above. . ...

(b) The analogy demands that the first aelnena should mean the

same as "gandhfin" at the close.

We nave noted above that in one instance at least ajflna stands in

the- jlace of "n^ikya .^r^na" and even "pr^na"as breath in the nose.

Since the i.r|na, which begins the statement, probably refers to the

breath in the'nose,the demands of analogy would be fulfilled if this

meaning be given to the final"apinena".

In the same way the correlation between agaaa and scant , to which ret.

erence aas already been made, may satisfy the demands of analogy in

the matter of (b) above.

3. The whole series of statements assumes that the"atigrahas" are pro-

perties of external things. The only sense in which aElna can be

so described is as scent itself or as exhalation from those objects

which possess odour as a property. Shall we not then say tiat the

first "ajJ^nena" really means"scent"?Thus the demands of analogy (b)

are satisfied.

There are, then, but two alternatives for the interpretation of

this passage, since Deussen's insight does not go below the surface

of the proDlem,and his translation of Ejlaa by "out-breathing" has

no support at the era of this Qjanisad.

(l).The text has been changed in the interests of a later view and

Bohtlingk's emendation is to be adopted.

(2).A£^na is used in the two senses of "nasal breath" and"scent".

According to the first it is synonymous with Erfna(cf .Deva-Asura

passages) and satisfies analogy (a). According to the second it

is synonymous witn "gandhan" and satisfies analogy (b).
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IV. The Prana-Series in GB;Tait-.A.;and the Sutras.

The material has' been sumaarized on p^:-. 10-11. Ho detailed discussion

is necessary. A cursory reading of the passages will deepen tne im-

pression already made that the five names are merely formulaic and

in ordinary that we say not universal usage carried to the

mind of the hearer no concrete conceptions of separate breath pro-

cesses, i.e. were untranslatable. As especially effective in strengta-

ening this impression may be noted,

i.The double olurals in GB.I,5,5;1 ,2,16(cf .AV. XV, 15 & 16), and 1,1,39

where fifteen erCaas,an^aas,vyanaSj.samtiias^and ud^as;seven Drf^l:!

and ae'laas; and seven Bltiia:S,aE[tnaSj.and vy^as are respectively as-

sumed.

2. The triplet of dual com:.'Ounds,i .e.PrlnS2taa'U,sam^navyfnau,and ud^-

nar^e,cf.GB.I,3,13;II,l,7;Vait.Sutra III, 20, and Kauc.Siitra LXII,4l.

Resume_of .Results

The purpose of the review just closed has been to ascertain the ori-

gin and estimate the value of the Hindu explanations of the Prapa-Se^

ries;and at the same time grapple with the question of the proper ia

terpretation and translation of the various terms.

Our conclusions may be summarized as follows :-

I.The starting point of the PrSna-Series is the word erSna i.e.

breath in general.

2. The division of the breath-activity into in- and out-breatning is

primitive and appears in the early literature in the crystallised

dual compound, Er^^D^nau.
3. With his habit of careful observation, the Hindu may ,and in all

probability did early taxe note of the interval between respira-

tions. This led him to the assumption of an abiding breath whose

influence remained even in the absence of pr^aa and ao^na, hence

the name vytna i.e. "breathing apart".

4. A powerful inclination to symbolism marks even the earliest rec-

ords of tne Hindus. It is not strange that ^rf^a and apfna were

early drafted into the service. As long as but two or three enti-

ties were to be symbolically handled, prfina and ap^aior jr^na,a2fna,

and vy^na were sufficient. It is easy to* conceive that in a reign of

symbolism these names would become favourites and a demand would sooH

arise for other similar terms. The verbfan was early Known with sam

(RV.X,55,5) and ud(AV. Ill , 13,5 ) as yfell as with 2ra,a2a and vi.

The demand was, therefore, met by forming nouns from these verbs also,

the a being lengthened to'*! after the analogy of prana and ap'^na.

The lengthened vowel of yy'lna would indicate for it a similar origin.
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While rfe think that tais is most probable, we are not, as intijiiated

dbove, unwilling to admit Uat it may nave had an empiric origin.

5. The five ^ords tnus formed gradually came to hold an important

jjlace in the current symbolism. The use of the terms as a formula

opened up the way for a change in the meaniag of aptna by first

weaKening the sense of its empiric use and then giving its jlace lo

udtna,douDtles because it seemed etymologically better suited tuan

ailaa to express the idea of "out-breathing". Accordingly ".r^fiod'l-

nau" plays a large role in CB.to the exclusion of "pratn'^otnau".

6. In connection with the building of the Fire-altar or the Sacrifi-

cer into which it was necessary to put life, it y^as found coaven-

ient and fitting to identify the different members of the Series

with the bricks used in the vario^s^^o^f the structure. Indeed, it

was probably this demand which motived the rise of "- rSnodSnau"by

calling for a different use of a^na.

7. The presence of these words, sometimes five, sometimes less could

not fail to provoke attempts at explanation. These attempts are

recorded in the Upanisads and are based, to some extent at least,

if not wholly, upon the way the Series is handled in the CB.

For example, the location of aplna in the tail of the bird-like altar

prepared the way for its location in the lower intestine and the uri-

nary passage,'the locating of sam|na in the middle formed a good

starting point for identifying it with the process of dig9stion;and

the use of udtna for "out-breathing" gave a ,joint of de arture for

the assertion that tne soul leaves the body by udtna(Pra^na Jd.III).

8. These definitions and other later ones(cf .Appendix ) are more or

less interesting contributions to Hindu ideas of Aiatomy and Phy-

siology, but have no value in themselves, since they do not account

for the formation of the Prana-Series on an empiric basis. Each at-

tempted explanation is to be taken, in so far as it is not merely tra-

ditional, as the ex ression of an individual o inion.

9. In the matter of translation our results are mainly negative. Where

the full Series occurs, it is always symbolical and nothing more

than transliteration should oe attempted, even in those most appeal-

ing instances where each term is accompanied by its verb.

10. One positive result , however, of no inconsiderable value has bean

reached—a result in itself important enough to justify the in-

vestigation which has been carried on,viz;:-We have found that

jraQa,in all cases where breath processes are referred to, means ei-

ther the double process of inhalation and exhalation, or "in-breatii-

ing" as contrasted with "out-breathing".

We have also lighted upon the -robable origin of the misconception

which led to the inversion, by some writers, of the early and proper

meaning of ^va^aa^ and_a2ana.
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Appendix to Part I.

Loiter D9f initioris

The Pilna-Series does not form an integral part of the Vedanta and

Sankhya Sutras. Coinientators have .however, ^iven expression to their

views.

1. Commentary to the Vedanta Sutras.

Cahkara in nis commentary to the Vedanta Sutrasdl ,4, 12 ) gives the

following def initionsi-

(1) Praaa is the breath whose course is forward and wnose function

is exhalation etc. "Pragvj-ttirucchvasldikarma".

(2) ABlna is the breath whose course is downward and whose function

is inhalation etc. "AvagvrttirnicvasSdikarma".

(3)Vyana is the breath wiica functions in tne junction of tnese two

(grlria and aglaa ) and is the cause of oowerful activities (Ch. Up.

1,3,5). "Tayoh sandhan varttaiano vtryyavat xarmahetujj".

(4) Ud|na is the breath whose course is upward and which is the

cause of departure etc. "Urddhvavrttirutkrantyl^di hetulj".

(5)Sailna is tne breatfi which leads the juices of food to equality

{ i .e.assimi lates thei) in all the members.

Great thoagh the name of Cankara be, he has misconceived his ma-

terial and the error of some modern translators has been in follow-

ing his lead.

2. The Vedantasara

(Khanda 13 of Text ,cf . Jacob's "Manual of Hindu Pantheism")

(l)PrSna. is the breath wiich goes forward ( prtggaaanav^n ), and has the

tip of the nose as its place of activitylnastgrasth'Snavartti ).

(2)Aij|ria is the breath whicii goes downward (av^ggamanav^n ), and has

tne anus etc. as its place of activity( payvadisthtnavartti ).

(3)yy|na is the breath which goes in all directions! vi^vaxxamanavala)

and lias tne entire body as its place of activity! akhilacarira-

va rt t i )

.

(4)[Jdana is the breath which has its place in the throat (kagtha-

sthliiiya ), which goes upward (urddhvagamanavan ), and which is the

(from life )d9parting ..indiutkramanavayuh ).

(5)Saiana is the breath which produces the assimilation of that food

etc. , which, having been eaten and drunK,has gone into tne midst of

the bodytcariramadhyagattcitapitannadisamiKararjaxarah )

.

Ooserve that our author has an adequate concei-tion of the
facts as to ^vkaa, and ar.aaa,as transmitted through tne CB.The jtner

definitions are also familiar.
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It may not be out of place to note that our investigation was com-

pleted befort we. Knew the position of the Vedantasara. We would,

tQerei'ore, strongly commend the insight of our author as against Can-

Kara 1 I

Five otiier winds ( vayavah ) are also mentioned and described.

Lijaga produces vomitingludgiranakarah ).

2.Kurma produces winking(unmilanaKarah ).

S.KrKalah produces sneezing(ksutkarah.)..

4.Devadatta produces yawning
(
jrmbhapakarah ).

S.Dhanan'jaiah produces enlargement ( ooganaKarah ).

For an allusion to these"breaths" and four others, cf.Sarv. Up. 10.

3.Gaudapada*s Commentary to the Slnktiya Sutras

(Cf.Davies' "Hindu Philo8ophy"p.66

)

(l)Prana is inSiiration and expiration.

(2)A£ana is the breath functioning in the lower oarts of the body.

(3)Samana is the breath whica conducts the food etc. equally through

the body.

(4)ydana is the vital force which causes the pulsations of trie arte-

ries in the upper part of thelbody from the navel to the head.

(5)yyana is the oreath by which internal division and diffusion

through tne body are effected.

4.Sankhya-tattva-Kaumudi

(Ka^riKa 29,cf .R.Garbe's "Sankhya Phil." P. 256)

(l)pfana is the breath wnose place of activity is from the point of

the nose through the heart and navel to the great toe.

(2)Apana is the areata whose olace of activity is in the neck, the

bacK,the legs, the anus(whence it escapes), the genitals and the

ribs.

(3)Samana is the oreath whose place of activity is in thejheart ,the

navel and all the joints,

(4)y^na is the breath whose place of activity is in the heart, the

neck, the palate, the brain-.mn and below the eye-brows.

(5)yyana is tne breath whose place of activity is the skin.

Of. here the PW."It is the principle which mediates the circula-
tion of juices and uts sweat and blood in motion".

5.3ucruta

(Calcutta ji:d.P.250,cf .Wiiidisch in"Ber.Gesell .der Wiss. 1891,P. 193 )

(DPrana is the breath which goes in and out of the mouth, aids in

swallowing food, and is closely identified with life.

(2)yd|na is the breath which ascends upwards and upon which speech
and singing depend.
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(3)Sam^na is the breath ffhich functions in digestion.

(4)Vy|iia is the breath fhich pervades the whole body and sets the

fluids, the sweat and the olood in motion.

(5)Ai.fria is the breath ^hich taxes the digested food and laKes it

into excrement and semen,cf .Ait .Up. I ,3.

6. Buddhist Terminology

(Cf. Kern's "Manual of Buddhism" P. 55 in Grundriss I-A-Philologie )

The terminology of the Buddhists in the matter of breath control is

significant. "An^panau" takes the place of "prantplnau".
One of the important so-called "spiritual" exercises bears the name

"Ana Inasmrti ". It is absolutely certain that the generic term ana

could not have been applied to the non-vital act of "out-oreathing"

and,therefore,a2'aria must have been so applied.

On the other hand, it would not be impossible to include both in-

and out-oreathing under ana, in which case ap'lna would refer to the

oreath movements below the centre of the body.
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Part II.

prSna

As for^hadowed in the Introductory Chapter, the second part of our

inquiry" has to do princijally with the plural nuiber of the word

2ltna,with or without qualifying numerals.

Beta logic and syinmetry would seem to demand, however, that the dis-

cussion of the plural uses of the word should be preceded by a cnap-

ter on silft^ ^^ ^^® singular, to wtiich may be fittingly added an in-

quiry into'the relation, etymological and otherwise, between Prana and

Atman.

Chapter I.

Ifee_yarious_iJ§§s_of_Prana_in_t he .Singular.

In the Rig-Veda firana means(a )Breath in general, and (b)Connotes

"life", cf. p. 5.
'

^
In our further inquiry into the uses of ^rana, every occurrence of

the word in the AV.and in the Uuanisads of Jacob's Concordance has

been scrutinized.

Both Rig-Vedic meanings hold a large place in this literature

and a host of quotations might be given. As both of these meanings

are axiomatic, a few of the most characteristic references will suf-

fice.

Under(a) the following are of interest :-

l.Van me asannasoh pranadcaksuraksanoh j^rotram karnayoh.

"May taere be speech in my mouth, breath in my nostrils, sight in

my eyes, hearing in my ears", AV. XIX, 60, 1.

^-2.](avadlvai purusah bhasate na tavat pranitum caknoti pranam tada v

CI juhoti. "As long as a man Keeps on speaking, so long is he not

able to breathe;for in that case he offers breath in s,Deech",Kaus.

Up. II, 5.

Under(b) a larger number of references may be presented .•-

l.In the witchcraft ^iractices of the AV.,tiie imprecation, "Tam prano

jah'^tu" "Let his breath leave him" is often used, cf. a, 5,

25-35 etc. Here Brlua; is in a transition stage between (a) and

(b):meaning breath it'stands for"life".

2.The lyusylni hymns of the AV. (cf .Bloomfield's "Hymns of the Atiar-

va Veda, pp. 49-63 ) abound in identifications of Br|na with the va-

rious words for life. Of special interest is the correlation of

Prana and iyuh,cf .AV. VIII ,1,3;III,31,8;X,5,36; XII, 1 ,22;XIX ,71, 1 etc.

'Xyuh has a mythical origin in tiie personal Ayu,son of the personifi-

ed Churning-SticKs,Pur'uravas and Urvaci.
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Ayu is in fact the fire which leaps forth from wood. As siich it is a,

fitting s.,iiibol of life, hence ayuh is "life".

Prana,too,is Agni.Tiie identification appears with great frequency,

cf.Kig Veda passages already noted ;also|Av .III ,31 7jl v, 15, 10; VIII ,2

4(J13;XI,4 26;CB.I,4,2,2;I,5,8;II,2,2,lb;Vl,4.,2,l-ii;VU7,4,3;VI,7,3,

U;VlII,7,2,ll;IX,5,1.68;X,l,4,12,.Vl.II,l,l,9:X,2,6,18;X,l,l,9;X,3,djjf

6;X,6,2,ll;XI,2,6,21,;Jaba.la Up.I V, 1 ;Pra9na Up.I ; JBU.III ,32 etc.

The basis of this identification is the observation is warm.

Now as breath is used, along with the churning-sticks ,in the produc-

.

tion of Agni-Ayu froiii wood, the identification of prana and a^uh

,

"life"iDay be readily understood .For a statement re Agni-Ayu and the

literature thereon, cf .Bloomfield 's"The Atharva Veda"in Grundriss der

I-A-Philologie,pp.65-5.

Tfie above identification is plainly stated in the (Ipanisads:-

(D'Ayuh pranah va ayuryavaddhyasminchartre prano vasati tavadayuh.

"Life is breathjbreath is lifejas long as breath abides in the body,

so long li fe(continues )" .Kaus .Up.I II ,2

(2)Prano hi bhutanamayuh. "Breath is the life of creatures"Tai t.Up.

II,3,l(tis).

{3)Pra.iio devananmyuh. "breath is the life of the gods"i .e.psycLical

organs .Brahma Up.I.

(4) Prano vai pacuryavad[dhy|eva pranena pranite tavatjpacuratha yadas-

matprano 'pkramati darv/eva tarhi bhuto 'narthyah cete.

"verili an animal is breath;for as long as it breathes by breath, so

long is it an animal. But when breath departs from it , then , having be-

come like a log, it lies useless".

(5)PranaiiJ|evajtena varsiyansam karute. "By this he maices breath (life)

longer i.e. secures continuance in li fe,Av' .1 X,6,19;XV',11,5,

3. Breathing and its negative (praijat and apranat )stands for"animate

and inanimate", cf.AV.X, 8, 11;XIII, 4, 11^^19.

4. In AV. 1 ,32,1

,

plants are said to breath (prananti )

.

5.Tasmad|etam ratrim prlnabhrtah pranam na vicchindyait . "Therefore^

on that night (i .e. the night of the new Moon, when Pra,iapati as Moon

has so diminished that he only exists as lifefprana )in all living

creatures )let no one cut off the life of anything that possestes*^

life.Brh.Ar.Up.I,5,14(22).

6. In Ch.Up.vII,10,l(cf .Maitri Up. I'l ,37 )prana stands for living

^Democritus taught that in the human body a fire-atom is plac-

ed between every two atoms of other sorts. and tney are held to-geth-
er by . reathing.Fire in fact consists of the same atoms which con-
stitute the essence of soul ,cf .Windelband's"Hist .of Phi losophy"p. 113.

ePranachrtah recalls the bricks of this name which were used in the

construction of the Fire-altar. The compound is used once again in

BAU.III,1,7.
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living creatures of all kinds
,
"Anandina prana bhavanti"i .e. "All liv-

ing creatures re ioice" (when seasonable rain falls )cf.Pracna Up. I.

These are instances in which the plural number retains the natural

force of the singular and hence means "lives"i .e. living beings.

The explanation as to why animals are cal led"pranas" , which is given

in CB.VII,5,2,6^would connect these passages with the derived, but at

the same time usual meaning of the plural of EllpS;'

Pra,iapati is said to have fashioned animals from his psychical or-

gans (pranas ), viz :-Man , horse, cow, sheep and goat from maijas ,eye, breatlj

ear and speech. This is tiie ordinary Brahmana way of accounting fori

facts ly a fancy theory created for t/je occasion.
__

7.K0 h.evanyatlkah pranyat ,Tait .Up.II ,7, 1 . This juxtaposition of Tali

and Ian with pra would seem to indicate thatlaTi with pra means"to

live"and we, therefore, translate, "Who could breath, who could live %

etc."

8. Gh. Up. VII ,15,1. Prana pranam dadati ,pranaya dadati.here the two

uses of prana as"t;reath"and"life"are made very plain.

(c )Prana as Soul

.

Passing beyond the Rig-Veda, the next meaning of prana which meets

us in logical order of developement is Prana as the individual soul,

or the Self viewed on its spiritual side. This must be distinguished

from those uses of "Atraan where the material and spiritual ele.ents

of the individual are unified under the one concept.

Six times in AV.II,15 the following refrain is repeated • -"Eva me

prana ma bibhet3y"5ven so,0 my soul, fear thou not". Of. "Why art tnou

cast down,0 my soul" ,Ps . XLI I .5, 11

.

The only other passage to be noted from the AV.is at the point of

transition between this meaning and the next below.

The reference is AV.XI,4,i^6 and runs thus:-

Prana ma matparyavrto na madanyo bhavisyasi

Apam garbhamiva jivase prana badhnami tva raayi

.

"0 Prana, turn not away from mejthou shalt not be(art not)other than

I. In order to li.ve,thee,0 Prana, who art as it were the embryo of the

waters, ao I bind^myself (me)
."

Prana, as used here suggests both "breath"and "life"as well as(d)be-

low.It deserves mention in t!)is connection, however, becausecf the in-

tuition struggling towards expression that prana is tne Ego.

rt'hile no passage in the Upanisads views prana from the precise an-le

of AV. II, 15, there are a nuii.ber of important references in which it

appears as the permanent factor in all life-functions and hence ap-

proximates in meaning the Ego or Self.
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Again and again it is said to be the meeting-place of all psychical

activities, in other words to be their aggregate conceived of as a

separate entity. In this sense, grlna conveys much the same idea as

that which is conveyed by our word "soul"a8 distinguished from"spir-

it",at least in so far as there is definiteness in either popular or

philosophic speech.

PraQa in this sense bears various names :-

a.MuKhyah pranah,Ch. ap.I,2, 7;I ,2, 9;I ,5,3; JBU.II ,
10,i9;Brh.Ar.Up.

11,2,1'.

b.'^sanya granah, Brh.AR.Up.I,3, 7.

c.Varistah 2r|nah,Pracna Up. II, 3. d.Jyesthah crestiah ,Ch.Up. V, 1 ,2

The origin of this last name is to be sought in tie o*ft-repeated ac-

count of the conflict for supremacy among the psychical organs, cf.

Brh.Ar . Jp . 1 , 5 , 2 1 ; VI , 1 , 7 -14 ; Kaus . Up . II , 14 ; Ai t . Up . 1 1 , 1 , 4

.

The organs which engage in conflict with pr|na are speech, eye, ear,

manas,and semen. These psychical forces are always defeated, hence

i)rana comes to be called "the noblest and best".

The stereotyped account of the contest between Devas and Asuras{JBU.

I,60,5;1I,1;II, 10;Ch.Up. I,2;Brh.Ar.Up.I,5,3) ,in which 2i£m always

remains uncontaminated by evil, tends to give rise to the same names

of superiority for it.

e.Madiiyamah oranan, Brh.Ar. Up. 1,5,21 .Of . for the same naae G6.I,4,3,8.

In the latter passage it is further described as "Antastha prana-

ntm"i.e.the inner Ruler of the psychical organs. The word "antas-

tna" ii" rare.PW.givesVEin im Innern befindliche Kraft". Williams

suggests, "A god of the vital organs". While such a concrete transla-

tion as that by Williams is scarcely justified, it seems clear that "

tne reference is to the controlling influence of the Madiyama Pr|na

as Inner Ruler. Tie statement is made that some erinas are above it

and some below it, "Atohyanya urddhva prana ato 'nye 'v^nco hence it

would seem tuat "antastha" and "madhyama prSna" are synonymous.
The latter merely expresses location;but tiie former, though also a

word of location, describes the central breath in its capacity as an

active, conscious, even divine Force which dominates the entire or-
ganism.

Here may be noted also Bjh.Ar.Up. IV,3,36 and IV, 4, 2, where

praaa alone is used as the aggregate of the psychical activities.

Similarly we may refer to Brh.Ar. Up. I, 5, 3 where ertna is the ana, or
as one might say, the "soul" of the Prdna -Series. Again in C^B.X,4,1,

17 &16,nair,sKin, blood

,

fat, flesh, sinew, bone, and marrow are said to

convey food to PrSna,DUt are themselves consumed ^hen tney convey
no food.

The identification of prana and prajni^Cthe self-conscious

# /Intdstha-SeMiv/ou/t],
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Self)in tlie Kaus. Up. illustrates ttiis third use of pidna.In 111,3

& 4, the assertion of identification is very definite. "Yo vai prlpa

sa prajrfl ya vt prajna sa prana", III ,3. At the close of section 4

the declaration is made that to EE^iQ"! ^^^ beings exist as one

"Asyai prajnlyai sarvtni bhiifflnyekam bhavanti" and this is

followed in section 5 by a detailed description of the ten psychical

activities as derived parts of EEaaSa-'^^is corresponds closely to

references given above to the relation between grSna and the psychi-

cal organs. Another synonym of prana in the Kaus. Up. , which fur-

taer illumines the use of firana as the empirical figo,is prajnatmsL.

Both 111,8 and IV, 10 contain the following assertion :-"Sa esa prina

eva prajnatm^". The difference between prana and 2rainatma,both of

which are synonyms of prana, would seem to consist mainly in the fact

that the latter word brings in the conception that the empirical Ilgo

(prajna) includes the whole man, both soul and body(atman as .^e should

say). That this is the true interpretation, the context seems to indi-

cate. In IV, 20, the prana i.e. the prajnatma is said to enter the Dody

as its Self (atman ) , "Pra j^atmedam cariramatmananianupravistah".

Just as the prajna has the entire body of the individual as the seat

of its psychical activities, whence it is called ora j.natma,so each

psychical activity depending on the ijrajna(III,5 )has its corresjond-

ing sense organ as its res ective 'atman. This conception leads to

the unique terminology of Kaus. Up. IV, 20 where each organ is called

an ttiiB' The erajnatma and the atmanas mutually aid each otherOCva

with anui.The illustration used is that of a Ruler who benefits his

subjects and receives benefits from them. In the same way both the

i}rajn|tma finds its support in the other 'atmanasipsychical organs)

,and these atm£nas find their support in this atman i.e. the prajnlt-
ma.In other words the ttmanas and praj'nltma take mutual pleasure in

each other, "£ta atmSna ^tmanam bhunjanti" and "pra jnttmaitairlLtma-

bhiLbhunkte". This is the only instance we have found where the plu-

ral of |tman is used to describe jsychical activities :note, however,

"Karmanfs" from a^tman as body,Brh .AR.Up. 1 ,6,3.

A very striKing illustration of the way in which the pra jn^tmad .e.

2r|na),as the central aggregate of psychical activities, pervades the

whole organism is given in this same section( Kaus.Up.I V,20). As a ra-

zor is concealed in its case^or fire in the house of f ire(i .e.wood )

*^For the plural of atman,cf .Oh. Up. II ,22,3; VII , 8, 1 ; Bjh.Ar. Up. 1 ,2

7, and Nripu.Up.II ,4.These uses are mostly fanciful and formulaic
and do not promise definite results. Such an earlier use as AV.

Ill ,15, 7, apparently refers to a plurality of individuals.
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so erajHttma has entered into the body as its own Seif(atinan) even

down to hairs and nails "Idajn cartran ttm^namanupra vista tloma-

bhya tnaKhebhyaij". For further illustration of ttie relation be-

tween 2^n& and tha psychical activities, cf.Pracna Up.II,4,waere g^-
na is tQe''King Bee of the psychical bees, speecn,manas, eye, and ear;

and Pracna Up, II, 12, where a form(tanu)of ertna is said to abide in

each of the psychical activities.

(d)Prtna as Primeval Cosmic Principle.

The last and highest meaning of Prana finds frequent expression in a

great theosophic hymn of the AV. , viz :-XI ,4. PrSna figures therein as

the primeval cosmic principle. In the cosmogonic and theosophic

hymns of the AV., there are numerous examples in wiicii even

absurdly irrelevant concepts are made to do duty, for the time being,

as the all-inclusive, unifying, primeval entity. Such a handling of

the "Honey Lash of the Acvins" and "The Leavings of the Sacrifice"

seems to the occidental mind the height of absurdity. As to Prlna,

however, there is not this difficulty. It is comparatively easy to uft

derstand how triis concept

,

since it connotes "life", might be conceiv-

ed of as the primitive Source and universal Ruler of all things.

No detailed account of the manifold activities attributed to Prlna,

nor of the numerous identifications of Prana with which the stanzas

of the hymn abound, is necessary, since the hymn is well Known and the

use of PrSna therein as the primeval cosmic Force is well understood.

This use of Pr^na is frequent in the Upanisads.lt is made synonymous
with:-

l.Brarhman,cf.Kaus.Up.II,l-2;Ch.Up.IV,10,5;VII,15,l;Ait Up. 1 1, 1-2;

B;'h.Ar.Jp.III,9,9;iv,4,7;IV,l,3;and Tait . Up.II ,3, 1.

2. The Supreme ttffian,cf. Kath. Up. VI ,21 Maitri Up. VI ,8;6r'Shma Up.I;and

Maha Up. I.

Such an identification at once puts PrSna upon the plane of a pri-

meval Principle. In other oassages, again, especially in Pracna Up.Prl

i^a is used as in AV. XI ,4, without being linked up with BrS.iman or It-
man.

As indicative of this use of the word may be noted the dying of

the psychical gods into Pra5a,even as the cosmical gods diejinto Vayu,

cf.Kau8.Up.II,12-13;Ait.6r.VIII,28;and CB.X,3,3,5-8.
'

In Brahma Up.I,Brthman is the King Bee.
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Prana and Atian

The discassion of Prana, iniits singular uses, has brought to view, esp-

ecially under (c) Sc (d),the I'sychical and metaphysical concept itman.

Moreover in the foregoing pages the word nas been frequently trans-

lated in a way which demands justification.

Not merely the juxtaposition and correlation of Prana and ^tman,

but their etymological connection also creates a demand that they be

considared in mutual relation. According to the etymology which is

noiff making its way to general acceptance, both words are derived from

the same root. The derivation of srana fromvan is entirely clear and

has been alluded to already. The same original is reached for ^tman

by analysing it into a and tman and recognizing in the a tne contract-

ed form of the dissyllabic rootO^f-Accord^jVg to the_analo^y of ota-

ex dissyllabic roots stan? oecomesy^sta;Khant,lkha ; jant,t^a jvant,

yva etc.Sae WacKernagel 's "Altindische Grammatik" p. 14, section 12, and

cf.Lat. "anima" according to this analogyVTnf; becomes a.

The first definite statement of this derivation was made by Bloom-

field in uis "Assimilation and Adaptation of Congeneric Classes of

Suf fixes",c f.JAOS. Vol.XVI,No.4,p.421. A year later WacKernagel 's

work appeared.

A convincing corroboration of this view of the derivation of

Atman is furnisaed by the Greek word ^ci^T/^M*^ whicn means "breath" and

is certainly deriveu from^faTa i.eji^ "to blow". The suffixes "tman"

and T^>\»/ are identical. By the principle that in congeneric classes
of Su bstantives^suf fixes adapt themselves to each other(cf .Bloom-

field in AJOP. Vol. XII, No. 45, pp. 1-29), it may be assumed that one of

tnese two words, atman and o^L/r^*\v, presented its suffix to the other
and that they are congeneric. Since the derivation of «.vT/^vvw is cev-

^,tain and describes the "blowing of wind" or "breathing", the infergn.ce

is°irresistible that Atman has to do with the same physical fact or -

act and tnat, therefore, a is from\(Tne.

Other derivations which nave been proposed are:-
l.ff meaning "to go ",cf .Weber.

2^^va i.e^/va" meaning "to blow",cf .Curtius,Grassman et.al.See the
GreeK .vords ^(T/aos^ 0^ i>T/wnV and the Germanic forms "^tum"','^thom*

and "aedm".

3. Because of a difficulty which he feels in connection with the his-
tory of ^tman,Deussen propounds yet another theory. The difficulty
as he feels it is to account for tae fact that after the immateri-

al and spiritual cq^ept of "Self" had once been developed from
"breath" assuming this to be the true etymology the material
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eleient stiould again reappear in the word:E.g. when it is used to

describe the body, or the trunk of the body as distinguished from the

limbs, or the entire individual organism without distinction of mate-

rial and spiritual principles. He, therefore, projoses to derive atman

by the assumed juxtaposition of two pronominal stems, a(cf.aham) and

ta,and suggests that the original meaning may have been "This r',cf.

Gesch.der Phil. Vol. I (a) p. 285. Later, however, the difficulty of de-

riving from his starting point by any logical steps the meaning

"breath" led him to oractically take back his own derivation, even

though he still insists that tnure is great obscurity on either

view .Ibid .p. 325.

We return, therefore, to the derivation of ^tman from/^t: ^^^

tman as philologically and analogically correct. Early Vedic usage

justifies a similar conclusion. In the RV.the word"atman" is to be

translated by "breath" oftener than by any other single word,cf.RV.

X,16;1;I,162,20;IX,85,3;I,73,2;X,121,2;X,107,7;VIII,3,24;I,115,1;I,

164t,4(?);VlI,101,6.

Again it seems impossible to find any meaning for the adjective"£lt-

manvat "other than "animated" or "animating". Thus the moment of iden-

tity in meaning is added to the theoretical connection between ^tman

and the Lat. "a.nima". The passages are as follows :-"Naubhiratmanvatf-

bhir",I,116,3; "Plavam^tmanvantam,I , 182,5
; "Atman vannabhah dunyate",

IX, 74, 4.

The obscurity as to the derived meanings of ^tman is not so great

as Deussen has assumed it to be.True^ 2tman appears in meanings which

seem to differ fundamentally from each other. Not only does it mean

"wind " (RV. VI 1, 87, 2 ; X, 168, 4; 1, 34, 7; X, 92, 13) and "breath" (cf .above ),

and "soul", both individual and universal , and "self" in a reflexive

sense; but it also stands for "body" or even "trunk" of the body. For

a full collection of material with an extended discussion thereof,

cf. Gesch.der Phil. Vol. 1(a) pp. 325-336.

figgeling in his translation of the CB. finds frequent occasion to

maKe use of the meanings, "body" and "trunk". Whitney criticises him

for this rendering, but it is difficult to see how t.iis translation

can in all cases be avoided. For figgeling's reply,cf.SBi;. Vol. XXVI,

Intro. P. XXIX.

In many passages, again, Sggeling renders "Xtman by "self" and puts

"body" in parenthesis, or by "body" and puts "self" in parenthesis. As

examples of such use,cf .CB. IV,2,2, 1 ;IV,2,5,3;I V,4, 1,5;VI,2,2, 12; VI ,4

, 2, 6;IX, 1,2,38.

This uncertainty as between "self" and "body" is due to the impress-
ion, which every student of the passages is likely to have,taat nei-
ther word is adequate to the demand of the situation.

#The Sun.
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"Self" is inadequate because the word"self", apart from its use in

composition in reflexive pronouns, stands for the metaphysical Ego

only, while the passages demand more than this. "Body" is inadequate

because "body" describes tne animal frame in its purely physical as-

pect, while in many places at least sometiing more than this is demanj^

ded. All this brings out the need of some word or phrase which will

express something mora spiritual than "body" and sometnOig less met-

apaysical than "self".

There are ,to be sure, passages from all parts of the litera-

ture in which Itman seems to mean nothing more than "body". RV.X,

163,5 & 6 a reference omitted by Deussen runs, thus:

-

YaJKsmam sarvasmEdttmanastamidam vivrhtmi te,i.e."I tear away

that disease here from thy whole body (^tman )".Grassmann rightly

translates "Itman" by "Leib". In PW.ttOre are ciO&d under this

nead C^B.VII,2 ,2, 8;VII ,3, 1, 44;IX,5,2, 16;XII ,2,3, B. Deussen also

gives froE the ^. the following :-1 ,3,2, 2;IV, 5, 9, 8;VII , 1, 1,21 ;VIII,

7,2,13;X,5,1,5; possibly IV,2,2,3;and XI ,2, l,2(cf .III ,8, 1,3 ).

It would be well to add here also C^B. VI,6,4,6.

Again a comparison of Brh.Ar.Up.II ,1, 13 with Kaug.Up.IV,16 brings

out the fact that in the latter cartra is used in precisely the

same connection as ttman in tne former, cf .also Brh.Ar.Up. I,3,3;III,

9,26.

As a sample of the frequent use of ttman for tie "trunk" of the body

in 9B.cf.IV,l,2,25. In VS.XIX,92, 93

;

XII ,4;and XX, 7 &10 ttian is ei-

ther the trunk of tie body as distinguished from tne limbs or tie

whole body. Further in KsuriKa Up.IV,|tman certainly means "body",

Puryet sarvamatmlnam sarvvadvlrSn nirudhya ca, i.e. "And having clos-

ed up all the gates, let him fill the wiole body".

It is such uses as the above which lave troubled Deussen. Since the

word, in early literature, means not only "breath", but also the"SBlf"

ootn individual and Supreme, he calls the usages just quoted a re-

turn to a material conception after it had been oncCe eliminated.

Witn referenceto this point two remarks may be maae,(l)Th8 usage in

RV.X,163 would indicate that atman as "body) was used very early

and there was,tnerefore,no occasion"to return" to it. (2)Wnetii8r ear-

ly or late, it is not inconceivable t lat atman.as "soul" migit be

(a)fixtended so as to include both the soul and tnat which the soul

animates, and (b )Restricted later, in view of special exigencies of

Branmanic explanation, to that whici the soul animates, viz :-"body".

On the question of"soul" and "body",cf .Hume 's statement , "Bod-

ily pains and pleasures arise originally in the soul or in the

body, whichever you please to call it ".Passions, Ft . I , Sec. I

.
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In ids whole matter we shall find that the word "self", when careful-

ly studied, is both a safe-^uard from misapprehension and a guide to

the true conception. "Self" as a philosophical concept approxima-

tes the "carira ^tma" of the Upanisads or the "Purusa" in certain of

its uses. Now we do not, as tne Hindus, pass to the Paramatman through

the extension of the concept "ltffian",i .e.we do not call God the

"highest Self'.' At the same time such a transition is assumed, though

in reverse order, in the statement and belief that, "God created man

in His own image", cf .also "spirit" and "Supreme Spirit".

On the other hand, the "self" as it appears in the reflexive pronouns^

whether of philosophers or of "tie folk", is sometiing quite differ-

ent from the philosophical concept , "Self ". This will appear wnen we

coesider what a man means when he says, "I hurt myself". Does he not

refer to the entire animated organism of which his consciousness giv-

es aim Knowledge?He maKes no attempt to discriminate between spirit-

ual and material elements. He does not mean merely,"! hurt my body",

nor does he intend to imply that the spiritual principle waich aniica-

tes his body aas alone suffered injury. Indeed no analysis is made.

He merely means that his animated organism viewed as a unit has been

hurt. This is the "self" of the reflexive pronouns. As a phenomenon

of sight or toach viewed from the standpoint of another individual,

tne "self" is co-terminous with tne body. "Body",however,,does not as

such possess the moment of animation, while "self" is never taought

of without it.

Now this conception of "self "^ as wrapped up in the pronoun^plays

no role in the field of English thought. When the word "self"

stands alone, thejphilosophical concept sways the mind. This fact in

part justifies iggeling in rejecting "self" in certain passages and

choosing "oody". But two wrongs in translation do not maKe a right.

As already intimated, it seems better in the passages referred to, to

choose neither "self" nor "body", out a word or phrase which will a-
void the metapnysical note of the word "self" and at tne same time

preserve the moment of animation wnich "body" does not possess. For

this we would suggest what hgs been used above i .e. "animated organ-
ism" or simply "organism".

A very interesting evidence of the close relationsnip between "it-

man" and the body is the attenuation of"^tman" to"tman" after tne a-

nalogy of "tanu". Bloomfield has illumined the difficult word"tman"
in his treatment of congeneric classes of words,cf.JAOS. Vol .XVI ,No.4,

P. 421. He cites HV. VI ,49, 13; X, 148,1 ;I , 114, 6; IX, 778, 18; I, 183,3; VI, 46,

12, and snows taat tie instrumentals of "tanu" and "tman" are used
synonymously thus establishing the position that "litman" has be-
come "tman"by adapting itself to "tanu".

'^2H'?n.y^^^^^^.i^^ ''^ °^ "''^"^"" ^^ "organism"is crystalliz-ed in"adnyatm_am. ''
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The approximation in form must, of coarse, have been preceded oy a

drawing to-^etiier m meaning. Atmau fades into "self "(i.e. organism)

and approximates "tanu".The latter, thus approached, advances to meet

tne former and comes also to mean"self ".The meaning thus blended,

there arises a blending of the forms.

But to return to the mutual relation of PrSna and '^tman.They

not only start from the same root but in some RV. instances the lat-

ter has tne ordinary meaning of the former i .e. "breath". Here, howev-

er, the correspondence ceases and contrasts begin. In the use of £^
na the starting point is never forgotten. £ven where it stands for

the primeval cosmic Principle, we remember tiat it is "breath" which

is thus s jiritualized and apotheosized. In the use of ^tfflan,on t;ie

trary,the starting point is out of sight except in the few RV. instan-

ces. It is only by a distinct mental effort , exercised upon an obscure

linguistic process, tnat tie true origin of the word can be felt.

The necessity of tne psychological situation accounts for this con-

trast. Starting from the physical act of breathing, which among all

peoples is a synonym for life and the spiritual principle, two words

are to be expected. Tne one,i«fhile often used to describe or stand

for tne life principle and consequently admitting of other special-

izations, will al»^ays be drawn back towards its original meaning

from the fact that the universal act of breathing demands for its ex-

pression a word of constant value. The otner, starting also from tae

point waere "breath" and the spiritual life principle are identifi-

ed, will pass beyond the physical act of oreathing which is now

to be viewed merely as one of the phenomenal forms in which the spir-

itual principle manifests itself and will become the distinc-

tive word wherewith to describe tne spiritual principle bota of tae

Microcosm and the Cosmos. It will also serve to designate at times

the organisms to wnich ,as life principle, it imparts animation, be-

cause this, too, is a conception which the human mind recognizes and

to which language must give expression.

That Pr^na represents the first word demanded oy our hypothesis is

perfectly clear. The use of ttman as life-principle of Microcosm

and Macrocosm(cf .Garira atman and Paramatman) is a truism o^' Hindu
thought. Ample evidence has been oresented to show tnat it ii aiso

used to mean "organism". "Xt man, therefore, is the second word in our

tueory of what the psychological situation requires.Gf .TTi/eL/ u«< '^h^

\/oi;s in GreeK Pnilosophy.

There are yet to be noted some passages in which Prina and

Atman appear side by side. AV.V,9,7 rans thus:-

"Suryo me caKsuvttaJi prlno 'ntariKsamttmf prthiv't canram" i.e. The

Sun is mine eye, wind my breath, the atmosphere my '^tman and the

eartn my oody.
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Tar^en as a whole this series of correlations is uniquejfor although

the first two pairs are common, the third is found only here.Tae pas-

sage is interesting from the fact that prana,atman and body are dis

tinguished.Poes the. author mean to paint out that as wind moves in

the atmosphere, so grana the correlate of wind moves In atraan the

correlate of atmosphere? If so, then atman stands for the animated

organism. WD usually speak of breath being in the body. Our author,

however, carefully distinguishes between the mere earth-formed body

and the microcosmic organism.

Another Av. passage definitely implies a relation between pr|na

and atman such as has been assumed in our interpretation of \/,9,7.

The reference is in XI, 5, 22 and is as fol lows :-"Prahak8arve praja-

payah prananatmasu vibhrati " ,i .e.All the several Pra;apati -produc-

ed ( beings )carry breaths in their organisms.

Finally, gfana and atman stand side by side in formulas where meii.-

bers of the 'Prana-Series and psychical activities make up the list.

^•g'friQ* and speech;eye and manasjear and atman.AB.II ,26, 1; VI ,24,

4. "Satisfy lui nd, speech, breath, eye, ear, at aan etc.VS.VI,31;CB.III,9,4,

7.Cf.al8Q AV.Xn,53,l;VS.XIV,17;XViII,29;TA.IV,2,5.
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Chapter II

Various Uses of Prsfna in the Plural
t

Prana is used in the plural to describe:-

l.The "breaths" in the various limbs of th^ body.

2. The organs of sensation in a non-restricted sense.

3. The psychical functions which have the sense organs as tneir

sphere of activity. These are also called "devas" through analogy

with tie Nature-gods with which they are correlated.

In following out these uses of g?anas,the AV.,the CB.,and tne Upan-

i§ads are our main sources;in fact, we depend entirely upon the Up-

anisads for 3.

The Atharva Veda

The AV. material is not definite. AV.XI,5,22 declares that, "All Pra-

jsipati -produced beings carry 2ti^%.i.- in their organisms'.'

AV. Ill, 15, 7 utters the prayer, "Watch thou over our of f -spring, our

"atmlnas and our ^xlaas".
AV. XIX, 43, 2 has,"V^yu pranlndadhatu me" i.e. Let Va^yu grant me Dranas.

AV. VI, 135,2 runs thus, "Prt,nanamusya sampaya sam pib'amo amum vayam",i.

e. Having drunK the gr^Qas of that one, we drinK him down(destroy him).

AV. VI, 13,2 and XII, 5, 27 are similar sorcery practices against an en-

emy and a Brahman-oppressor.

In AV. II , 12, 7, seven ertnas are assumed :-"Sapta prananlastau majjas-

t^ste vrcc^ffli brahmana^",i .e.With this charm do I cut off the seven

jjranas and these eight marrows of thine.

Again nine eitnas are mentioned in AV,28, l,"Nava praninnavabhin sam

mimite dirghayutv^yacata|caradSya",i .e.He measures the nine 'Q.Ttna^s

by the staiolard of nine for long life to last 10 autumns.

This refers to an amulet which was prepared in nine parts, three of

gold, three of silver, and three of iron.

In AV. XIX, 46, 5, an amulet is, by poetic exaggeration, said to contain
1000 ^rlaas, while in XVII, 30 Agni is invoKed to grant the same num-

Der of ei^nas.

There are many otner AV. examples of the plural use of gflna,
but the aDove are characteristic of the whole material.
There is no hint in these quotations as to what is meant by the

greater or less number of prfnas.If the AV. stood alone, it would

not be possible to finally determine whether those passages in which

a definite number is mentioned refer to jjranas in the different
lifflbs;or to the organs of sensation

,

-or to the psychical activities.
In any case, tne references are not to the Prana-Series : for, in the

first place, ^hen numoers are used they do not tally with tne numoer
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in said Series,-and , in the second L)lace,not only does the fall Series

not occur in the AV.,but the frequent reference to two or three mem-

bers of the Series justifies the inference that, if e.g'.'pranapanau"

had been intended, that compound and not uii.JL^^ would have been used.

We conclude, therefore, that tnese references are in line with the def-

inite material in the GB. , and that firanas signifies the "breatns7in

the different limbs, or the organs of sensation.

Tie Catapatha Brahmana

l.Pranas in Various Limbs of the Body.

The definite statement that there is a £r^na for every limb of the

body is made in CB. VIII ,3,4,4 a 5. The sacrifice is thera represented

as an animal. First, it is affirmed that there are seven sits^i in

front and seven behind, these oeing respectively identified with sev-

en different parts. Following upon this comes the assertion to which

we have especially referred, "There is indeed a £rana in each member"

ange 'nge hi prana.

AccordiBg to (J6.X,2,6,14 & 15 the body is divided into 101 parts

and the declaration is made that there are 101 pra^nas i.e. one for
st *— ^

each part or member. In this division the 101 is the 'at man i.e. the

entire organism considered as a unit.

In this division of the body into parts and er|nas,it may oe that we

have the basis of the 101 veins (Hifa ntma nadyah ) mentioned in the

Upanisads Pracna Up. Ill ,6;Ch.Up . VIII ,6,6;Katjia Up. VI , 16, and il^sur;

Up. , among which Susumna apjears to be chief of all and total-

ity of all,cf .Maitri Up. VI ,21;Ksur. iJp. and Yogac.Up.

It may be noted in this connection that iri^B.X,2 1,6 there is a ref-

erence to a I3^na moving by a vein(nadt) from the body to the wing

of the altar-bird. Observe also that in 06. IX, 2, 1,23 the head and

body are said to b connected by a pfana. Observe again that the pfl.-.

na is said to move along the space inside the body, OB. X, 3, 5, 5.

In ^B. VIII , 1,3 ,1 ,the limbs are said to hold the pr^nas.

Tae idea of a prfna in each limb is closely allied with the con-

ception of firaiia as "life". Since prana is the life of the oody, ev-
ery member of the body has life in it. The development of this

idea is due, we surmise, to the influence of the animal sacrifice.
The victim was cut to pieces and sent forth by proper ceremonies on

its way to the gods. Each part was thougnt to retain its own sepa-
rate life intact. The idea, which thus arose, came in for special ap-

plication in connection with the building of the Fire-altar, t^nich, as

we have seen, was always taoaght of as a living creature of some sort,

ilach part must have its own separate life or prlna,and,theref ore, the

CB. aoounds in references to the putting of pranas into the various
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parts of the organism (ttman )(>f the Fire-altarjor into the various

limbs of the animal victims. Material of this Kind is so character-

istic of the GB. that it is unnecessary to collect examples.

We ma^f refer, however, to AV. 11,34,5 as furnishing an important veri-

fication of our assumption that the idea of a er^na in each part of

the body is connected with the cutting up of the animal sacrifice.

From Kauc. Sutra XLIV,15,it appears that this hymn was recited while

the victim was being slaughtered and its grana stopped. Probaoly

the method of stopping the pr^a was by strangulation, the aim being

to keep the pi^nas of all the limos in their places.

Pada (b) of the hymn describes the victim as sent to heaven with all

its memC^bers (Inst.plu.of carTra ).Pada (a) runs thus :-Pra jSnantah pri-

ti grhnantu pllrve prtnamangebhyah oaryfcarantam"i .e. Let tnose wno

were the wise of former times (Rsis or gods?)receive the orfltna com-

ing from the limbs. While it is not directly affirmed that a s«pa-

rate 2.11^^ comes from each limb, this seems to be the implication.

As further corrooorating the present point, QB. I, 3, 2, 3 states that

ijr|na moves along to all the limbs "SarvauyaTTgiThyamsancarati ".

Further in ^B. Ill, 8, 3, 37, which quotes VS. VI, 20 in its reference to

the Ertna and ao'lna of Indra,each limb of the cut-up animal is said

to be healed. These are afterwards united and the whole organism(at-

man )of tne victim made complete in yonder world.

2.Pranas as the Organs of Sensation.

The yB. contains abundant evidence that those parts of the body

which are the seat of the various psychical activities are often

described by the word ,prtnas. Observe that to the Hindu all bodily

activities aro psychical ,and , therefore, the occidental distinction be

tween physical and psychical is to be ignored.

The parts to which the term"pranas" is applied are the apertures of

the Dody.In JBU.IV,24 the pr'^nas are called "the dag-out paths(nis-

khStlh panthah)" of BrShman. Maitri Up. II, 6 tells how Prajtpati, wao

as Vatyu had become tue five arenas and dwelt in the heart-cavity,

burst open tne apertures (khatni )of the body. The apertures, thus formed
are there called reins or rays(ra§mi) but it is certain that the

same openings are referred to which are otherwise described as g^-
nas Of. also Ait. Up. 1,1 where the formation of ten openings
in the body of the Cosmic Purusa is descri bed ,the heart being add-
ed as the eleventh.
But to return to ^B. All the passages to be noted mention a definite
numoer of £r|nas, e.g. two, three, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, el even,

twelve, and thirteen. Where two( IX,3,3, 18;XII ,3,2, 1 ) and three(I,3,5,
13;XII,3,2, 1 )£r|nas are mentioned the reference is to parts of the
Prana -Series, viz"T-Prlnodlnau, and pr^na , vyana ,ud^a.
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If it De thought strange thai references by numDer to the Pr^pa -Se-

ries should be woven in with references to ^rfnas in a vastly dif-

ferent sense, it is sufficient to remarK tnat suon an oojection cuts

eo figure in dealing with the Brahmana type of literature.

In case of "five prlinas", there is a divided reference. Doubtless the

phrase is sometimes intended to recall the Prlna -Series; this is

probably the usual reference. On the other hand, the Effnas of Pr'ajaJw

pati are, according to (^B. IX, 3, 3, 18, the five psychical organs rManas ,

eye, breath, ear and voice. In fact, these five psychical organs are

once named as the Erl^^is in the head, cf .11,2,2,5. In such passages

as the two just quoted there is a commingling of the psychical-or-

gan Series and tne formulaic Prana -Series.

when seven £r|nas are mentioned, the allusion is to the seven open-

ings in the head

,

viz :-£yes, ears, nostrils and mouth. This identifica-

tion is fully set forth in CB. VII ,5,2,8-12. Chips of gold are put in-

to each of the above-named openings in the head of the

victim in the order of mouth , right nostril, left nostril, right eye,

left eye, right ear, left ear. In JB. IX, 3, 1,10-12 a similar statement

is given, but in the reverse order of ears, eyes, nostrils, and speech

(not mouth). Other allusions to the "seven prSnas in the rieali",or

merely "seven praijas" are found in III , 1,3,21; VI ,5,3, 11; VI ,4,2,5 ;

VIII,4,3,6 & 7;IX,3,1,8;IX,4,3,6;IK,5,2,8;XII,5,2,6;XII,3,2,1;aIII,

1,7,2 & 4;XIV,2,2,39;and XIV, 3, 2, 18.

In the instancesCXI, 1,6, 29;XI ,2,6,4 ) where there are said to be

five DT^nas in man, not including the eyes, the reference is ,of

course, to ears, nostrils and mouth.

Where six ^Tina.s are mentioned (XII ,9, 1,9;XI V, 1 ,3,32;XI V ,1 ,4,1 ) ,the

number is reached by omitting the mouth. This is proven by XII, 2, 1,3

where there are said to be three £r|,nas on each side of the head.

the nine BE^53,s are made up by adding to the seven in the head the

two below. These last two are more accurately defined in some cases

as the "two below the navel",cf . VI ,4,2,5; VIII ,4,3, 7;IX44,3,6.

The following passages contain allusions te the "nine pranas" :-
,

1, 5, 2, 5 ; V, 4,1, 13 ;V, 5, 4, 27; VI 1 1, 4, 3, 12 & 17;XI,2, 1 ,3;XII ,

1*
1, 10; XI I

,

2,2,4 & 15;XII,8,lyl2;and XIII, 2, 8, 5.

Though no statement is made in the CB. as to what the two openings

below the navel are, it is clear taat the anus and scrotum are meant.

In fact ,CB.X,3,2, 7 refers to a firana by which semen flows. In the

The"seven pranas" in the head are in one case( VII ,2,2, 19)

reduced to four "well-def ined"(niruktah )ones. This count is

obtained by counting ears, eyes, and nostrils as one each.
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following verse(8),tae "avan pr^na" i.e. the anus is mentioned. Cf.AB.

I, 20, where it is said that the ar|nas of the lower part of tue body

preside over semen urine and excrement.

Ten arenas are referred to in III ,8,1,3;III,8,4,1; VIII ,4,3, 849;18&1^;

j(I,2,i,2;Xi,6,3,7;AlI,8,l,22;XIII,2,5,4. The tenth is the navel as

we shall find definitely stated in JBU.II,5.

These same references supply the material for eleven Br|nas. In all

of tie above-noted passages ,'|tman_ is said to be the eleventn firtna.

We have already observed that 'Itman in such cases means the entire

organism. Additional references to "ten pranas are: V,2,4,10;IX^4,3,

Qj and aI,1,2,3.

"Sight prUnas" are mentioned in IX, 2, 2, 6. As eight limbs are referred

to along with the £i;|nas,this numbering may belong under 1. as teach-

ing that each limb has its separate p^na.
"Thirteen prsJnas" may be reached in two ways,(l)Sy adding a?|nsl,ud'|-

na and vytna to the "ten prlnasi' CB. Ill , 8,4, 1. (2 )By adding the two

feet and the Itman to the ten. VIIi, 4,3,9, cf. also XII, 3, 2, 2.

The number "twelve" may De otDtained (l)By adding prfna and udina to

the ten, or (2)By adding the two feet, XII, 3, 2, 2.

This review has shown that the numbers of prlnas which are real-

ly valuable are seven, nine and ten. The otners are occasional manip-

ulations determined by special exigencies. VIII, 4, 3 shows that al-

most any number may be exploited and justifies the see itical ques-

tion of VII, 2, 2, 20, "Who Knows how many prlnas there are inside tho

body?

We may include here under the ^B.a single reference from the A6.,viz:-

1,20. "Nine pranas" are noted, seven in the head and two below. The

navel or tenth firlna is designated by the word "vena". There is a

play upon this word in the adjoining verb, "From it(vena) some ari-
nas tend(venanti ) uuwards and some downwards".
»—

The Upanisads

The Upanisads contain no material under 1. and very little under 2.

JBIJ.11,5 thrice repeats the assertion that there are seven arfQa^

in the head.Mahanlr.Up.X,2(cf .Mund.Up. II , 1 ,8) sbeaKs of seven or'ljias,

issuing from the heart-cavity-dwelling ^tman. Whether or not the sev-

en openings in the head are referred to, we shall have occasion to

discuss later.

JBU.II,5 mentions also "nine pranas" i.e. seven in the head and two

below. ^gapiKha Up. 4 describes the body as that which is "nine-

doored".

* The Buddhists speaic of the body in a derogatory way as "this

nine-holed carcass".
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JBU.1,29 assumes that V^yu io divided into ten parts and in Brii.Ar.

Up.III,9,4,tiie oft-used CB. statement that there are ten Eranab and

ftman is the eleventh is quoted and applied to the Rudras.

finally in JBU.II,5,the navel is definitely called "the tenth prJna'.'

Before passing on to 3. ,wnich belongs wnolly to Upanisad thougnt,tvfo

special topics, allied to 2. call for treatment.

A. The Navel i.e. The Tenth Prtna.

The navel or the tenth Elto^^^body aperture?) holds a place of con-

siderable importance in relation to the Eiai^L^s. AB.I,20 indicates

that it is the poiHt of division between the upward and downward ^fS,-

aas. After identi f ying"vena" and the navel, the statement is added :-

"Prano va ayam sannabheriti "i .e. Verily ,£rana is from the navel.

That the navel should be the starting point from which the pflnas

go in both directions is not an unnatural inference from the part

played by the placenta in embryo life.

In Ksur.Up.,the navel region is called the home of the wind(vlyu).

It is from therejthat the Susumna,by which the EH^iMs ascend to the

necK and then out by the head, is supposed to start, jisur.Up.8 ff.

We may recall also that in Amrtab.Up.XXXI V samana is placed in the

navel region. For otaer important statements as to the navel, we re-

turn to the CB. In VIII ,1,3, 10, we read:-"Atno evam haisa guda^ pra-

nah saiiiantam nabhim jaryaKno 'nucij^ca tiraccig^copadadhlti tasm^dime

'nvanTcacca tirya7lcacc1i,tmanpranah samspysta Tsamdadhati tasmadjime prl-

ijat\ samtatah samhitah". How nuch of fancy and how much of observed

anatomical structure is implied in this description of the intesti-

nal breath as oeing turned round the navel on all sides, it is as

yet impossible to detenine.
In (^B. Ill, 8, 2, 6, the navel is called the "undef ined"(anirukta )arSna

doubtless so named because, in distinction from the remaining'

nine, it represents no real aoerture in the body. Observe t lat the
same phrase is applied to the '|t man in CB. IV, 2, 3,1.

Further in the not infrequent allusions to upward and downward ^jrl-

nas,the navel is the point of di vision.QB. VI ,7, 1 ,11 asserts that
waatever goes out above the navel by the "upward pra^as" is iiiimortal

while that .rhxcn is luortal passes by and away(paral{tann3bhimatyeti )

from it. CB.X,1,1,11 contains the same statement with the addition
that the mortal part, passing beyond the navel , becomes two-fold and

enters the earth as urine and faeces.

The evidence justifies the assumption that all the divisions of the

granas into "seven" and "two" imply that the navel is the point of

departure.

In ^B. XI, 4, 2, 4, the navel seems to be identified with the "madhyama
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prana".Ttiis recalls 1,4,3,8 and tlie word "antastha" ,p.sS.

Tne ceremony performed by five Brahmans before the placenta of tie

new-born ctiild has beea severed, strongly emphasizes the connection

Detween the navel and the"Dreattis".p.2'|^g

Note tnat the "Vayu-dwara" of Amrtab.Up.may refer to the navel.

The later literature gives evidence to show that the VedaJntins and

Yogins differ in their view as to centre from which the firanas a-

rise. The former maxe the heart the centre;the latter, the navel.

B.Pranas as Rsis.
* • * .

The identification of the seven firtnas with seven Rsis is ao strik-

ing as to call for special treatmenC.The identification begins witn

AV.XI,3,2 & 38, where the "Pranaptnas" of the Odana,or sacrificial

Porridge(which for the moment is made to do duty as primeval cosmic

Principle) are said to be the seven Rsis. A comparison cased upon

AV.X,8,9 seems to have formed the star ing point for this remarkable

correlation. The stanza is as follows :-

"Tiryag|bilac|camasa urdhvalbadhnah tasmin yaco nihitam vijivarupam,

Tad/asat rsayah sapta sakam ye asya gopa mahato babhuvuh".

("There is)a bowl niia its mouth placed horizontally, ( lying )bottom up-

wardsjin it there is contained glory of every form. There sit all to-

gether the seven Rsis, who are ( became )the guardians of this great(uni-

verse )"

This is a description of the dome of the sky. The seven R§is are

tne seven stars of the Great Bear. The glories of every form are the

planets and the other stars.

It has already been pointed out that the ancient Hindu possessed a

remarkable genius for observation and comparison. This, while an ele-

ment of strength, was also a weaKuess.for he knew not when to stop.

Now as an outcome of this predilection to comparisons , the idea arose

in some one's mind that the human head is like the dome of the sky.

Tne thought having been once suggested, the rest was easy. There are

seven £ranas{openings )in the head:these correspond to the seven stars

of Ursa kajor and, therefore, Rsis are £ranas!

The stanza given above is quoted, adapted and expounded in Brh.Ar.Up.

11,2,3. PtLdas(c) and (d) are changed to read:-

"Tasy^sat rsayah sapta tire vtgastamo brahmana samvidaria". "On its

rial sit seven Rsisjspeech the eighth with prayer conjoined".

The identification of the "bowl" of rieaven with the human nead is

here fully carried out. The seven openings in the head are pointed to

and naifled(since Rsis must have names ), probably in the order of j^B.IX^

3, 1, 10-12,p.66,since"speecn"comes last in both passages.
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Vac seems to be used in two senses, (a ) The mouth or tongue as ased in

speaking in general , (fi))rhe power of speech as exercised in tae utt-ep-

ance of prayer;aence "vac" is called "tae eighth".

It is interesting to note that in AV. XI ,3, 2, from which tae above

line of thougnt was started, eacn £t|ria has its corresponding ag^a.
After the analogy of the ordinary breath activity, each opening in

tae head is fancifully conceived to have breath movements in two di-

rections. The seven grlaas and asanas of GB.I,2,16 may be a symbolic

handling of the some passage.

The equation, "Prahas equal Risis", occurs in the following CB. passa-

ges:-VI,l,l,l;VII,2,3,5;Vin,*6,l,5;IX,l,2,2i;IX,2,l,13. In'^each case

the reference is not to g^nas ia the head, but to certain assumed

cosmical Pranas which are described as active in creation. In VI, 1,1,— '

—

^
l,ilon-being(asat )is assumed as primeval and the seven Hsi -Pranas

are identified therewith. A punning etymology of Rsi is presented in

the root/fls "to be hurt", and the creation process is said to nave

been Drought aoout by the Rsi-Pranas who, in order to create, wore

tnemselves out(yfrs)by the usual high degree of heat-producing aus-

terities. In AB.II ,27, l,the Rsis.who are also described as "protec-

tors of the body", are said to oe "tapoja"i.e. austerity-born.

The idea that the Rsis are creative powers finds earlier expression

in AV.Al,l,l & S & 24, where mention is made of "the seven Hsis tnat

did create tne beings".

VS.XaXIV,55 makes a contrioution to the identif icition of the seven

Ksis and the or^nas by the statement that "Seven Rsis are established

in the oody". Similarly in AV.VII,53 we read:-"Let not prfna desert

him nor ag^a quit and depart. I commit him to the seven Rsis;may

they convey him to health and old age". The seven Rsis are also men-
tioned in AV.XI,6,

Two passages(gB.XIII,8,l,9;JBU.I?,26)definitely locate the seven

Rsis in tne SKy. In a foot-note to ^B.I ,1 ,1 ,12,Eggeling quotes a

mantra used in connection with a certain sacrificial act which as-

sumes the same thing, "May the sacrificer be on the vault of neaven.

inhere the world of the seven Rsis is, thither do thou lead tnis sac-

rifice and the saarrificer"

The identification of the Rsis and Jrsa Major is effected inJ^B.II,

2, 4, by a play upon the similar sounding word "rksa"(bear) The wri~

ter says that the seven Rsis were in former times called J^K^.as. Ob-

serve thus the prehistoric origin of the name "Great Bear".

In the RV.,the word "rKsa" occurs both in tne meaning of "star"(I,24,

10)and "Dear"( V, 56,3 ) .The seven Rsis are mentioned but four times in

the RV.and are described as "seers"associated ^ith the gods,cf.Mac-
Donneirs"Vedic Mythology"?. 144(Grundriss der I-A-Philologie ).
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3.Pranas as Psycnical Activities :otherwise Devas.
t

We now come to tiat use of the 2r|nas according to which t ley are

represented, not as tne boay openings, but as the psychical activities

which are connected witn the various organs of tiie oody. It is a re-

lief to turn away from what las been chiefly Branmana material to

the apanisads.The"^ifndisturbed s^ay of fanciful symbolism, which char-

acterizes the former, maxes it extremely difficult for one to find

a safe path taerein. At every step of the way the danger threatens

tnat the next advance will land the traveller in a quagmire of error.

Nevertheless the attempt to pass from point to point upon the firm

ground of ooservable phenomena aas been necessary, howe 'er oeset with

difficulties, in order to understand what follows.

The plural use of iJr|na,now to be investigated ,is always accompa-

nied by the assumption that taere is a central force, representing

more or less directly the single World-Principle of which the 21^^^^

are the manifestation in the human body. The single representative

of the World-Principle in the body has been described under such

names as,P]:^na, Madnyamah Pr'£tna,Asanya Prana, Varistha ?rana,and Mukh-

ya Prana, cf .Part II ,Oap. I ,p.55. In these names we may find the rea-

son why the psychical activities are called "pranas".

Tnis changed form of statement as regards EE^nas is due to the cnang-

ed point of view represented by the Upanisads. Hitualistic practices

are superseded in importance by esoteric Knowledge. The Karma-Kanda

gives place to the Jtleina-Kanda. The inner nerve of this transition

is t IB identification of the individual life-principle with the life-

principle of the UniverseTThis identification finds its complete ex-

pression in that cardinal phrase of Hindu Philolophy, "Tattvafi asi".

Since the individual soul is, in reality, one with the cosmic Brahman,

therefore the human organism becomes the tneatre of world-activities.

The central Force, whatever its name, which manifests itself in the

psychical activities , represents the Supreme Branman. These_actiyi-

ties_mayjtthereforej_stand_fgr_the_Nature-^ods_of_the

IhQse_homg_is_the_Oosmos.Not that this flower of tneosophic thought

unfolds into full bloom in a single day. Various degrees of unfold-

^ Cf. Aristotle and especially the Stoics on tnis point .Windelband's
statement of the Stoic positionCHist .Of Phil. P. 187) sounds liKe a

chapter from Hindu Philosophy re Macrocosm and Microcosm and the

unity of the individual soul and the universal World-Soul.
We maice this assertion in full recognition of the fact that many
so-called analogies are only on the surface. The analogy here cuts

down through to the foundation.
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in^ characterize the various stages. The CB. itself , even when still

highly ritualistic, supplies doubtless to some extent intention-

ally ^material for the Upanisad position. When the Fire-Altar is

personified and not only called by the names of the Supreme Agni and

Praj^pati but identified with the sacrificer tiimself,one feels that

dry-as- dust iiitualism has run its course and lost its complete sway

and that the Upanisad position is coming to birth.

While tne Upanisad writers do not categorically state that the psy-

chical activities are called iJI^nas becaitse they are manifestations

of the primeval cosmic Principle and the central Force(or soul)iden-

tical with it, both of which are called Prana;yet this is certainly

the universal assumption, cf .The psychical activities as atmanas be-
j

cause the World-Principle is ^tman, Kaus.Up.I V ,20.

The method by which the writers of the Upanisads prefer to present

tne subject is the use of an allegory which describes the contest

for supremacy among the various organs. The same story as to why tne

psycnical organs are called "pranas" appears in slightly varying

forms.

Brh.Ar.Up.I,5,21(30)

Here the organs are called "Karmani" and are said to have been cre-

ated by Pra ja^pati .The word "karmaji" is a literal justification of

our word "activities". Cfl'PrajiaKarmani. "in Maitri Up. VI, 10.

The story runs thus:-;^ow w len speech, eye, ear, etc. were created, tney

vied with each other for precedence, one saying,"! will speaK" ,-anoth-

er, "I will see" etc. Death as weariness(^ramah )seized them and held

them fast .Speech, eye , ear etc each grew weary(j;ra?myati ). Death could

not, however, gain control over Madhyama Pra^na. Seeing this, the other

activities wanted to become like it and so cried out : -HantSsyaiva

sarve rUpam bhavameti ".All , therefore, took the form of Prana and henee

are named j^f^nas, "Tasmadjeta etliMKhyayante grtut iti".

Ch.Up.V, 1,6-15

The same controversy is here described at greater length. Each psy-

chical activity gets a years leave of absence and returns to find

all ^oing well. After speech, sight , hearing and manas have hid their

turn as absentees, prana undertaKes to start. In doing so he begins

to uproot all the otner pranas as a horse uproots tne pegs to

which nis feet are fastened, and so the others hasten to beg aim to

stay and gladly acKnowledge him to be superior(cresthah( 12 ) )to all

(cf.Jyegtham crestham,Ch.Up. VI , 1, 1 ) .Speech declares that wherein ne

is richest (vasisthan ), it is prana tiiat is really so. In liKe manner

sight acKnowledjges that his preeminence(pratistha ),-hearing that his

high ranK(sampad ) ;and manas that his claim to b4 tlie real abode(ayat-
anam)belongs to pr|na. And thus the conclusion is drawn:
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i)ia vai vaco aa caKgHxisi na crotrlJai aa ii,aQai»it>acAK§at!3;

Prlaa ityevacaKsaie; r^jio uyevaitani sarvajii ohavati ..

"flbt 8!.6ecli,nor e^'es.aor aars.nor ^erital oow^rs do they call tham;

Ihey indaed call then "oraQa8".Prana verily Decomeads) all these".

Ttie aDove passage is daplicated by Bjh.Ar.iJp. VI,1(2) with ine dif-

ference that the latter aads seiaenvretas) to the list of psychical

activities and oiftits the foriaal statement of the conclusion jUst

stated. fietas, of course, stands for the generative function which, ac-

cording to Hindu ideas, belongs to the psychical activities.

It is to be observed that while Ch.Up.V,! and Bfh Ar. Up. VI, 1(2)

mention four and five psychical activities, three only are naied in

Byh.Ar. Up .1,5, 21, the others being assuoed in the word "adi"(etc.).

This explanation of the origin of the identification of the word

"yrSjias" with the asychical functions does not possess scientific

value. It is prooably not the starting point for the usage, but rath-

er a statement "after the event". Just as in the case of the PrSna-

Series which appears full grown in the VS. and AV., without a word of

explanation;so here we are given no direct information as to the log-

ic of the process which formed the equation, "Prfnas are the psychi-

cal functions'\

The above allegory does not assume a fully developed form

of the doctrine that the central Force in the individual is one witn

tne Supreme Universal Soul. The emphasis is u )on that permanent life

centre whose jroof lies in the never-ceasing breath process. The

thought which holds the attention is the relation oetween the other

psychical activities and the breath process without which they come,

to nought jand so the question of the relation between this central

activity and the central cosmic Life is not definitely set forth.

Bfh.Ar.Up.I,3,l-7 and JBU.II,10.

Here we have the famous account of the contest between the Devas

and the Asuras. The. point of test was the attempt of the Devas to

sing the Udgitha in such a way that the Asuras could not contaminate

it with evil

.

Voice, oreath, eyewear and man^g made the attempt , but

were each in turn contaminated. The Isanya or ^ukhya Prana was, how-

ever, able to defeat tne Asuras.
These passages are removed by a perceptible interval from Lhose dis-

cussed above. Tne point of differentiation is the fact that breatn

* In Kaus. Jp.II,l4(3,3 ?,the same contest is described Dy the

statement that all the "diVinitie8"(i.e.Prana3 ) left the

body and it oecame as a stick of wood. Speech, eye, ear and

iinas entered in turn, but there was no movement until "prSna"

again came in. Cf. also Ait .Ar. II ,1,4.
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itself is now mentioned as one of the suoordinate psychical activi-

ties. In Oh. lip. 1, 2 it is tne "flasiKya Prana" and in JbU II,l,tne"Ap-

ana" ffnich is thus subordinated. The difference indicated oy putting

"Pra^ia" among the organs mixed fith evil, is sufficient to itarK the

trena of tnought towards a definite conception of the "soul" as an

entity distinct from all physical jhenomena and yet the controller

of then all. At the same time, tne idea of an advance is not to be to^^

strongly pressed, since "pr^na" in these references means merely the

"oreatn in the noBe"(cf -Pt .1

)

But whether or not we should postulate an advance here, it is

clear that when, in the description of the central Force, the word

"prapa" is dropped and other names used, the intention is to differ-

entiate it as a sejarate entity from all the special psychical activ-

ities. The otiier names to which we refer are e.g. "Vi jnanamaya Puru-

sa" and "Carira ^taan".

Brh.Ar.Up-II,l,16.& 17 & 16.

The subject is sleep and the description runs as follows t-

The Vijiianamaya Purusa, having by its (superior) power of self-con-
scious activity taxen possession of the self-conscious faculty of

tne firfnas -ranaaam vijnanena vi jnanamadaya sleeps in tne

space ivitnin the heart. Breath, speech, sight, nearing, and manas are

each thus seized g^nitah bhavati. Again in sectionlS it is said

that the Vijiianamaya Puru§a, having seized the Rr^as, roams about in

nis own body at will. Brh.Ar.Up.I V,3,7(IV,4,22) contains an undoubt-

ed allusion to this set of ideas. In answer to the question as to

which of the two "atmanau" is referred to(katama atmeti),the reply
is :-The Vijnanamaya Purusa which functions in the granas and is a

light within the heart" Vi^nanamayahpurusah pranesu hrdyantarjyo-

tih. A similar function in relation to the 21^^41 is attributed to

the C«lrira Atman which is at times a synonym for ",;uru8a",cf .K^nva

Text in Brh.Ar.Up.IV,3.

Brh.Ar.Up.IV,4,l & 3.

Here the phenomena of death are dealt with. Section 1 tells how the

Carira Atman, after that in the coming on of unconsciousness the £r^-

^3,8 have assembledlabhisamEyanti )around it, takes to itself the Force-

elements thereof and moves down along to the heart "Sa et^altajo-

mStrah samabhySdadltno hrdayamjevanvavakrtmati". For a description of

death which tells of speech going into maSisSjianas into erana etc.cf,

Ch. Up. IV, 3, 3, and VI, 8, 6.

In section 3 the departure of the Carrra Atman out of the heart and

thence out of the body is said to be on this wise:-
Phe apex of the heart becomes illuminated and by that torch (pradyote-
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na—name of a later jrana cf .Sarvop. 10) the Garfra Atman leaves the

heart. The author does not icnow whether it leaves the body oy tne eye

or by the head or by some other part of the body. He does Know, howev-
er- and this rests upon observation—-r-that when the soul goes

out, the grliia -goes .out along(anuKr'Smati );and that when the ^rana

goes out the fir^fts go .out along. This passage is full of interest

in its treatment of pr'an^,. The reference to the Elluaci going out

with the eriaa recalls the rivalry among the psychical organs in

which gra^a was proven to be best of all, and reminds us also of the

supreme place of MuKaya or Asanya Prana in the Deva-Asura contest.
At the same time there is a clear presentation of the fact that the

source of psychical activity is something different from breath and

even from a breath-aggregate residing somewhere in the body. It is

certain that both Vijn^namaya Purusa and ^arira Atman are intention-

ally used to express the unity of the individual soul with tne Su-

preme SouUAtman or Purusa). They thus represent the complete Upani-

sad ..osition rg psychical activities, via:- All psychical activities

are directly caused by tne Su.reme Soul resident in the organism as

individual soul, so long as said organism subsists.

The subject ,"Pranas as Psychical Activities" points the way to a

treatment of the whole question of Hindu Psychology, out upon this

path we may not now enter. The following, paints may, however, be noted;-

i.kanas is distinguished from the firanas in the latar(?) Upanisads,
cf .Mund.Up .II ,5 "Manah prapaicca sarvaih". In Mund. Up. 111,9 chit—
tam stands in the place of manas,thus indicating that the thought-

activity of the soul was by some given the supreme place.

The usual word for the "senses" as distinguished from aanas is"in-

driylni". These are divided into Buddhi- and Karma-Indriydni ,cf .Mai-

tri Up.II,6;PranSg,Up.IV;Garbha Up.IV;and Maha Up. I. Tne former in-

cludes hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, and feeling;the latter, speaK-
ing,sei/5ing, procreating, evacuating, and motion,cf .Pracna Up.I V,2.

2. The EUanas are not restricted to the five mentioned in the passag-

es which nave been dealt with, but include all the activities of

the body. In Kaus.Up.II ,15 (1 )Speech, (2)Breath, (3 )£ye, (4 )Ear, (5

)

Taste (i.e. tongue ), (6) Work (i.e. hands ), (7 ) Plea sure and pain (i.e. body)

, (8)Sexual pleasure (inandam,ratim,prajatim ), (9)Motion(i .e. feet ), ( 10)

Manas, and (11 )Consciousness(pra^na ) are all called pr^nas.They

are also called "indriyani" in the same chapter. Kaus. Up. Ill ,5 omits
the last, since all are said to be parts of Prajnt.

In Brh.Ar.Up.II ,4, ll,twelve organs and their appropriate psychical

activities are named :-

(l)SKin i.e. Sensation of touch. (2)Tongue i.e. Sensations of taste.

(3)Nose i.e. Smells. C4)ilye i.e. Forms. (5)£ar i.e. Tones.

(6)Manas i e. All purposes (samKalpah (7 )Heart i.e. All sacred knowl-
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edge( Veda ). (8)Hand8 i.e. Work. (9)Sexaal organ i.e. BlissCa'nand )

.

(10)Aau8 i e. Evacuation, (ll)Motion i,e. ii'eet . (12 ) Knowledge i.i.

Speech.

Observe that the position of the Greek philosopher, Chrysippus,

is in close analogy with the Hindu position re the subject in hand.

He held that the soul (y^A*^ )a8 breath pervades the body and func-

tions in the various psychical activities, viz :-Voice, eye, ear, nose,

tongue, fleshd.e. feeling ), and genital organ, cf.Windisch in Gesell.

der Wiss. 1891, P. 189.

Pranas .as_Devas.

A very important subdivision and development of the doctrine tnat

tne grfnas are the psychical activities is the conception that the

psychical activities are the Nature-gods a conception which runs

the material of ancient mythology into the mould of the dominant

philosophy. The raisQa_dl§ire of this, to us singular, identification

has been glanced at above(p.72). The intuition of the identity of

the individual soul with the Supreme Soul leads easily by analogy to

tne conception that the psychical activities are the counterparts of

the cosmicai forces. These cosmic forces are the gods of the Vedic

pantheon and the mass of the people so regard them. The philosopher,

however, Knows that they are mere manifestations of tne one primeval

Principle which functions as the active agent in all his life-activ-

ities. rie cannot , therefore, believe with the people that the Vedic

gods are personal beings.But though he must breaK with tne popular

religion, he will retain where possible the ancient terminology.

The proportion between things cosmicai and things microcosmical is

well understood by nim:-

Brahman or Ataan :Nature-gods :; Carira iTtman : Psychical Activities.

Further, the Supreme Atman and Carfra "Stman are identical , and all

the activities both of tne Cosmos and the Microcosm are referable

to the one Supreme World-Principle, whose representative in the Mi-
crocosm bears the names ,Prafna,Puruja,V i jnanamaya Purusa or Carfra
Xtman. 'Jhat taen is there to hinder the retention of the Nature-gods

%ind8lband(Hist.of Phil. P. 189) points out that the Stoics held
that the gods were the mediating.orgaQs of the vital force of

the World-Beason.and adds a statement wnich is in substance the
same as that which has been made independently above re Hindu-
isa4"The polytheism of the popular faith was thus philosophi-
cally re-established and taKen up as an integrant constituent
into metaphysical Pantheism'.'

Note further that TTv^et'^'x to the Stoic and eiana to the Hindu
are practically synonymous and that in each case tSe IIv/tv^AX and g|a-
aa doctrine respectively made it possible to give to the creations'
of myth a philosophical meaning.

Cf.with rtman,on the other hand, the Aristotelian Voi/S".
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As sparKS,so the account runs, fly forth to all sides from a burning

fire, so from the Atman all eranas come forth according to their re-

spective locations ^^tmaiah. prana yath^^atanai viprati^sthante--;

from the er^as,tae gods Cdevis ) ;and from the gods, the worldsdoKis ).

In tne context four QraQas nave bean named i .e. Speech, eye, ear, manas.

In sleep each one of these goes into Praiia(equal Atman). The first

taices witn itself "names";the second, "forms" ;the third, "tones";and

the fourth, "thoughts". These represent the ".worlds" which are unfold-

ed in waKing. The philosophy here reminds one of both Berkeley and

Kant. The eapirical £go constitutes the world by its functions .Voice^

eye, ear, and manas. It does so, however, only through the mediation of

the Cosmos witnout which as the material for experience, "names",

"forms", "tones", and "tnoughts" could not be constituted. As the for-

ces of the Cosmos are "devas", therefore the order in waKing is:Atman,

^iCnaSideyas ,and iQijas. With this may be compared passages where

jr^nas, loKas,and dgvas stand to-gether,8.g.6rh.Ar.Up.II, 1,20;II ,5, 15

;and Pracna Up. IV, 11. The KausitaKi passage is quoted with additions

at Maitri Up. VI, 32.

As illustrating the word "loka",the single Upanisad reference to tne

"seven pr^nas" may be called up. The stanza occurs twice i.e. in Ma-

nan'^ra.Up.X,2(equal 'fk.i, 10,1) and Mun^. Up. II, 1,8, the only difference

being that Mund. has "homah" where the other has "jihvah".

Sapta pranah prabhavanti tasmat sapt^trcisa-i samidha sapta jinvth,

Sapta ime loica yesu prana guhacayannihitah sapta sapta.
II ;<Seven pranas arise from It (Atman in the heart), seven flames with

seven tongues(or oblations)as fuel. Seven are these worlds in which

each of the seven cavity-dwelling concealed BlCa%t res -actively move

(exercise their functions).

Deussen assumes that the"seven pranas" are tne usual seven openings

in the head. The fact that the seven "apertures" in the head include

but four "worlds" of sensation i. e. Sight , hearing, snell and speech

throws some doubt upon this interpretation. Doubtless the "seven pra-

nas in the head" gave the cue to the writer in the matter of number,

but if "loKa" is to mean anything adequate, it would seem that we

must include with the four "worlds of sensation" three others, possi-

bly "thought", "evacuation", and "procreation".

It is noteworthy that in Ait.Up.I> l,the psychical activities are

called "WorlQ-protectors"(loKaptlas ). Shall we say in Kantian lan-
guage, "World-constitutors"?

As further corroborative of the main position under discussion, the
all-inclusive statement of PrSnag.Up.IV may be quoted :-Sarv^ hyasmin
devatah ^arire 'dhisamahitsi ,i .e. "All the divinities are comprised in

the body". Since the human organism is the abode of tae Supreme Brah-
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man, all the ^ods whose Source He is will assuredly be present there.

Most illuminating is the reference in Mund. Up. IV,7 to the organs of

sensation as devas,and to the cosmic ^ods as kiatidevas,! -e "Correla-

ted gods".rne former go to the latter at death.

Adnyjftniam Adhidaivatam.
Sufficiently numerous and definite as are the passages noted above

to indicate the identification of psychical activities and i^Jature-

god8;yet the extent to which this identification dominates Upani^ad

thougat and even to some degree Brahmana literature can only be ap-
preciated when the soace occupied by correlations under the rubric

of "adhyltmam and adhidaivatam" is taxen into account.
These words affirm the same contrast that is e;ipressed by the words
"Devas and pratidevas", since psychical activities are noted under
the former term and cosmic forces or Nature-gods under the latter.
We have carefully scrutinized all the passages where "adhyatmam" oc-
curs and have found that, except in the Ottajthe reference is always
to those powers and activities of the individual organism, which are
otherwise described as eeIqS;! and devas, in contrast with taose for-
ces of Nature wnich figure' as the gods of the Vedic pantheon, and
in Mund. Up bear the name "pratidevas".

The translation of adhyatmam and adhidaivatam has given consideraole

trouble to translators. As the words are used adverbially and are

clearly intended to have a fixed meaning, it is certainly importaat

to discover a fixed terminology with which to translate them. We

would venture to suggest as the nearest possible equivalent the words

"aicrocosmically" and "macrocosmically". Neither Deussen's transla-

tion "in reference to the self", and "in reference to the gods";nor

Muller's "physiologically" and "mythologically" are adequate. That

Muller's insight was in the main correct , however, is shown by a re-

marK of his quoted by Eggeling to the effect that "adhyatmam" always

means "with reference to the body",SBE.Vol.XXVI, Int .P. ^XIX.

Tne Gita seams to identify "adliya^tmam" with the Supreme ^tman,cf.

VIII, 3. Such an interpretation is peculiar to the Gita as compared

with the remaining literature which we have reviewed. In fact it is a

misinterpretation of the early and long continued use of the term

and , therefore, adds force to the argument of those who refuse to tie

Ctta a place in tne earlier literature.

Though the words "prSnas" and "devatas"{or"d8vas" )occur but seldom

(Kau8.Up.II,12 & 13;Brh!Ar.Up.I,5,22)in connection with the correla-

tions under adhyttmam and adhidaivatam, yet it can scarcely be doubt-

that they represent an almost formulaic method of correlating Nature

gods and psychical activities a method which indicates a thor-
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ongh. crystallization of the conception that the gramas are devas.

Tne standard correlations frequently appear when neither adnyat-

mam nor adhidaivatam are found in the text. In such cases they may

fairly be assumed.

It is not possible to treat the passages in detail where tne stan-

dard correlations are found. It may, however, be here noted :-

l.That the most important passages for micro-macrocosmical correla-

tions are,Ch.Up.I,5,2;I,6 & 7;IV,3.3 ;III, 18,1 & 2;IV,5-8;Kaus .Up.

II,12;IV,2 & 10;Brh.Ar.Up.III.l,10;II,5,l-13;III,7;I,5,21 & 22;.Tait.

Br.III,10,8;GB.I,i7;III,14;II,22;I,4,2;I,5,25;JBU.III,4;IV,9,l;III,
2,'l;III,l,l;HI.20-28;5B.III,2,2.3;X,3.3,l-8;X,4,5,2;VIII,7,4,19;

X,3,5,l-7;and X,6, 1,1-11.

2. That the uaual correlations are:(l)Agni and Speech; (2 )Vayu and

Breath; (3 )Sun and Eye;(4)Moon and Manas; (5 )Directions and Ears.

Praijagnihotra Doctrine

A practical and interesting application of the doctrine of the iden-

tity of the Nature-gods and the psychical activities is found in tne

remarKable teaching as to the"way of salvation" which is set forth

especially in the Pranag.Up. and in Ch. Up. V, 19-23. The doctrine in

brief is that the mere eating of food accompanied by the repetition

of appropriate mantras is all that is neccessary for the Sage, ^e

may note here tnat in Brh.Ar.Up.I,5,23 the assertion is made taat

the only vow(vrata )that is required is "to breathe in and to breatne

out",cf.alsolAit.Ar. 111,2,6, 8. It is further affirmed in Kaus.Up.II,5

tnat "in-breataing" and "speech"(i .e. out-breathing )are the two infin-

ite and immortal offerings.

The writer of Pranag.Up. declares that right here in the body, with-

out tne use of tae Agnihotra sacrifice or the practice of the SlnKh-

ya or Yoga system, salvation from "sanis^ra" is possible. In the car-

rying out of the description of his method, the sacrificial fires are

located in the body. Water "tne covering of 2rtu?:"(Ch.Up.V,2,2

)

is applied by the respective fingers to the various parts of the

body,Pranlg.Up. I . In Ch. Up. V, 19-23 the use of water is not mentioned

but the taKing of food is given the value of an oblation. In Ch.Up.V_,

2,2(cf.Brh.Ar. Up. VI ,1, 14), however, the custom of taking water before

and after eating is referred to. We may compare here the reference

to Agni Vai§v^nara in Brh.Ar.Up. V,9 as the fire which digests all

food. This "fire dwelling in all men" is shown by other references

to be the symbol of Brahman, cf.^^t man Vaicv^nara in Ch. Up. V, 11-24, and

Agai Vai^v^nara in CB.X,6,1.

The entire presentation of the PrSnlgnihotra doctrine rests upon tne

assumption that tae body is the dwelling place of both tie Su reme
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Brahman and tne Nature-gods. There is , therefore, no need to £o out-

side tiie Dody in order to perforin oblations to the Nature-gods, nor

is there need of those religious exercises in tne contemplation of

the Suoreme Brihman which the SafiKhya and Yoga systems inculcate.

In PrSnfg.Up.III a IV, the parts and powers of the body are identi-

fied witii the paraphernalia of the ritual sacrifice. This assumes the

final stage where the microcosm and the macrocosm do not merely cor-

respond, but where the microcosm is the macrocosmjwhere the spirit in

man is tne spirit in the Universe;.There the gods which serve in one

serve iiJse_facto in the other, according to the formula, "Pattvamasi".

Resume of Part II.

The story of the various singular and plural uses of Prana may be

gathered up in a few words. In the singular the meaning passes on by

natural stages from "breath" to "life";thence to "soul", and then on

to "World-Soul". In the plural uses there is the recognition :-

l.That breath as life distributes itself throughout the body.
2. That breath passes tnrough mouth, nostrils, anus analogically

through eyes, ears, navel and genital organ^hence all are firanas.

S.Tnat in case of the non-activity of tie central Prana or soul,tner€

are no psychical activities: hence they too, as mere manifestations

of the Prtna,are 2r|nas.

4. That the individual soul and the Supreme Soul are identical and,

tnerefore,the real agent in all psychical activities is the Su-

preme Soulwhich functions in the organism as the individual soul.

5. That tne manifestations of the Supreme Soul in the external world

are analagous with Its manifestations in the individual organism;

that the powers of natured .e.gods ) have their counterparts in the

psychical activities of the microcosm: nence pranas are devas.

Final Word

The discussion of the functions of breath has involved the whole

range of Hindu conceptions. Acute observation; fanciful identifica-
tion and comparisonjritualism run mad with symbolismjand deep philo-

sophic insight all these unite in outting their marK upon Prana
and the Pr^na-Series. Throughout the inquiry it has been our pur-
pose to ascertain how much of the material must be attributed to each
of the above-mentioned tendencies of tne Hindu mind, in order that we

might la.y a safe foundation for translation and inter.)r8tation.

We must leave it to others to judge now far this pur-
pose has been attained, and consequently what weight attaches to our
interpretations of the material.
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